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STATIONARY ELECTRODE VOLTAMMETRY AND
CHRONOAMPEROMETRY IN AN ALKALI

METAL CARBONATE-BORATE MELT

I. INTRODUCTION

As the use of molten salts in modern technology grows, it be-

comes increasingly important to elucidate the new chemistry made

possible in these systems. Although still a difficult experimental

area, new techniques and materials have made research more feasi-

ble. The uses of fused salts have grown from the earlier ones of tem-

pering baths and aluminum production to nuclear fuels and fuel cells.

One of the newest applications of fused salts is metalliding, wherein

a metal is electrodeposited from a molten fluoride bath and partly

diffuses into the substrate, producing alloys of surprising hardness

and corrosion resistance (19).

A whole new chemistry needs to be explored, wherein new oxida-

tion states occur and old ones assume new orders of stability. In most

cases we need to examine the chemistry from within the solvent and

at an elevated temperature if we are to have a true picture of what is

occurring. Electrochemical methods are well adapted to this end.

A wide range of fused salt solvents has been explored, from

low-melting nitrate mixtures to refractory oxides. Likewise, almost

the whole spectrum of analytical techniques have been applied to fused

salts, from nuclear magnetic resonance to chronopotentiometry. A
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general review of solvents and techniques is beyond the scope of this

dissertation, but three excellent monographs provide a broad back-

ground and a wealth of information. They are: Janz' Molten Salts

Handbook (51), Blander's Molten Salt Chemistry (5), and Sundheim's

Fused Salts (133). Janz' book in particular has a very comprehensive

bibliography.

When the research for this dissertation was undertaken, the

goal was to examine aspects of the chemistry of fused salt systems

electrochemically, preferably in a solvent such as molten carbonate,

which was relatively unexplored up until that time. Molten carbonates,

particularly when combined with borates, are a good solvent for the

dissolution of ore samples, and they also show promise as fuel cell

electrolytes. Surprisingly, though, little electroanalytical chemistry

has been carried out in them. Several studies have been made with

respect to conductance, density, and other physical properties as

well as corrosion studies of various substances in molten carbonates,

but the solution chemistry has been largely unexplored.

Thus the goal of this study is to explore the chemistry of fused

salt systems of electroanalytical methods, obtaining reaction poten-

tials and the number of electrons involved in these reactions, plus

other electrochemical behavior that will enable the identification of

unknown elements and help characterize the chemistry of molten

carbonates.
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In carrying out this study, it was soon apparent that many metal

oxides have a very limited solubility in molten carbonates alone, so

that a mixture of alkali metal carbonates and borates was employed

in most of this research. Initial experimentation revealed that con-

ventional polarography at solid electrodes had many shortcomings, so

a continuing effort was made to find better methods of carrying out

polarographic measurements in fused salts. To this end several

devices were constructed, from a periodic shorting microelectrode

arrangement to a high speed controlled-potential polarograph. The

microelectrode used in this research evolved from a wire touching

the surface of the melt, giving uncertain and fluctuating areas, to a

planar disk electrode of known area, enabling determination of diffu-

sion coefficients. Reference electrodes, often taken for granted in

aqueous work, were a long continuing problem and focus of much study,

culminating in a membrane type of electrode made from a specially

formulated and cast porcelain which has proved to be highly resistant

to the corrosive carbonate-borate system. As the theory of stationary

electrode polarography was studied, it was seen that theory and real-

ity did not always match, so that some ideas are proposed to reconcile

these differences. Near the end of this research computer time be-

came available, and a program to evaluate data was developed, mak-

ing it possible to take film curve traces to the computer center and

to return with computer-drawn replicas, peak currents and potentials,
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values for the number of electrons involved, and log plots for n-values.

If the work herein seems overly technique-oriented, it is be-

cause the nature of molten media demands it; perhaps when the meth-

ods are closer to perfection, the chemistry will reveal itself more

readily, and one will no longer feel as if he were peering "through a

glass darkly."
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II. PROPERTIES OF THE CARBONATE MELT

The Lux-Flood Acid-Base Theory

Molten salts are unique solvents in many ways, so it is not

surprising that a slightly different acid-base theory has been pro-

posed (35, 80). According to this theory, acids are oxide ion accep-

tors and bases are oxide ion donors; it is commonly known as the

Lux-Flood theory. A typical acid-base reaction would be:

acid + base salt

SiO2 + CaO -).CaSiO
3

Lux (80) further defined these acid-base functions in a way sim-

ilar to the BrOnstead concept for protolytic systems:

base -.acid + 02-

SiO
3

2-
SiO

2
+ 0 2

CaO -)-Ca
2+

+ 02

Flood (35) claims that the analogy is more than a formal one, for a

qualitative relationship between proton affinity and the tendency to

split off an oxide ion exists. A comparison of intrinsic acid strengths

in water and in high temperature systems reveals:

H2504> H2CO3 and SO3 > CO 2'

and H3PO4> H3B03 and P205> B2O3.
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If we apply this theory to molten carbonates, then, we see that

the carbonate ion is basic:

CO
3

2--
CO

2
+ 02-

Similarly, boric anhydride and silica are acids and react readily with

carbonates:

B203 + C032- -> 2B0
2

+ CO2

SiO
2

+ C032- Si032- + CO2

It might be expected from this that carbonates would be a good

solvent for such acid metal oxides as Cr03, MoO3, and W03' while

basic oxides such as Fe0, CuO, and NiO would not be very soluble;

this is found to be so in practice.

The true identity of the borate species in a ternary eutectic of

the alkali carbonates (Li, Na, K) is probably a mixture, as Flood

(35, 37) states that for K
2
CO3' addition of B203 expels an amount

of CO2 corresponding to the formation of metaborate (B02 ), while

for Na2CO3, the reaction comes to an end halfway between the meta-

and orthoborate (B2054 ), while in Li 2CO3' all the B203 is converted

to the orthoborate (BC
3

3
). Thus, Flood concludes that the acidity

of the polyacids depends on the cations present and that the acidity

decreases in the order Li, Na, K. In order to have some idea of

what the stoichiometry might be in the reaction between B203 and

the ternary carbonate eutectic, a short experiment was carried out,
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the results of which are given later.

Physical Properties of the Ternary Carbonate Eutectic

The ternary eutectic mixture of lithium, potassium, and sodium

carbonates used in this work has the following composition: 43.5

mole % Li2CO3, 31.5 mole % Na2CO3, 25.0 mole % K2CO3, with a

reported melting point of 397° C ± 1°C (56). A slightly different

composition of Li/Na/K ratios of 42. 5 :30.6:26.8 mole percents with

a melting point of 392° C has also been reported (120). Janz (50)

gives phase diagrams and information on the binary mixtures as well

as the ternary eutectic.

The density of the first eutectic mentioned above is reported as

2.0575 g cm-3 at 537.9°C and 2.0379 g cm-3 at 588.5°C (55, 141).

If this is extrapolated to 550°C, we obtain a density of 2.0546 g cm-3.

The same source also reports specific conductances of .812 ohm-1

cm 1 at 537.9°C and 1.097 ohm 1 cm-1 at 570.6°C.

Similarly, the surface tension is 229.26 dyne cm-1 at 530. 1 °C

and 228.76 dyne cm 1 at 570.6°C. For water, this figure is 72.0

dyne cm 1
(50). As a practical aside, this high surface tension

causes carbonate melts to creep up the sides of whatever they wet

to quite a distance (seven centimeters in the case of some reference

electrodes), necessitating special precautions.

The viscosity of the ternary carbonate eutectic is reported (59)
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as .0323 poise at 539°C and .0237 poise at 598°C. For water, the

viscosity is about .01 poise, so that the ternary eutectic is seen to

be over twice as viscous at 550°C.

Carbonates can thermally dissociate according to the reaction

C032- CO2 + 02-

Spedding and Mills (130) reported dissociation pressures for the ter-

nary eutectic of 10.5 mm at 750°C, 46 mm at 850°C, and 108 mm at

950°C. In order that the composition of the carbonate melt remain

constant it was maintained under carbon dioxide at a pressure (one

atmosphere) well in excess of the dissociation pressure.

As stated earlier, B2O3 was added to the ternary carbonate

eutectic in order to enhance the solubility of basic metal oxides. The

effect this has on all of the above physical properties is unknown, but

hopefully it is small, since the amount of B2O3 added was small (0. 2

g. in 5 g. of eutectic, or about 6 mole %).

The Domain of Acidity in Molten Carbonates

The chemistry occurring in molten carbonates is similar in

some ways to that in aqueous media. In both, conjugate acids and

bases determine the range, or domain of acidity. In water, at 25 °C

we have the relationship: pH + pOH = pKw = 14. The domain of

acidity in this case is 14. In molten carbonates, we have a similar
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relationship.

This arises from consideration of the equilibrium: CO
3

2-

CO2 + 0z. If we can assume that the activity of C032- is constant

and unity, then

K = [CO2] [ 02-],

and p02- = -log[02 ], pCO2 = -log[CO 2], pK = -log K.

Thus p0 2 + p0 2- = pK. pCO2 + p02
= pK.

Two conventions have been used in establishing the domains of

acidity in molten carbonates; One in which the mole fraction concen-

tration scale and the molten oxides as reference states are used (48);

and the other in which the molarity concentration scale is used, and

as reference states, two solutions with the 02- and the CO2 concen-

trations at 1 mole 1 -1 are used (11, 12, 13, 31).

Concerning the molarity studies, it was found (12) that the solu-

bility of CO2 in the melt at low 02-

Henry's Law is obeyed, i. e. ,

concentrations is such that

=[CO k P
2 CO

2

Then k . P
CO

[0 2 ] = K or pK = p02- -logP
CO

- log k.
2 2

Dubois (31) determined that k = .09 ± .01 mole 1-1 atm-1 at

560°C for the ternary eutectic under one atmosphere of carbon diox-

ide, and he also established from potentiometric measurements that

p0 2- = 6, so that the domain of acidity in carbonate melts was
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calculated to be

pK = 6 log (.09) = 7

at 560 °C and one atmosphere of CO2'

Later work (11, 12, 13) has established somewhat different

values; for 500°C, pK = 9.9; for 600°C, pK = 8.5; and for 700°C,

pK = 7.7. Thus, the domain of acidity is seen to decrease with in-

creasing temperature, which is in accord with the exothermic nature

of carbonate dissociation. We can conclude, then, that under the

conditions used in this work, namely, 550°C and one atmosphere of

CO2' that [CO2 .1 M and [0 2
] 10-8 M.

The mole fraction scale for the domain of acidity was derived

from thermodynamic calculations, and for 600°C, it is predicted

that p02- + pCO2 = 11.0 (47, 50). Ingram and Janz (47) state that

there is a discrepancy between the calculated scale of acidity for the

ternary eutectic at 600oC and the experimental scale of Buvet et al.,

for a 1 M solution of oxide ion gave an experimental pCO2 = 7.5,

while for theory, pCO2 = 9.7. Janz (50) attributes the lack of agree-

ment to neglect of possible solvation interactions in the thermodynam-

ic treatment.

If we make our own calculations, however, a different conclu-

sion can be reached. One gram of ternary eutectic can be shown to

contain .010 moles of alkali carbonates. The density of the ternary
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eutectic at 608. 9 °C is reported to be 2.0354 g cm-3 (141), so that one

ml. of melt at 600°C contains .02 moles of solvent. If this is made

one molar in oxide ion, then

x02- = .05.
.

0002 1

p02 = -log (.05) = 1.3,

and pCO2 = 11-1.3 = 9.7,

which is what Ingram and Janz obtained. However, this value of

pCO2 is in mole fraction concentration units, and we need to convert

it to the molarity scale:

for pCO2 = 9.7, [CO2]x = 2.0 x 10-10

-10
2.0x050 10 - 4.0 x 10-9 M,

.

or pCO2 = 8.4.

We saw above that pK = 8.5 (13), so that for a solution 1 M in

oxide ions,

pC0
2

= pK p0
2

= 8. 5 ,

and it is seen that the thermodynamically calculated value of pCO2

agrees quite well with the experimentally determined one.

Even if Janz had made the correct calculations he would have

noted a discrepancy of 1.1 units, for if the listed values of the
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domains of acidity that he reports (50) are compared with the original

literature (11, 12, 13) it is seen that he has listed values low by one,

Le., for 600oC, pK = 8.5 and not 7.5 as he reported. This mistake

arises from the fact that in practice, one would not normally go above

one atmosphere of CO2, and since it was found that [CO2] = .1 M for

1 atm., the practical domain of acidity is actually 7.5 units
CO2

long. To further confuse things, Busson and coworkers (13) found

that oxide ion solubility was uncertain much above .1 M, and set a

new basic limit of [0 2- = .1 M, which reduces the practical scale

of acidity to 6. 5 units. However far the usable units shrink, the

relationship pCO2 + p0 2- = pK = 8.5 at 600°C remains the same.

Water and the Carbonate Melt

A discussion of the equilibrium between CO
3

2

' CO2 and 02-

ions would be incomplete without consideration of the roles of OH

and H2O in the melt. In other solvents, especially mixtures contain-

ing LiC1, the elimination of water is of main concern, for if all traces

are not eliminated, excessive polarographic background currents re-

sult and glass containers are severely attacked. Fortunately, car-

bonate mixtures, even those containing Li2CO3, are not affected near-

ly as much by water absorbed at room temperatures. Dubois (31)

has shown that above 400°C virtually all water will have evolved

from the melt if it is kept under a CO2 atmosphere. Also, he made
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additions of 0 2 - ions to the melt utilizing both Li2O and LiOH and

obtained the same potentials at a platinum electrode, indicating that

the reaction 2LiOH + H2O + 02- was practically quantitative

(under a CC
2

atmosphere). Others (11, 13, 50) have observed that

ternary eutectic with OH- added as LiOH did not evolve H2O when

maintained under a dry argon atmosphere, but rapidly evolved H2O

equivalent to the added OH when the atmosphere was dry CO2.

Water can be regarded as amphoteric in the melt, giving the

following relationships:

20H =-Z-- H2O + 02-

KB
]2

PH20[02-
]

H2O + C032- 20H + CO2

K
A

PCO [OH]

H2O

Busson et al. (11, 13) found that pKa = 1.5 ± .2 at 600°C. Since

Ka Kb = K ", where

Ici= [02-]P =K = 10-7.5
CO2 k

then pKa + pKb = 7.5, and pKb = 6.

The consequence of Ka is that if one is to eliminate water

from the melt, one must maintain an appreciable concentration of
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carbon dioxide above it. Bartlett and Johnson (3) went so far as

to dry the melt under vacuum for 12 hours before using it, but this

may not be as good as keeping the melt under CO2, because any OH

formed from

H2O + C032- 20H- + CO2

would not be eliminated by vacuum treatment. A carbon dioxide

atmosphere, on the other hand, would drive the reaction to the left

and serve to eliminate both OH and H2O.

Containers for Molten Carbonates

Containers for fused salts are always a problem, especially

for the more corrosive salts such as carbonates. Glass and quartz,

which serve so well in aqueous and in certain molten salt systems,

are readily attacked by carbonates, so that cell designs have to be

simpler and of more difficultly worked materials. Janz and co-

workers (48, 50, 54, 57) have studied the corrosion behavior of var-

ious metals and refractories and conclude that the most resistant

metal is gold (and a gold-20% palladium alloy) which showed no at-

tack. Platinum becomes passive with the formation of Li2Pt03,

while siver and nickel are corroded. Stainless steel is attacked also

but becomes passive. Single crystal quality MgO is only slightly

attacked. High purity alumina is reported (9) to withstand carbonate
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attack if pretreated with molten carbonate for a few days. In this

laboratory zirconium and porcelain have served well as molten car-

bonate containers, showing very little attack after extended periods

of use.
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III. ELECTROCHEMISTRY IN MOLTEN CARBONATES

The Anodic Electrolysis Reaction

If a carbonate melt is electrolyzed, the reaction products at

the anode are CO2 and 02:

C032- CO2 +
2

+ 2e

This has been confirmed by Janz and coworkers (47, 50, 52, 58)

Bartlett and Johnson (3), and Dubois (31). Janz and Saegusa (58)

further elucidated the process by the study of overvoltage effects and

concluded that oxidation at low current densities proceeds by the

formation of an oxide on the anode surface:

02- +M + 2e

followed by an oxide-oxide ion reaction:

MO + 2- M + 02 + 2e

with the latter being the rate-determining step.

Dubois (31) found that the anodic decomposition potential (the

voltage at which significant current starts flowing due to oxidation of

the solvent) for the ternary eutectic at 560oC varied with 02- ion con-

centration. For p02- = 0, Ed = 590 my versus the Danner-Rey refer-

ence electrode (to be discussed in a later section); for pure argon
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atmosphere, Ed = -450 my; and for an atmosphere of carbon dioxide

at one atmosphere, Ed = -100 my. Ingram, Baron, and Janz (47)

observed a decomposition potential of about -390 my versus Danner-

Rey electrode for the ternary eutectic at 600°C under argon, and

about -300 my for a carbon dioxide atmosphere.

The Cathodic Electrolysis Reaction

The cathodic electrochemisry is somewhat more complicated

than the anodic. Janz (47, 50) proposes three possible reactions:

( 1 ) M+ + e- -. M

where M is Li, Na, or K;

(2) (a) 3C0
2

+ 4e -. C + 2C0 32-

(b) C032- + 4e -. C + 302-

(3) (a) 2C0
2

+ 2e -. CO + CO32

(b) C032- + 2e ---> CO + 202-

The alternate reactions for (2) and (3) can be regarded as the

same if we consider the equilibrium

C032- .7,-'- CO2 + 0
2-

.

All three reactions have been observed under various conditions.

Janz and Conte (53) observed copious black deposits after electrolysis

of the ternary eutectic at 600°C, but not at 700°C. Ingram, Baron,

and Janz (47) noted a loss in yield of carbon deposited if CO2 was the
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atmosphere instead of argon at 600°C, and at 700°C, a carbon de-

posit disappeared in a few minutes if suspended above the melt in a

CO2 atmosphere, showing the increasing speed of the reaction

CO2 + C -÷2C0

with temperature.

Both Bartlett and Johnson (3) and Janz (50) stated that the for-

mation of CO upon reduction of the melt is not favored thermodynam-

ically below 700°C.

The cathodic processes are influenced markedly by the compo-

sition of the melt and the atmosphere above it. Ingram, Baron,and

Janz (47) made the following observations on various solvents at

750 °C. In pure lithium carbonate the range of electroactivity is

much smaller (1. 7v) and carbon is deposited at less negative po-

tentials (-2.0 v). In the K/Na binary electrolyte no carbon depo-

sition was noted, but two stages in the reduction were observed.

The first at -2.25 v corresponds to the liberation of alkali metal

to an extent sufficient to amalgamate the gold surface, and the

second at -2.7 v corresponds to the appearance of free alkali

metal on the electrode surface, which was chemically confirmed.

At 600°C for the ternary eutectic, the cathodic decomposition

potential for an argon atmosphere was -2.48 v, while for a

carbon dioxide atmosphere, Ed = -2.43 v, both versus
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the Danner-Rey reference electrode. Bartlett and Johnson (3) pro-

posed a number of possible reactions yielding carbon or carbon

monoxide as products. They theorized that carbon might be formed

either by direct reduction or by a secondary chemical process:

M + e M

4 M + 3C0
2

2 M
2

CO3 + C

However, Ingram and Janz (48) calculated theoretical standard elec-

trode potentials for 600°C versus the Danner-Rey reference electrode:

for Li+/Li, Eo = -3.44 v; for Na /Na, Eo = -3.00 v; for K /K, Eo =

-3.02 v; for CO 2/C, Eo = -1.56 v; and for CO
2

/CO, Eo = -1.61 v;

this plus the observed deposition of alkali metals in the Na/K eutec-

tic (47) would seem to rule out such a secondary reaction. They

also point out that the carbon deposition potential experimentally

observed is about .93 v more negative than the predicted E°, and

interpret this as due to an increase in the oxide ion activity locally

at the cathode. This was verified by anodic stripping coulometry of

the deposited carbon (47).

Dubois (31) also noted carbon deposites from the ternary eutec-

tic at 560°C. The decomposition potential versus the Danner-Rey

reference electrode varied with p0 2
. For p0 2- = 6, Ed = -2.58 v;

for p02- = 2, Ed = -2.72 v; and for p02- = 0, Ed = -2.99 v. The

deposit obtained at the electrode was identified as a variety of
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amorphous carbon by X-ray diffraction. This type of deposit was

obtained only at low 02- concentrations; when the basicity of the melt

was raised to p02- = 1, a deposit that reacted with water was ob-

tained, indicating deposition of the alkali metal. The cathodic reac-

tion is indeed complex, and no doubt further studies will bring new

complications to light.

Standard Electrode Potentials in Fused Salts

Perhaps the most important result of any electrochemical work

in fused salts would be the establishment of the standard electrode

potentials versus reliable reference electrodes in various solvent

systems, since both theoretical and practical studies demand some

knowledge of these potentials. Ingram and Janz (48) have calculated

a theoretical EMF series for molten carbonates at 600°C. The refer-

ence electrochemical couple used is based on the reaction

C032- ----i----' CO2 + 02 + 2e.

A mixture of CO2 and 02 in proportions of 2:1 at a total pressure of

one atmosphere in contact with a platinum electrode is arbitrarily

set to 0 volts in the calculations. Free energy changes were calcu-

lated for reactions of the type

M
2

CO3 ------'-- 2 M + C0 + -1-0
2 2

from published thermal data. From these values and from the
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relationship AG = -nFE°, the standard potentials were calculated

and are listed in Table 1. The standard state is based on pure molten

metal carbonates, or in other words, unity mole fraction.

A recent study by Busson et al. (3) on the reversible oxygen

electrode in the ternary eutectic at 605°C indicates that zero on the

standard oxygen scale is equal to -.57 volts vs. the Danner-Rey ref-

erence electrode. This makes it possible to convert the thermo-

dynamic potentials to the Danner-Rey reference electrode, and these

are also listed in Table 1. The final column contains the pCO2 values

at which the oxide will precipitate from the molten metal carbonate.

They can be used to evaluate ionic concentrations in the melt. For

example, the dissolution of MgO in the melt will be governed by the

equilibrium

and

MgO()
s

+ CO2 Mg
2+

+ C032-

(base) (acid) (conjugate (conjugate
acid ) base)

Kb [Mg0][CO2]

2+ 2,
LIVIg j[CO3 j

If excess solid MgO is present at unit activity, log Kb = pCO2 when

[Mg2+]x = [C032 ]x = 1. Thus the pCO2 values in Table 1 are the

log Kb values for the basic oxides in the molten carbonate solvent

on a mole fraction basis. For MgO, Kb = 10-2.18, which is in
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Table 1. Theoretical EMF series for molten carbonates at 600°C
(48).

Metal Oxygen Danner -Rey Oxide
reference reference precipi-
E°, v Eo, v tation

pCO2

Ba

Li

-2.90

-2.87

-3.47

-3.44

+5.50

+6.09

Ca -2.59 -3.16 -2.27

K -2.45 -3.02 +15.0

Na -2.43 -3.00 +10.9

Mg -2.41 -2.98 -2.18

Mn -1.38 -1.95 -2.88

Zn -0.89 -1.36 -4.79

Fe(II) -0.66 -1.23 -4.34

Co -0.39 -0.96 -5.52

Ni -0.34 -0.91 -5.24

Pt (+0.52) -0.05 (-5.24)

Ag +0.55 +0.02 -4.50

Au (+0.84) +0.37 ( -4.50
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accord with the known resistance of high purity MgO to attack (54).

Conversely, for acidic oxides, such as SiO2'

[Si032-][CO2]
Ka =

[C032] [SiO 2]

and for [SiO
3

2-
]
x

= 1, -log Ka = pCO2, or Ka = 1024.6, which agrees

well with the observation that silica glass is readily attacked by

carbonates. Much needs to be done yet to experimentally determine

E° values in the carbonate solvent, but these calculations are an im-

portant beginning.

Previous Electroanalytical Work
Reported in the Literature

The amount of actual electroanalytical studies such as polar-

ography previously carried out in a carbonate melt are few. The

theoretical EMF series and corrosion studies of Janz and co-workers

(47, 48, 50-59) were mentioned earlier. Dubois (31) was mainly

concerned with fuel cell applications, but did carry out some polar-

ography at a turning platinum electrode. The potential boundaries

defined by solvent breakdown were 2.2 v and -.3 v for the ternary

eutectic at 560°C under a carbon dioxide atmosphere measured

versus the Danner-Rey reference electrode. Polarograms for silver

and hydrogen are also shown. The half-wave potentials are approxi-

mately -0.9 v and -1.4 v, respectively. Delimarskii and Tumanova
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(30) determined polarographically a number of metals, and the

results are summarized in Table 2. A stationary platinum micro-

electrode was used; the reference electrode is unknown, although

the potentials obtained correspond fairly well with those obtained

in this work using the Danner-Rey reference electrode.

Tumanova (136) also determined several diffusion coefficients

by chronopotentiometry for the K2CO3-Li2CO3 eutectic at 640°C.

These are summarized in Table 3.

In later work, Delimarskii and Tumanova (29) carried out

oscillographic investigations in fused lithium-potassium carbonate

at a gold microelectrode. K2Cr2O7, PbO, Bi203 and Fe2O3 gave

peaks within 0.04 volts of the half-wave potentials. No cathodic peak

was noted for CuO, but an anodic peak was observed which was at-

tributed to Cu+ formed by oxidation by Cu2+ of Cu formed by elec-

trolysis. Two peaks, occurring at 0.99 and 1.4 volts,are noted for

K2Cr2O7. The first is quite reproducible, and the height varies

reasonably with concentration.
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Table 2. Results of a polarographic investigation in a supporting
electrolyte of fused carbonates by Delimarskii and
Turnanova (51, p. 319-320; 30,137, 138).

A. Solvent: K
2

CO
3
-Li

2
CO3 at 640°C

Solute E 1/2 No.
(Volts) ) electrons

ZnO .945-.99 2

CuO .70-.75 1

CdO .925-.95 2

PbO .715-.76 2

KNO2 .615-.65 2

K
2

SO3 .165-.170 2

T1203 .775 2

(2 waves) 1.15 1

Bi203 .91 -

K2Cr2O7 .98-1.05 1

B. Solvent: K
2

CO
3

-Li
2
CO3 at 800°C

KC1 .60-.62 1

KBr .59 1

KI .48-.515 1
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Table 3. Chronopotentiometric determination of diffusion
coefficients in fused carbonates by Tumanova
(136).

Solvent: K
2

CO
3

-Li
2
CO3 eutectic at 640°C.

Solute D x 105 cm2/sec.

Pb 2+

Ni
2+

Cu
2+

Cd
2+

Cr 2072-

Cl

Br

I

2.74

4.89

3.78

2.71

4.12

.0891

.0812

.0715
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IV. REFERENCE ELECTRODES

Reference Electrodes in Fused Salts

One of the most important items in any meaningful electro-

chemical investigation is a reference electrode system. While excel-

lent electrodes exist for aqueous work, no ready-made reference

electrodes are available for molten salt work. Experimental condi-

tions vary so that most workers have had to fabricate their own refer-

ence electrodes. From a purely practical standpoint, a good refer-

ence electrode should be stable and reproducible in potential, non-

polarizable so that the potential will not be shifted by the passage of

a small current except for the IR correction (see below), and it

should be reasonably simple to prepare.

The main types of reference electrodes used in fused salts are

the gas electrode, the metal-metal ion electrode of the first or second

kind, the unpoised large noble electrode, and the glass or porcelain

membrane electrode. Typical gas electrodes are the chlorine (71,

131) and oxygen (36, 42) electrodes. In the chlorine electrode, for

example, chlorine gas is usually bubbled over a graphite rod im-

mersed in a chloride-containing melt. The oxygen electrode will be

described below. Although the gas electrode can provide the ultimate

reference potential in a given melt, it is seldom used in voltammetry
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because of its inconvenience.

Metal-metal ion electrodes are the most frequently used types,

and a wide variety of metals have been employed. They provide a

stable and reproducible reference potential. Usually a porous bar-

rier such as a glass frit is needed to prevent the reference solution

from mixing with the main solvent. Platinum-Platinum (II) has proved

particularly useful in chloride melts (43, 68), while silver-silver (I)

has been employed in a variety of melts, including nitrates (134),

sulfates (76), and carbonates (3). Although the unpoised large noble

electrode is easy to set up (it can be the platinum crucible in which

the melt is contained), the potential of this type of electrode is de-

pendent upon whatever ions happen to be present to interract with it,

so that it should be used only for preliminary work.

The membrane type of electrode is particularly appealing, for

unlike electrodes contained in a porous container no solution can leak

through the membrane to contaminate the outer electrolyte. Rather,

sodium and/or potassium ions conduct through a glass or porcelain

membrane, so that a reference solution need not even be of the same

type as the outer solvent. The membranes need not be thinwalls of

one millimeter are common--for as the temperature goes up, the

electrical resistance of glass and porcelain drop rapidly, being only

a few thousand ohms at 450°C to 5500C.

Bockris and coworkers (6) used glass diaphrams containing
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a one percent solution of silver chloride in eutectic LiCl-KC1 in

contact with a silver wire as a reference for the LiCL-KC1 eutectic.

The type of glass used was not stated, but Schmidt (126) used Pyrex

glass and an internal solvent of AgCl-KC1 eutectic with good results.

The mechanism of conduction through the glass has been shown

(2, p. 124) to be by ionic migration of alkali metal cations. The

porcelain reference electrodes will be discussed below.

The above comments serve only to introduce some of the basic

trends in reference electrodes for molten salts; a much more compre-

hensive survey can be obtained in the monograph by A. F. Alabyshev

and coworkers (2) and the comprehensive review by R. W. Laity (72).

The Oxygen Electrode in Fused Carbonates

There have been a variety of studies utilizing the oxygen elec-

trode in molten carbonates. Certainly from the practical standpoint

of fuel cells, this electrode demands close study. The electrode is

based on the reactions:

C032- CO2 + 02-

02- + 2e

In practice, a CO2-02 mixture is usually bubbled past a noble

metal such as platinum or gold. Flood and coworkers (36) bubbled

varying mixtures of oxygen and carbon dioxide from an alumina or
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magnesia tube past a platinum wire suspended in the melt. Janz and

Saegusa (58) bubbled mixtures through a 1/8" diameter gold-palladium

tube which had several small holes in the sealed end; the bubbler tube

also served as the electrode. Busson et al. (12) demonstrated that

a gold electrode obeyed the relationship

E° RT
n

2E
nF '2 CO2

The experimental slope obtained was between 90 and 100 my

per decade change, while the theoretical slope at 605°C is 88 my.

Dubois (31) noted a change of 80 millivolts for a change of one

p02- unit at a platinum electrode at 560oC, the theoretical change

being 82.5 millivolts. The results were linear down to p0 2- = 0 and

deviated at higher 02 concentrations.

As mentioned above, Ingram and Janz (48) calculated a the-

oretical EMF series for various metals in molten carbonates at

600°C with the potential of the oxygen electrode arbitrarily set to

zero for the most noble mixture of carbon dioxide and oxygen at one

atmosphere total pressure, i. e., when CO2:02 = 2:1. Although the

oxygen electrode is an ultimate standard, since it is a direct function

of the solvent composition, it is often impractical to use, especially

since all oxygen must be excluded in voltammetric work. Conse-

quently, metal-metal ion electrodes in a porcelain membrane have

been utilized more frequently.
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The Danner-Rey Reference Electrode

It is unfortunate indeed that a universal reference electrode has

not been devised as yet for all fused electrolytes, but then such an

electrode is probably not practical, since such a wide diversity of

melts and temperatures are encountered. Luckily, workers in

molten carbonates have utilized one electrode in particular for most

of their work, and that is the Danner-Rey reference electrode (21).

It consists of a Pythagoras ( ?) porcelain tube sealed to a Pyrex

tube at the top for support and contains a silver ion solution, usually

.1 molal, in a binary (Li/K) or ternary (Li/Na/K) sulfate melt. Con-

tact to the melt is made by a silver wire attached to a platinum lead.

The porcelain itself is undescribed, but Labrie and Lamb (65) have

made a porcelain suitable for electrodes having the following compo-

sition: Na20, 2. 5%; Si02, 73. 1%; A1203, 24. 4% by weight. They

claim conduction is by means of sodium ion migration; Janz and

Conte (53), on the other hand, regard the Pythagoras porcelain as

a potassium ion membrane, which may be a clue to its composition.

A commercial porcelain worked just as well for Labrie and Lamb,

so that the important properties of the porcelain are that it contain

some alkali metal ions and that it be resistant to the carbonate melt.

Pythagoras porcelain is gradually attacked by the melt, so that sev-

eral workers (23, 47, 53) have had to protect the electrode by an
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outer porcelain tube containing sulfate melt.

The choice of a sulfate reference solution for use in a carbonate

solvent seems unreasonable, and indeed Dubois (31) preferred to use

a silver-silver carbonate in ternary eutectic version. However,

Bartlett and Johnson (3) reported that the silver-silver sulfate system

behaved ideally under nitrogen or air, whereas the silver carbonate

electrode did not. Degobert and Bloch (23) also stated that metals

immersed directly into the carbonate melt were not reversible in

behavior, making the silver sulfate-porcelain electrode necessary.

Both Danner and Rey (21) and Janz and Conte (53) applied the

micropolarization test (20, 49, p. 18) to the Danner-Rey electrode

with excellent results. This test consists of applying a small voltage

to two identical electrodes in steps up to say, 20 millivolts and then

back to zero, recording current versus potential. If the electrodes

are reversible and do not polarize, the current will give a straight

line representing IR drop; if the electrodes are bad, a loop will be

traced.

As stated earlier, Bus son et al. (12) established that zero on

the standard oxygen scale is equal to -.57 v on the Danner-Rey scale

at 605°C, so that even though it is a secondary reference, the results

obtained with the Danner-Rey electrode can be compared to the the-

oretical thermodynamic potentials calculated by Ingram and Janz (48).
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V. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
ELECTROANALYTICAL METHODS

Conventional Polarography in Fused Salts

Polarography has proved useful in fused salt systems for the

study of solute species dissolved in a molten solvent. Some of the

information which can be obtained from such studies include data

relating to the oxidation state of species in solution, the path of oxi-

dation or reduction processes, the degree of reversibility of an

electron-transfer step, the redox potentials of various systems, and

the determination of concentration of material in solution. The gen-

eral techniques and procedures used are, for the most part, similar

to those of aqueous solutions; the general theory is well covered in

several excellent references (41, 63, 84).

Although practical only at low temperatures, a dropping mercury

electrode has been used in molten salts (88 ). Far more common,

however, is some form of solid electrode. One of the more detailed

polarographic studies is that of Laitinen, Liu, and Ferguson (69).

Their indicating electrodes consisted of solid cylindrical or

flush platinum and tungsten microelectrodes sealed in glass so as

to define a definite area. Many workers have used thin wires touch-

ing the surface of the melt so as to avoid the problems of a suitable

insulating mounting which is no small problem at high temperatures
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or in corrosive media.

Various attempts have been made to obtain better reproducibility

of the electrode surface. Flengas (34) utilized a dipping electrode,

wherein an inert gas is bubbled about the tip of a wire in a glass tube

immersed in the melt. The wire is thus dipped into the solvent per-

iodically as bubbles form and break away. Delimarsk (28) utilized

a rotating disk electrode. Adams (1, p. 80-102, p. 110-114) reviews

the rotating disk electrode in detail and provides a special chrono-

logical bibliography of over one hundred references on them.

In the analysis of the current-voltage curves, two cases have

been observed. If a metal is reduced reversibly to the solid metal at

unit activity, then the expression

2.3RT i
1 2.3RTE = log + nF log (i1-i)

2 nF 2

should relate the potential E of the electrode to the current i and the

limiting current it (84, p. 212). It is commonly known as the Kolthoff-

Lingane equation. On the other hand, if the metal ion is reduced under

conditions where the product is free to diffuse, either into the elec-

trode or into the solution, then the Heyrovsky-Ilkovic equation

E = E -2.3RT log ( . . )
2 nF 1 -1

1

should represent the current-voltage curve (84, p. 207).

Reviews on polarography in fused salts that should be of interest
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have been published by Liu, Johnson, and Laitinen (77, p. 683-700),

Laitinen and Osteryoung (70, p. 282-297), and Janz (51, p. 318, 341).

Solid electrodes are inherently less reproducible than the drop-

ping mercury electrode with its constantly renewing surface, and the

problem is aggravated by metal deposition in the form of dendrites.

One method of circumventing this problem is rapid scan polarography.

Stationary Electrode Polarography

Introduction

Stationary electrode polarography had its beginning in the appli-

cation of the cathode ray oscilloscope to polarography and the drop-

ping mercury electrode (83). Both instruments and theory developed

over the ensuing years, some of the most notable contributions being

those of Sevcik (127), Rand les (112, 113) and Delahay (24, 25). The

situation at the present is admirably described by Nelson (89, p. 329):

An interesting situation exists in the area of stationary
electrode voltammetry at present - theory is far outstrip-
ping the experimental data. For several years, bits and
pieces of the theory were to be found in the literature (97)
but it was only recently that the qualitative and quantita-
tive aspects of stationary electrode voltammetry have been
compiled and clearly elucidated in an exceptional series of
papers by Shain and coworkers (96, 97, 109, 110, 143,
144). Experimental verification of several portions of the
derived theory have also been given in this series (95, 109,
110, 142, 143). With this elegant groundwork, others have
recently built up the theoretical and experimental aspects
of the field (7, 22, 40, 74, 90, 91, 98-100, 108, 123-125).
Stationary electrode polarography, and in particular cyclic
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voltammetry (CV), is extremely useful in the elucidation
of electrode mechanisms and the literature cited has been
pointed in this direction.

A good introduction of rapid-scan voltammetry can be found in

the books by Adams (1, p. 122-162) and Meites (84, p. 411-464, 577-

592). Some additional references include earlier work (38, 64, 78,

115-118, 145) and also later studies by various workers (10, 18, 79,

81, 82, 89, 93, 102-107, 128).

Rapid-scan voltammetry has become a complete and unique

branch of electroanalytical chemistry in itself. While ordinary polar-

ography functions in the two dimensions of current and potential,

rapid-scan techniques add a third dimension, time. The result is a

powerful tool for the study of reaction rates and mechanisms, for

various coupled chemical reactions influence the electron-transfer

step in definite ways that can be distinguished by varying the scan

rate, and short-lived intermediates can be detected that would be

gone before ordinary polarography could see them. In addition, elec-

trode reactions that appear to be reversible in ordinary polarography

often demonstrate the onset of a finite transfer rate with increasing

scan speed. Finally, the experiment can be conducted so rapidly that

the electrode area does not change appreciably due to deposited metal;

giving more meaningful results. An introduction to the theory of

rapid-scan voltammetry follows; the simplest case is for an uncom-

plicated charge transfer.
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If a voltage that varies linearly with time is applied to a

microelectrode in an unstirred solution containing a low con-

centration of an electroreducible or oxidizable substance together

with a relatively high concentration of an unreactive electrolyte, and

the voltage has the form shown in Figure 1A, then provided the rate

of voltage scan is reasonably rapid (typically above .005 to . 5

volts/second, depending upon conditions) the current-voltage curve

will be of the form shown in Figure 1B. A reduction wave is shown,

followed by the corresponding oxidation, involving one electron at

25°C. The shape can qualitatively be explained as follows: for the

first three-fourths or so of the rising portion of the wave, the cur-

rent is governed by the usual Nernstian relationship. But electron

transfer ultimately becomes so rapid that the concentration of the

electroactive species at the electrode surface decreases significantly

below the bulk concentration, and diffusion control sets in, resulting

in the falling portion of the curve. The anodic curve involves the

same reasoning with the addition that its background current is the

extension of the cathodic decay current, since reduction continues

until the potential returns to a sufficiently positive potential to stop

it. A three-dimensional representation is given by Reinmuth (119)

to help explain various voltammetric processes and should be of
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considerable value in understanding what is occurring.

There are three modes of mass transfer possible in the process

just described--electrical migration, convection, and diffusion. Mi-

gration occurs when a current through a solution is carried by ions

of the electroactive species. It is usually avoided experimentally by

using a large excess of supporting electrolyte. Convection is also

usually not desired and is minimized by not stirring the solution

and by isolating the cell from mechanical vibration and thermal grad-

ients. Diffusion arises from the normal thermal agitation of mole-

cules, resulting in a net movement of material whenever a concentra-

tion gradient is present. In the discussion that follows, diffusion is

the only means of mass transport considered.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that in the discussion to fol-

low, many experimental complications such as capacitive current

due to double layer charging, residual background currents, and

overlapping waves are not considered, and furthermore, that the

final current function arrived at has been normalized--that is, the

effects of scan rate, diffusion coefficients, concentration of depolar-

izer, electrode area and number of electrons involved have been re-

moved, leaving only the general shape of the current-potential func-

tion. The result is often hard to relate to experimental results, but

such an approach is essential if we are to see the underlying relation-

ships.
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Of the various theoretical solutions for the current-voltage

functions, that of Nicholson and Shain (97) is probably the most

widely accepted at present.

The Initial and Boundary Conditions

Assume the abridged electrode reaction:

0 + ne ...-E--= R (1)

to take place at the surface of an electrode with conditions so ar-

ranged that the only mode of mass transfer will be by diffusion.

Further, assume that the electron transfer process is fast and re-

versible. Fick's laws will then govern the movement of species in

the solution:

Flux gmol dNo (aCo

A dt 8x )3ccm2sec

Equation (1) requires that

ac
oDo( ax

Fick's second law states:

a c

R-DR( ax

a
2C

o
a dt x

D
°( ax2)x

(azCR

R 2 )ax x

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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In order to calculate a theoretical model for stationary elec-

trode voltammetry, Nicholson and Shain had to choose certain initial

and boundary conditions. These are worth examining in some detail,

since the validity of the result can be no better than the assumptions

made in deriving it.

The initial and boundary conditions are:

For t = 0, x 0:

For t > 0, x oo:

For t> 0, x = 0:

,
Co = Co ; CR = CR = O.

Co Co ; 0.

D
/aco

ax -DR ax )x

Co RT
exp [riF (E-E1

R

(6)

(7)

(3a)

(8)

C0 and CR are the concentrations of substances 0 and R, x is

the distance from the electrode, t is the time, Co and CR-- are the

bulk concentrations of substances 0 and R, DO and DR are the diffu-

sion coefficients, n is the number of electrons, E is the potential

of the electrode, E° is the formal electrode potential, and R, T,
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and F have their usual significance. Reinmuth (117) discusses the

applicability of the Fick diffusion equations and the initial and bound-

ary conditions.

The necessary assumptions involved in equations (1) and (2) were

already stated. Equation (3) is a material balance expression equating

rates of arrival and removal of material from the electrode interface.

Equations (4) and (5) assume a shielded planar electrode (semi-

infinite linear diffusion), rapid equilibrium between 0 and R com-

pared to diffusion rates, the solubility of 0 and R in the solution

(no metal deposition, with the possible exception of metal deposition

onto a mercury electrode), and no modes of mass transfer other than

diffusion (no convection or migration).

Equation (6) assumes homogeneous spatial distribution of 0 and

R at the start of the experiment. Equation (7) implies that the physi-

cal extent of the system is large enough that further extension would

produce no observable effect on the processes under consideration.

Equation (8) is the Nernst relationship between potential and chem-

ical equilibrium. This also implies a reaction rate very much faster

than the mass transfer rate.

Solution and Results

For rapid scan voltammetry, the potential in Equation (8) is

a function of time, given by



vt0<t<X:E=E.-

t X: E = Ei - 2v X + vt

where E. is the initial potential, v is the scan rate in volts/sec,

and X is the time at which the scan is reversed (Figure 1A); Ex is

called the switching potential.

If we substitute this into equation (6), we obtain an abridged

boundary condition:

CO /CR = 0 S x(t)

where 0 = exp [(nF/RT)(Ei-E°)]

and

1,e -at for t X

S
X

(t) =
at 2aX

e for t

a = nFv/RT.

(9)
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For the cathodic scan only, t is always less than X, and equation

(7) reduces to CO/CR = 8 e t

Nicholson and Shain (94, 97) continue on by applying Laplace

transforms and combining the boundary and initial conditions to

arrive at an integral equation which is solved by numerical methods

with the aid of a computer to give a current function versus a normal-

ized potential in terms of (E-EI)n. Additional details can be found in
2

Nicholson's thesis and its appendices (94).
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Potential, (E-E°) n millivolts
Figure 1.

A. Potential-time waveform for cyclic voltammetry.
B. Cyclic polarogram, E = -141.3 my
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The current function, when multiplied by ordinary parameters

of the electrode process, gives the current as a function of applied

potential. The current equation is:

i = i (plane) + i ( spherical correction)

or

i = nFA 7.5
C

c0 47Tx(at) + nFAD0 C0 (1/r
o)(1)(at)

or

i = 602 n3/211.450 7 CO [NTrx (at) + .160(4-0 /roNiTiv)(1)(at),

amperes,

where n = number of electrons involved in the reaction, F = Faraday's

constant, A = electrode area in cm2,
D0 is the diffusion coefficient

for the reactant in cm2/sec, v is the scan rate in volts /sec, CO is

the reactant concentration in moles/1, ro is the electrode spherical

radius in cm (if a spherical electrode is being used), and a = nFv /RT.

For linear diffusion to a planar electrode, the spherical correc-

tion term drops out, and a plot of E versus Nr;:X(at) is given in Fig-

ure 1B.

Discussion

Several important relationships are contained in the above

equation, again neglecting the spherical term. The current is

proportional to the concentration of the reactant; it is about 2.83

times greater for a two electron process versus a one electron proc-

ess; the current increases with 4-v, so that a ten-fold increase in
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scan rate gives a wave about 3.16 times higher; current is also pro-

portional to electrode area and square root of the diffusion coefficient.

From the tabulated current function, several other relation-

ships may be noted. El,. occurs 85. 17% of the way up the wave. The

peak potential, E , occurs 28.5/n millivolts cathodic of E2 the
2

half-peak potential, Ep/2' which is the potential for i = ip/2' occurs

28. 0/n millivolts before El. If we take the anodic wave into account,
2

we find that from the tabulated data the two peak potentials differ by

57/n millivolts. All of the above potential differences will vary with

absolute temperature, of course; for example, E = Ei - (1. 109
P 2

RT/nF). Finally, the ratio of cathodic to anodic peak currents is

unity, since the same wave shape is assumed.

The theoretical curve has been shown (95, 99, 116) to closely

match experimental results, so that the relationships noted above

make rapid scan voltammetry just as useful as conventional polar-

ography for qualitative and quantitative analysis in addition to pro-

viding several ways of determining n-values.

Another method of determining n, the number of electrons, was
Nfimentioned by Reinmuth (118). If log [

p - is plotted versus E, the

resulting data is linear over most of the rising portion of the wave

with a slope of 2.3 RT/nF. A log plot for the theoretical curve is

shown in Figure 2.

The derivation of this relationship was not given, but it fits
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Figure 2. Log plot for the theoretical curve.
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the data quite well and is therefore of considerable practical utility.

Mueller and Adams (86) applied a plot of log (ip-i)/i versus E to the

theoretical curve and claimed that the slope was between .056 and

.057 volts for one electron in the vicinity of the half-peak potential

(the emphasis is theirs). Mamantov et al. (82) also applied this plot

to Nicholson's data and concluded that it fits reasonably well for

i = .35 to .70 i , but obtained a slope of .044 instead of .056. A

plot of log i/(i -i) versus E is shown in Figure 3. The choice of

which log plot gives the best fit should be quite obvious. Another

method of analyzing the curves obtained experimentally is to differ-

entiate them.

Derivative Relationships

One of the practical limitations of experimental voltammetry

is that the charging current can obscure the desired information,

since it increases nearly linearly with scan rate, whereas the voltam-

metric signal increases only with the square root of the scan rate,

giving an unfavorable signal to background ratio at rapid scan rates.

If the derivative of the conventional voltammetric wave is recorded,

however, the interference from charging current is practically

eliminated, in effect enhancing the sensitivity. The necessary

computation can be accomplished with an operational amplifier,

so that data acquisition is just as rapid as with conventional
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Figure 3. Log plot for the theoretical curve. are points
used for calculating the slope, which is .0461 for
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voltammetry.

Perone and Mueller (108) derived the theoretical first, second,

and third derivatives of Nicholson's curve. The expression for the

first derivative is:

di i
I = nFAC nF cb_siat )

DO dcl)(at)]
RT r amps/sec.dEdt 0 dE

x (a t)The normalized current function, d
dE

is plotted in Figure 4 along

with the regular normalized curve for comparison. Several relation-

ships can be used to provith, n-values, and these are summarized

in Table 2. As with the regular curve, the peak height is propor-

tional to concentration, but it increases more rapidly with scan rate,
3/2Icc v . The derivative crosses the axis at the ordinary peak

potential, enabling this to be determined quite accurately (in theory).

The number of electrons is also more influential, since I/ccn2
. While

the derivative can facilitate experimental work, there are practical

difficulties such as sensitivity to noise that require knowledgeable

compensation if the results are to remain meaningful. Up to this

point, the electrode reaction was assumed to obey the Nernst equa-

tion. Some reactions exhibit a kinetic limitation which is often called

irreversibility.
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Table 4. Relationships for the determination of n-values from the
regular and first derivative theoretical curves.

Relationship
250C

Temperature
550°C

(Epc-EpA )n

(E -E )nP P/2
(EP -E -E )n

E -ElPC PA )n

(El -E )nP P/2
(EtP x-El )n

(El
P1

-ElP2 hi

57.0 my.

56.5

47.3

37.6

40.5

47.3

85.6

157. my.

156.

131.

104.

112.

131.

236.

EPC cathodic peak potential

EPA anodic peak potential

EP/2 half-peak potential (E for i = ip/2)

E' derivative peak potential

E'P1
derivative first peak potential (=Elp)

EP2 derivative second peak potential

E/x derivative zero current crossing potential
( =E p)
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Theory of Irreversible Charge Transfer

The concept of irreversibility is not always clear in the litera-

ture, due to semantic and other problems. The ideas of Adams (1)

seem well put, and give rise to the following comments. If the elec-

tron transfer rate is much faster than the rate of mass transfer dur-

ing an electrode reaction, then a polarogram of the reaction is said

to be reversible. If the electron transfer rate is slow enough to

affect the shape of the wave (due to the overvoltage needed to accel-

erate the electron transfer rate), then a condition sometimes re-

ferred to as quasi-reversible occurs. Finally, if the electron trans-

fer rate is very slow, it will be the limiting factor for. all scan rates,

and the reaction is said to be totally irreversible.

The terms reversible and irreversible are poor choices, for

not only is there a continuous range of behavior in between the two,

but the phenomenon is not intrinsic to the chemical system involved,

for if the rate of mass transfer is increased to a high value by appro-

priate stirring techniques, so that it becomes comparable to or

greater than the electron transfer rate, then the latter becomes

limiting, and a system that was "reversible" in quiet solutions is

now "irreversible."

Nicholson and Shain's (97) original discussion of irreversible

systems did not deal with slight deviations from reversibility, but
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a later paper by Nicholson (93) did. In this paper the change in

shape of polarograms with increasing scan rate is discussed in terms

of two variables, a and4i.

a is the well-known transfer coefficient, which is sometimes

related to the kinetic rate constants for the forward and reverse re-

action as follows:

kf = kf exp[- anF(E-E°)/RT]

k
b

= kb exp[(1-a)nF(E-E°)/RT]

where kf is the forward rate constant, kb is the reverse rate con-
o ostant, and kf kb = ks' the standard rate constant at E = Eo. a is

seen to be a symmetry factor in the above relationships, for if it

has a value other than .5, one reaction will be favored at the expense

of the other. The above equations imply that the transfer coefficient

is a constant, independent of potential; Bauer (4) states that this is

unjustified and goes on to question the physical models used by vari-

ous workers to justify the above equations and the validity of experi-

mentally determined transfer coefficients in work that does not recog-

nize these shortcomings of the theory. The derivation of a. from

polarographic log plots in particular is criticized because of inherent

inaccuracy in the determination of the slope and because a large range

of mechanisms can give the same or quite similar slopes.

Nicholson (93) calculated the effect of a on single cycle
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polarograms and noted two effects; for a. < .5, the cathodic peak is

broadened and lowered, while the anodic peak is affected oppositely.

For a > .5, the anodic peak is lowered, while the cathodic peak is

heightened. Secondly, both the cathodic and anodic peaks are dis-

placed slightly cathodically as a decreases, so that differences in

peak potentials, of , remain relatively constant with changes in a..

The extent of change depends upon q and gets worse as qi decreases.

The second parameter that Nicholson uses to describe slightly

irreversible systems is LP , which is a function of the standard rate

constant, ks, which was defined above, and of scan rate plus several

constants:

= aks /4-TraDo'

where y = (Do/DR), a = nFv/RT. For large values of 4 (large ks

or small v) the polarogram assumes the form for reversible charge

transfer. Similarly, as Ili approaches zero, the polarographic curve

equation approaches the case for totally irreversible electron trans-

fer. For intermediate values, as Lti decreases, the anodic and

cathodic peaks are lowered and become drawn out; that is, the cath-

odic peak shifts cathodically, and the anodic peak shifts anodically.

This results in an increased separation of peak potentials, and this

was incorporated into a working curve showing variation of peak

potential separation with , which enables the calculation of the
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standard rate constant, ks, from a single experiment provided the

diffusion coefficients and a are known or can be estimated. It was

noted that IR drop in the solution can give a similar separation of

peak potentials with increasing scan rate, so that care must be used

in applying this method of obtaining kinetic data.

The case of totally irreversible charge transfer was given in

Nicholson and Shain's main presentation (97). Calculation of a table

of normalized current functions versus normalized potential was

carried out in a manner similar to the reversible case. The true

current can be obtained from the relationship

i = nFAC T4-75-3 X(bt)0

where x (bt) is the tabulated current function, b = an a Fv/RT, na is

the number of electrons in the irreversible charge transfer step,

and the other terms are defined as before. The potential is normal-

ized also; the tabulated values are in terms of:

(E-E°)ana + (RT/F)1n4TrD0b/ks.

For the normalized current function a peak shape was obtained,

but it is broader than the reversible peak, Ep - Ep/2 being 96.2

millivolts for a = .5, compared to 56.5 millivolts for the reversible

case at 25°C and for one electron. In addition, since b appears in

the potential term, the cathodic irreversible peak moves cathodically
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by 30/ana millivolts for each ten-fold increase in the scan rate.

The normalized peak current is .4958, which is higher than that

for the reversible case; however, since this is multipled by a in the

process of getting the true current, and the average value of a. is .5,
the irreversible peak is actually lower than the reversible peak, all

other factors being equal, which is what we would expect. Note that

the peak height does increase proportionally to the square root of scan

rate as it did in the reversible case. Thus the characteristics of a

totally irreversible peak are a greater broadness compared to the

reversible peak and a shift along the potential axis with increasing

scan rate. Nicholson and Shain next consider various cases in which

a chemical reaction is coupled to the electron transfer step.

Coupled Chemical Reactions

Introduction

Nicholson originally presented the uncomplicated charge

transfer situations together with the various coupled chemical

reactions as a series of eight cases. These are summarized in

Table 5. Cases I and II have already been discussed as the uncom-

plicated reversible and irreversible charge transfers, respectively.

The Diagnostic Criteria

Although the mathematical theory is well covered in the

literature for the various coupled chemical reactions, it is

not always easy to visualize what one should expect
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Table 5. The eight cases for stationary electrode voltammetry.

Case Reaction Description

I 0 + ne R Uncomplicated reversible
charge transfer.

II 0 + ne R Uncomplicated irreversible
charge transfer.

III
kf

Z 0 Preceding reversible chem-
kb ical reaction, reversible

O + ne R charge transfer.

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

kf 0
Eb

O + ne --> R

Preceding reversible chem-
ical reaction, irreversible
charge transfer.

O +ne R Reversible charge transfer
followed by a reversible

R
kf

Z chemical reaction.
kb

O + ne R Reversible charge transfer

kf
followed by an irreversible

R Z chemical reaction.

O + ne Catalytic reaction with

R + Z
kf 0

O + ne --> R
kfR + Z -->

reversible charge transfer.

Catalytic reaction with
irreversible charge transfer.
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experimentally. The following section is an attempt to provide a

more qualitative picture. Three graphs of diagnostic criteria given

by Nicholson (94) summarize the expected behavior and are repro-

duced in Figures 5, 6, and 7. The interpretation of these graphs

can be illustrated by noting cases I and II, the reversible and irre-

versible cases, respectively.

The normalized current function is plotted versus scan rate in

Figure 5. Although for case I (discussed above as reversible charge

transfer) the peak current increases with the square root of the scan

rate, this effect is taken out of the current function plotted here, and

so for case I we have a straight line at the peak current function

value, .4463. Similarly, for the irreversible case II, we have a

straight line at the peak current function value, .4958, indicating

that the irreversible peak potential also increases with the square

root of scan rate.

In Figure 6, the anodic to cathodic peak current ratio is seen

to remain constant with changing scan rate for case I. Since the

anodic wave (if any) was not considered for irreversible systems,

only reversible cases are shown in Figure 6.

As noted previously, the reversible case peak potential does

not shift with scan rate, and this is indicated in Figure 7 by a flat

line through zero. The irreversible cathodic wave did shift cathod-

ically by 30/na per decade scan rate increase, however, and this is
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indicated by a flat line at -30/n.

A Chemical Reaction Preceding a Reversible
Charge Transfer. Case III.

Nicholson's third case is for a chemical reaction preced-

ing a reversible charge transfer. In this case the electroactive spe-

cies is produced by a homogeneous first order chemical reaction:
kf

kb 0;

0 + ne R

Three distinct limiting situations can be recognized; they are

describable in terms related to the scan rate, rate constants, and

equilibrium constant. The first term is a, which is related to the

scan rate, v, by

a = nFv/RT.

The second term is 1, which is the sum of the forward and reverse

rate constants:

1 = kf + kb

The last term includes the first two plus the equilibrium constant:

Lp =4-a/K Nrf.

For the first limiting situation, 1/a is very small and the

experiment is over before any significant conversion of Z to 0 can
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take place. Under these conditions, the curve obtained will be re-

versible and will appear at the normal potential for the uncomplicated

reduction of 0 to R, but the peak height will be proportional to the

equilibrium concentration of substance 0 in the bulk of the solution,

which of course depends upon K. This provides an interesting way

of determining K, and it has indeed been utilized, by Papoff (101).

The other two limiting cases can be obtained by first assuming

that 1/a is large. Then if II, is small, the reversible case is ob-

tained, except that the wave appears at a potential determined by K;

the normalized potential scale is (E-Ea )n - (RT /F)ln K/(1+K). If,

on the other hand, is large, the magnitude of the current is inde-

pendent of the voltage scan rate, and the wave has flattened to become

S-shaped as a regular polarogram is. The trends in between these

extremes are indicated by the diagnostic criteria.

In Figure 5, the current function is seen to decrease with in-

creasing scan rate.

Figure 6 indicates that the anodic peak growth rate does not

slow down as rapidly as the cathodic growth rate does. In addition,

tabulated data (94) indicates that the anodic peak shifts anodically

with increasing . Figure 7 shows that the half-peak potential for

the cathodic wave moves anodically; the tabulated current function

indicates a slight cathodic shift of the peak potential, so that the peak

becomes stretched out with increasing LP. For the experimental
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determination of LI) , working curves are given (94, 97) for the ratio

of kinetic peak current to diffusion controlled peak current, for the

ratio of anodic to cathodic peak current, and for the variation of half-

peak potential with the kinetic parameters.

To summarize, then, as the scan rate increases, the cathodic

peak gradually stops growing and becomes flat, while the anodic peak

stays sharp but grows less rapidly than the uncomplicated reversible

case does, and in addition, the anodic wave moves anodically along

the potential axis.

A Chemical Reaction Preceding an Irreversible
Charge Transfer. Case IV.

kf

0
kb

0 + ne R

Qualitatively, the effects of a preceding reaction upon an irre-

versible wave are similar to case III, that is, the current is reduced

from what it would be for an uncomplicated irreversible charge trans-

fer. As for case II, a is replaced by b, where b = anaFv/RT.

Again, three distinct limiting cases occur. First, if 1 /b is small,

the curve is the same shape as case II; its potential is unaffected

by the kinetic complication; and the magnitude of the current is a

function of the equilibrium concentration of 0. Secondly, if 1 /b is
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large and qi is small, the wave is again that for case II, except that

the potential has been shifted by the equilibrium constant; the poten-

tial scale is (E-E°)ana + (RT/F) ln -r4-73/ks - (RT/F)lnK/(1+K).

Finally, for a large 4 , the wave flattens out as in case III, and both

potential and magnitude become independent of scan rate.

Figure 5 shows the slowing of growth with increasing v, and

Figure 7 indicates that the peak shifts less and less cathodically with

increasing scan rate. Working curves are given (94, 97) for the

ratio of kinetic peak current to diffusion-controlled peak current and

also for the variation of half-peak potential as a function of the

kinetic parameters. In conclusion, then, the peak slows growth

with increasing v as the amount of 0 being used increases, for

the supply is governed by a finite reaction rate, kf.

Charge Transfer Followed by a Reversible
Chemical Reaction. Case V.

0 + ne R

R

kf

kb

This is a fairly common case for organic electrode reactions.

Depending upon the magnitude of the kinetic parameters, three lim-

iting cases can again be established. First, if the rate of the chem-

ical reaction is very fast, the system will be in equilibrium at all
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times, and the only effect will be an anodic displacement of the wave;

the normalized potential scale is (E-Ebn - (RT/F)1n(1 +K). The sec-

ond case is that in which the chemical reaction is very slow, so

that essentially no chemical reaction occurs during the experiment.

For this situation, the curve should again be reversible, but should

appear at its normal potential. The third case takes place when 1/a

is large and the kinetic parameter Ktsr511 is also large. A polarogram

with the irreversible shape is obtained which shifts cathodically by

about 60/n my. for a ten-fold increase in K^/a/1.

The diagnostic criteria indicate that the cathodic peak growth

with scan rate is almost normal (Figure 5), but the anodic peak

slows down (Figure 6). With respect to potential shift, Figure 7

shows an increasing cathodic movement with rising v. Thus this

case is characterized by a commencement of cathodic movement and

a change in the anodic to cathodic peak ratio. Working curves for

variation of the peak potential and for the ratio of anodic to cathodic

peak current as a function of the kinetic parameters are given in

Nicholson's work (94, 97).

Charge Transfer Followed by an Irreversible
Chemical Reaction. Case VI.

An alternate approach to the limiting case given above for

small values of 1/a involves considering the chemical reaction

to be irreversible (large K).
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The behavior is similar to case V, except that neither K nor

kb is included in the kinetic parameter. Thus, if kf/a is small, the

chemical reaction has little effect, and a reversible stationary elec-

trode polarogram is observed at its normal potential. The other

limit is when kf
/a becomes large; the wave assumes the irreversible

shape and shifts anodically with increasing kf/a, which means a

cathodic shift with increasing v, since a is on the bottom of kf /a.

In short, as v increases, the wave goes from irreversible to rever-

sible and shifts cathodically.

Figure 5 indicates almost normal peak growth, while Figure 6

shows a decreasing rate of cathodic shift with increasing v. Perhaps

the most useful characteristic is indicated in Figure 7. The anodic

peak is very low at slow scan rates and approaches the cathodic

height with increasing v. A working curve of the ratio of anodic to

cathodic peak current as a function of k ft is given (94, 97), where t

is the time in seconds from Eito EX' the switching potential. The
-2-

parameter kft was adopted to eliminate the effect of the switching

potential on the peak current ratios. A working curve for the varia-

tion of peak potential with kf
/a is also given.
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Catalytic Reaction with a Reversible Charge
Transfer. Case VII.

0 + ne

k
R + Z 0

Qualitatively, it can be seen that the chemical reaction will

increase the maximum current. Two limiting cases can occur; first,

if k
f
/a is small, a reversible peak is obtained. At the other limit,

for large values of k f
/a, the current becomes independent of v and

is directly proportional to Nirf ; also, the wave is no longer a peak

but an S-shaped curve with the half-current potential equalling El,

The working curves given for case VII include a plot of the ratio

of the catalytic peak current to the reversible peak current versus

(kf/a)a and a plot of the variation of half-peak potential with log (k f/a).

The diagnostic criteria show a drop in the peak current function with

scan rate (Figure 5). This will be offset by the normal increase in

peak height with increasing v, so that the true experimental wave

will be nearly constant in height for values of k f/a above one, and

will gradually increase in height as k f/a drops below one, or, in

other words, as the scan rate increases, and a decrease will not

be seen. Figure 6 indicates that the anodic wave has the same height

as the cathodic wave for all scan rates. Figure 7 shows an interest-

ing anodic potential movement of the half-peak potential; the potential
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is seen to move with scan rate only during the transition between the

two limiting cases. Case VIII is very similar in behavior to case VII.

Catalytic Reaction with Irreversible
Charge Transfer. Case VIII.

kf
0 + ne -3. R

k
R + Z 0

As in the previous case, two limiting cases occur. If kf/b is

small, an irreversible wave is observed, while if kf/b is large, an

S-shaped wave whose current is independent of v and proportional

to NTT is obtained. The same working curves are given as for case

VII, and the diagnostic criteria indicate similar behavior for the

peak growth with scan rate. The half-peak potential goes through an

interesting reversal with increasing v, shifting anodically at first

and then increasingly cathodically as the irreversible nature takes

over.

These are the eight cases originally described by Nicholson

and Shain. Since then there have been several other contributions

to the theory of stationary electrode voltammetry; one of the most

important of these deals with adsorption.

Adsorption. The effects of adsorption on polarographic waves

merit special consideration, for the effects are often similar to

electron-transfer phenomena. According to Wopschall and Shain
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(142-144), two general situations can occur: the product or reactant

can be weakly adsorbed, or they can be strongly adsorbed. Weak

adsorption of the reactant in a reduction reaction generally leads to

an enhancement of the cathodic peak current and, on the reverse

scan, to a similar but smaller increase in the anodic peak current.

Weak adsorption of the product enhances the anodic wave. The case

of weak adsorption is particularly important because it can cause

significant errors in quantitative analysis. Also, the shape and

height of polarograms are often used to determine the reduction

mechanism, and distortion due to adsorption would cause incorrect

interpretations.

Strong adsorption of the reactant usually causes a sharp post-

peak, while strong adsorption of the product can cause a sharp pre-

peak. These peaks are usually quite narrow and are more symmet-

rical than diffusion peaks. Rate-controlled strong adsorption peaks

are also possible; this is indicated by a shift in peak potential with

scan rate (46).

Determining the presence of adsorption is not always easy. In

cases of pre- or postpeaks, the presence of adsorption is usually

obvious, but weak adsorption can easily be mistaken for coupled

chemical reactions or capacitive current. Two characteristics of

adsorption enable its detection. The first is behavior with scan rate.

The adsorbed material is usually a relatively fixed amount,
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giving a fixed charge flow; thus, at fast scan rates, adsorption can

predominate, while at slow scan rates, diffusion is the main current-
].

determining effect. A plot of i/v2 against v2 will curve upward with

increasing scan rate, then, if adsorption is present. For a purely

adsorptive peak, i/v is almost constant.

The second characteristic of adsorption enabling its detection

is a dependence upon concentration. While i /C is constant for
p o

many processes, this ratio will usually increase with decreasing

concentration when adsorption is present, possibly leveling off at

some constant value for low concentrations. A corollary to this

behavior is that if adsorption effects are to be minimized, one should

use low scan rates and high concentrations.

Subsequent Theoretical Studies

In addition to the theory of adsorption, several other areas

were covered by later work. Evins and Perone (33) extended

their derivative theory to include the coupled chemical reactions

(Cases III-VIII). Nicholson and Shain (95, 96) extended their

treatment to include the case of a chemical reaction coupled

between two charge transfers, more commonly known as the

ECE mechanism. Nicholson (92) also applied the numerical solution

to the effect of uncompensated ohmic potential losses (IR drop) and

to the case of dimerization following charge transfer. Multistep

charge transfers were discussed by Polcyn and Shain (109). Savant

and Vianello (125) presented another theoretical approach to the
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kinetic complications of potential-sweep voltammetry and utilized

diagnostic criteria to determine kinetic parameters. Mamantov (82)

calculated Ep - Ep/2 for the reversible deposition of metals on solid

electrodes and obtained 20/n millivolts at 25°C, compared to 56. 5/n

millivolts for soluble products. Shuman (128) introduced the theory

of nonunity electrode reaction orders and gave calculated curves for

20 + ne -L=---"'R and 30+ ne R.

The net effect is a lowering and broadening of both the anodic and

cathodic peaks as compared to a normal wave. For the second order

cathodic peak, E
P

- E
13/2

= 81.4/n millivolts at 25°C, for the third

order peak, Ep - Ep/2 = 104. 5/n millivolts at 25 °C.

The theory of a stationary electrode voltammetry will no doubt

be extended further; however, what is really needed at this time is

not more theory but more experimental work utilizing the theory to

better reveal the practical limitations. Nevertheless, stationary

electrode voltammetry is one of the most useful electroarialytical

techniques and will no doubt have a much wider use as its potentiali-

ties become more widely known.
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Chronoamperometry

Theory

Chronoamperometry is similar to polarography in that the poten-

tial is controlled and the current is measured with time. The differ-

ence lies in the variation of potential with time. In polarography,

the potential usually varies linearly with time, whereas in chrono-

amperometry the potential is stepped suddenly from a point at which

little current flows to a point on the diffusion plateau of a polaro-

graphic wave. The resulting current decays with time as the solu-

tion around the electrode becomes increasingly depleted.

The equation for the current as a function of time can be de-

rived from Fick's laws of diffusion; the derivation is given else-

where (1, p. 45-51, 114, p. 2132-2136). The result is commonly

known as the Cottrell equation:

1

nFACD2-
i

1

Tr 2 tZ

The units are as follows; i is the current in amperes, F is

in coulombs/equivalent, n is the number of electrons, A is the

electrode area in cm2, D is the diffusion coefficient in cm2/sec,

C is the concentration in moles/c. c., and t is the time in seconds.

Since the equation is based upon Fick's laws which assume
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semi-infinite linear diffusion, the electrode has to be shielded as

well as planar in order for the equation to be valid. Also, the poten-

tial must be sufficiently beyond El so that the current is completely
2

diffusion-controlled.

If the equation is rearranged,

it2 nFD2
AC -2-

IT

and a plot of it2/AC against t should be a flat straight line with an

intercept proportional to D . In this manner the diffusion coefficient

may be determined, or conversely, if the diffusion coefficient is

known, the electrochemical area of the electrode can be determined.

Unshielded Electrodes

It is not always feasible to shield an electrode properly to pre-

vent diffusion from the sides, especially in fused salts, where the

construction of even a planar electrode can be a problem. Fortunately,

the behavior of an unshielded planar electrode can be used to obtain

the same information.

P. J. Lingane (75) has shown that a plot of it2/AC against
2 -2-(Dt/r ) , where r is the circular radius of the electrode in cm.,

gives a straight line slanting upward with increasing time. If this
1 1

line is extrapolated to t = 0, the intercept will be nFD2/17-2.
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The form of the line can be explained qualitatively as follows:

for short electrolysis times the depletion layer is very thin, giving

negligible side diffusion contributions, while as the experiment pro-

ceeds, the depletion layer moves out into the solution, and side diffu-

sion becomes increasingly important, resulting in an upward slant
1

of the it2 line.
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High Temperature Equipment

Temperature Controller and Furnace
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When electrochemical measurements are made in the millivolt

range, temperature drift can be one of the limiting factors of accur-

acy. Thus, some means of temperature control is necessary, prefer-

ably automatic so as to free the experimenter' s attention for the ex-

periment at hand. In order to achieve the most accurate control, it

is generally necessary to go to a more sophisticated control mode

than the common on-off types or even the continuous proportional

types.

For best control, three factors have to be dealt with more or

less independently--the main power demand, or rough temperature

control, small offsets that the first control method cannot eliminate,

and sudden deviations caused by sudden heat demand changes or supply

voltage fluctuations.

The first factor can be met by some means of proportional con-

trol, which usually consists of measuring the difference between the

desired and actual temperature, amplifying and inverting that differ-

ence, and regulating the power input with it. While this approach is

capable of excellent control, it suffers from two important
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drawbacks--it cannot compensate for a permanent or drifting change

in heat demand without an increased amount of error, since an error

signal is needed to produce a response, and it cannot anticipate and

counter incipient deviations.

For this reason industrial process control manufacturers incor-

porate integral and derivative regulating modes into their controllers

as well as proportional control. Slight drift or offsets from the set-

point are integrated and result in a gradual homing-in of the control-

ler. Faster deviations are differentiated, giving the rate of change

o that even though the temperature may still be close to the desired

point, if it starts moving away rapidly, a large counter-action is ap-

plied until the trend is halted. In this manner the three modes work

together to achieve superior control.

Such industrial controllers are quite expensive, but a variety

of parts were at hand, including two potentiometer pyrometers, and

so with a liberal dash of pinball machine parts a three mode temper-

ature controller was constructed.

Operation of the device can best be described with reference to

Figures 8 and 9. The heart of the device is the unit labeled "control-

ler" in Figure 8. This is a Minneapolis-Honeywell 1 Potentiometer

1 Minneapolis-Honeywell, Brown Instruments Division,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Pyrometer, Model No. 156C16PS-21, which was originally designed

to measure the temperature of a system from 0°C to 1200°C by means

of a chromel-alumel thermocouple and indicate this temperature on

a large circular dial. It is still used in this manner, but in addition

a slidewire and several switches have been added to the moving dial

in order to create the control functions; these mechanical connections

are indicated by dashed lines.

The second major component is indicate in Figure 8 as the bal-

ancing potentiometer, which consists of a Minneapolis-Honeywell

Recording Potentiometer Pyrometer, Model No. 153X60P6-X-38A,

also originally designed to measure temperature from 0°C to 1200°C.

However, in this application only the servo system was employed to

drive a variable autotransformer which is mechanically linked to the

servo motor. The second pyrometer is actuated by substituting for

the thermocouple a 120 ohm slidewire which is attached to the tem-

perature-indicating dial of the first pyrometer.

Then if a current is passed through this slidewire, a voltage

which varies with the temperature of the system being measured is

sent to the second pyrometer which in turn positions a Variac supply-

ing the furnace. If the temperature falls, the connections are such

that the power to the furnace will be increased to compensate. In

this manner proportional control is achieved.

The other two control modes are incorporated into the slidewire
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current loop shown in Figures 8 and 9. Small changes in the slide-

wire current will cause slight changes in the Variac setting, enabling

the other two control modes to be accomplished. The current changes

are made by varying resistors in series with the battery supplying

current to the slidewire.

The reset action, which slowly homes in on the correct temper-

ature, is achieved by varying the one kilohm potentiometer. This

potentiometer is attached to a pinball machine part that contains two

stepping relays which can turn a shaft in opposite directions, depend-

ing on which relay steps. The relays are controlled by microswitches

attached to the indicating pyrometer dial so that the temperature stat-

us (above, on temperature, below) can be utilized to activate the

proper stepping relay. For example, if the temperature is too low,

the one kilohm potentiometer will slowly be reduced, throwing more

current through the slidewire which in turn causes more voltage to

be sent to the furnace from the Variac.

The stepping relays receive voltage in pulses generated by an

interrupting switch that is opened and closed 18 times a minute by a

cam. This signal would cause too rapid a change in the set point,

so that the stepping relay power is routed through another stepping

switch within the second pyrometer which applies the power for only

30 seconds every three minutes. The reset speed can be increased

by connecting more sections on this switch. The circuit details are
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shown in Figures 8 and 9.

A true derivative mode is difficult to simulate with relays, but

a useful approximation has been made; it consists of two relays driven

by the temperature status micro switches and a direction-sensing

switch plus two variable resistors as shown in Figure 9. The direc-

tion-sensing switch consists of a microswitch activated by a lever and

clutch assembly that is mounted directly on the servo motor pinion.

This switch is necessary because the status switches only indicate

whether the controller is avove, on, or below the correct tempera-

ture. The direction-sensing switch indicates whether the temperature

is moving up or down, and when this is combined with the status in-

formation, it is then known whether the temperature is moving

towards or away from the desired setpoint. The relays and switches

short out one or both of the resistors to provide a corrective step

change whenever the temperature is leaving the setpoint; the correc-

tion ceases when the temperature reverses and begins to return or

if the temperature is right on (within 1c)C).

This action can be summarized, then, as follows: If the tem-

perature is approaching or on the setpoint, one R is in the circuit

for a normal slidewire current. If the temperature goes down, zero

R results, increasing the furnace power. If the temperature goes

above and away from the setpoint, two R is connected, lowering the

furnace power. The magnitude of the step correction can be set by
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the size of the two variable resistors. The fact that the corrective

step ceases as soon as the temperature stops moving away helps

avoid overshooting, since there are considerable lags in the furnace-

cell system. While not a true derivative system, this type of rate

response accomplishes the same objective, namely, countering an

anticipated drift with a large enough response to minimize the devia-

tion.

This control system has functioned well for several years with

surprising accuracy and little upkeep, despite its mixed heritage. It

could be replaced with a Triac-operational amplifier system, but

zero-current switching of the Triac would probably be necessary to

avoid electrical noise generation. The present system introduces

no observable noise into the polarograph.

The furnace used with this controller is a Multiple Unit elec-

trical crucible furnace, rated at 660 watts. The furnace chamber

is lined with a stainless steel beaker that is grounded for shielding

purposes.

The Furnace Cell

The cell used for polarography is shown in Figure 10. The

outer vessel is a Vycor tube 55 mm. in diameter by 168 mm. high

2 Electric Heating Apparatus Company, Newark, New Jersey.
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which is closed at one end and flanged at the other. The boro silicate

glass top is similarly flanged so that they both seal together with a

flat ground glass joint sealed with silicone grease. Two clamps keep

the joint tight against the slight positive pressure that the system is

operated under.

The cell top has six openings for electrodes and gas inlets on

the top plus one larger one which serves as inlet port and also as a

window when closed. Two side openings are also available.

A zirconium crucible 48 mm in diameter by 45 mm. high con-

tains an outer carbonate melt while the melt under study is contained

in a Coors 3 Rose unglazed porcelain crucible 30 mm. in diameter

by 37 mm. high. These crucibles have an excellent resistance to

the carbonate melt and can be used many times provided they are

inverted while still hot so as to remove most of the melt, which ex-

erts the tremendous force as it cools and shrinks.

The auxiliary or isolated electrode and the thermocouple used

to regulate the melt temperature are immersed in the outer crucible

of the melt. The thermocouple was also often positioned just above

the melt against the crucible, as this prolonged its life and no temper-

ature differences could be found between the two positions. The

thermocouple consists of 18 gauge chromel and alumel wires fused

3Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Colorado.
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together at the tip with the aid of borax as a flux and held apart for

their length through the cell by means of two hole ceramic tubes.

The lower end of the thermocouple is shielded with a porcelain tube

to protect it from the melt. Composition and fabrication of this por-

celain are covered later under reference electrodes.

The isolated electrode is a silver wire enclosed in a graphite

tube which is filled with carbonate melt. A plain silver wire im-

mersed in the melt was also used. The silver wire is attached to a

platinum lead sealed in a five mm. borosilicate tube for support.

All electrodes used have platinum leads so that thermocouple effects

will cancel. The reference and microelectrodes used will be de-

scribed in detail later. The electrodes are held in place at the top

of the cell by rubber tubing. Carbon dioxide is passed through a

column of magnesium perchlorate and a dust filter before entering

the cell.

It was discovered that the gas pressure within the cell varies

considerably from moment to moment, and that if the cell is not

pressurized, it will actually be at negative pressure now and then

despite a steady flow of carbon dioxide into the cell. To prevent this

and assure that no oxygen enters the cell in this manner a bubbler

tube was added to the gas outlet and is diagrammed in Figure 11.

The design is such that acid cannot be sucked back into the cell. It

also serves to indicate any leaks in the cell system that might
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otherwise go undetected.

Although coulometry in molten carbonates did not succeed,

the cell used is shown in Figure 12. The working electrode consists

of a piece of gold sheet 127 microns thick and two cm. by 23 cm. long

perforated with about 23 holes per cm2. The foil is wrapped about a

porcelain bubbler tube and almost completely fills the free working

volume of the crucible, which is about 6 ml. The porcelain crucible

plus a thin film of solvent which creeps up the sides serves to conduct

current to the isolated electrode in the outer crucible. A clay refer-

ence electrode is depicted (see the section on reference electrodes

below).

Polarographic Equipment

The Periodic Shorting Microelectrode

During early studies of polarography in molten salts, it was

often observed that polarograms were ill-defined, particularly when

metal was being deposited and changed the electrode area. In an

attempt to make solid electrodes in molten salts more reproducible

a device called the periodic shorting microelectrode was constructed.

It was inspired by a comment in Delimarskii's book (27, p. 301) to

the effect that solid electrodes can be rejuvenated after each run by

shorting them to the second electrode. The device in Figure 13A
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was constructed and used with a Sargent model XXI polarograph. It

functions as follows; The span voltage is applied to the microelec-

trode for a second or less, with the polarograph recording the cur-

rent flow; then the microelectrode is disconnected from the polaro-

graph and shorted to the second electrode, allowing any deposited

metals to strip off again. In a later modification, shown in Figure

13B, stripping is assured by setting an adjustable bias to a suitable

potential which is then applied during the shorting period. This later

modification was used with a controlled potential polarograph which

is described below.

The periodic shorting microelectrode device consists of a

motor-driven timing switch made from the Multicam Timer Kit. 4

The device is driven with a 19 RPM motor, and with the selection

of appropriate gears, cycle times of two to 18 seconds can be chosen.

The ratio of shorting time to applied potential time can be set by an

adjustable cam. The period during which the recorder is on can be

similarly set, and either the regular current or the shorting current

can be observed. A later search of the literature revealed that this

mechanism is similar to Kalousek's commutator device (61), the

Miller modification of the stationary platinum electrode used in

aqueous work (85, p. 136), and tast ("touch") polarography (140).

4Industrial Timer Corp., Newark, New Jersey.
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The Controlled-Potential Polarograph

Theory of Operation

As noted above, a Sargent Model XXI polarograph was used

in the early work. This device passes the cell current through

what is supposed to be a reference electrode: however, few

reference systems can remain stable if they are forced to pass cur-

rent continually; also, this polarograph makes no corrections for

solution resistance which can distort polarograms.

These disadvantages were overcome with the construction of

a controlled-potential polarograph which employs a three-electrode

system. This type of polarograph corrects for IR drop through the

solution. While not usually a problem with fused salts themselves,

IR drop could arise from isolating frits, porous plugs, etc. Sec-

ondly, this device draws virtually no current from the reference elec-

trode; this allows a high degree of isolation between the reference

electrode melt and the bulk melt which is needed to prevent both

contamination of the main melt from the reference electrode solu-

tion and alteration of the reference solution upon which the stability

of the reference depends. The salt bridges capable of such separa-

tion are usually of fairly high resistance; thus if any appreciable

current were drawn from such electrodes, serious errors in poten-

tial would arise. Another advantage is that since the reference
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electrode need not carry any current, it can be made small.

The polarograph is diagrammed in Figure 14. It is very simi-

lar to those of Enke and Baxter (32), Perone and Mueller (108), and

Kelley, Jones and Fisher (62). It employs integrated circuit opera-

tional amplifiers, the Fairchild 5 A741c and 4A709c.

Operational amplifier A is the potential control amplifier. It

balances the currents flowing into its summing point from the signal

generator and initial potential source with the current flowing from

amplifier C. It does so by varying the potential of the isolated elec-

trode which causes the output of amplifier C to change also, since

amplifier C monitors the solution potential by means of a reference

electrode. Since the resistors are equal, the voltage at amplifier C

must be equal to the reverse polarity summation of the signal gener-

ator voltage and the initial potential; in short, amplifier A is an

adder.

Amplifier C is a follower which has a non-inverting gain of

one. The input impedence of the 709 is less than a megohm, so

field effect transistors were used to raise the input impedence.

The measured input current is 1.4 x 1012 amperes. This was

obtained by grounding the input through a 500 megohm resistor and

noting the output offset voltage generated by the input current flow-

ing from the input to ground through this resistor. Complete circuit

5Fairchild Semiconductor, Mountain View, California.
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details of amplifier C are given in Figure 16.

Amplifier B is a current amplifier. It maintains the controlled

electrode at ground potential by meeting whatever current flows from

the controlled electrode with an equal current through the variable

feedback resistor. The feedback resistor can be set to various cali-

brated values so that the output voltage of amplifier B is proportional

to the cell current and can be monitored by a recorder or oscilloscope

to give polarograms.

If the controlled electrode is kept at ground potential, and the

output (and hence the input) of amplifier C is the reverse polarity

sum of the other two adder input voltages (which are referenced to

ground), then it follows that the potential of the controlled electrode

with respect to the solution as measured by the reference electrode

is equal to the sum of the adder input voltages, i. e., equal to the

initial potential plus the generator sweep voltage. As the sweep

voltage changes, the solution potential is moved by the isolated elec-

trode while the controlled electrode potential remains zero with re-

spect to ground. The situation is analogous to rotating a house and

fireplace around a chicken on a spit, but the chemistry doesn't mind.

Amplifier D takes the derivative of the signal, which is also

of interest, as noted earlier. A dual R-C filter is also available for

noise filtration at the output.
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Details of Construction

Further circuit details are shown in Figure 15. A function

switch provides four modes of operation. The first disconnects the

cell and connects the output of amplifier A to the input of amplifier

C, completing the control loop which enables the amplifiers to be bal-

anced without disconnecting them; the balance procedure is given be-

low. The second position of the function switch connects the cell to

the polarograph and is the normal operating mode. The third posi-

tion is the same as the first and isn't really needed; it is left over

from an earlier version. The fourth position connects a ten kilohm

precision resistor in place of the cell so that the polarograph may be

tested for proper operation and calibration.

The initial potential source consists of a 1.35 volt mercury

battery which energizes a ten turn Helipot6 equipped with a Duodial. 6

The voltage across the Helipot is adjusted by means of a trimming

potentiometer to be exactly one volt.

The auxiliary input is connected to the sweep generator through

the pulse gate for polarography. The switch and components shown

with it are used for chronoamperometry and are discussed below.

The feedback resistors for the current amplifier B and the de-

rivative amplifier D are Heath7 model EUW-30 decade resistance

boxes that can be varied from zero to 999,999 ohms in one ohm steps

6Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, California.
7Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
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if necessary by means of six knobs, one for each decade. The resis-

tors used in these boxes are a %© tolerance.

The damping controls of amplifier D consist of a one kilohm

and ten kilohm potentiometer on the input plus a variable capacitance

across the feedback resistor that can be varied from 100 picofarads

to . ZZ microfarads in 18 steps. This combination gives the versatil-

ity needed to reduce noise without distorting the signal excessively.

The dual R-C filter on the output is also used to reduce noise

in the signal. Capacitance values of .01 and .001 microfarads are

available, while the resistors may be varied between zero and 900

kilohms. This filter can introduce substantial errors so that it is

not recommended for quantitative studies.

The operational amplifiers are mounted in a separate manifold

which is diagrammed in Figure 16. The power is supplied by two

Heath regulated power supplies, Models IP-20 and IP-27. These

feature an output voltage range of zero to 50 volts at 11 amperes with

adjustable current limiting. The plus and minus 15 volts needed for

the operational amplifiers are passed through two shunt regulating

circuits which protect the operational amplifiers in the event of power

supply failure or rnissetting.

Amplifiers A, B, and D derive a balance bias from a common

voltage divider. Each amplifier has its own one kilohm balance poten-

tiometer which is bypassed by a one microfarad capacitor. The
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follower amnlifier C is balanced with the ten kilohm potentiometer

in the field effect transistor input stage. The field effect transistors

are used to raise the input impedence of the operational amplifier as

mentioned earlier. A 741 could have been used; the 709 is a holdover

from the original setup in which all of the amplifiers were 709's.

Associated Hardware

The Sweep Generator. The waveform used for rapid-scan

voltammetry is supplied by a Hewlett-Packard8 Low Frequency Func-

tion Generator, Model 202A. It has a frequency range of .008 to 1200

Hz and can supply square, triangular, or sine waves. For cyclic

voltammetry a triangular wave is desired that starts at zero volts,

rises to a maximum and returns to zero. This is accomplished by

varying the balance control of the generator until one side of the

output waveform coincides with zero volts. The signal from the

generator is continuous; consequently, for single scan work a pulse

gate had to be constructed.

The Pulse Gate . This is shown in Figure 17. The circuit is

constructed around two Fairchild integrated circuits. The p,L923 is

an RTL (resistor-transistor logic) J-K flip-flop. The second unit is

a 111,914 which contains two RTL nor gates. These are wired as a

set-reset (R-S) flip-flop, since the output of each nor gate is tied to

an input of the other gate.

8Hewlett-Packard, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
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The operation of the pulse gate is such that each time the pulse

switch is closed the gate waits until a new cycle begins, passes one

cycle and shuts off again. The sequence of events which brings this

about is as follows: before the pulse switch is closed, the upper nor

gate output is a logical I, which for the RTL logic involved here is

a voltage in the range of 1.8 to 3.5 volts. This holds the J-K flip-

flop in a set state which makes it insensitive to switching pulses ar-

riving at the toggle input, pin two. For a set condition the Q output

is a logical 0, which is close to zero volts, so that the second transis-

tor, the 2N5128, does conduct, receiving base bias through the collec-

tor resistor of the first transistor, and in doing so it shorts out the

signal coming from the signal generator. Two transistors are used

because the voltage change at the 923 output is insufficient to switch

fully one transistor alone in this application. In summary, then,

before the pulse switch is closed, no signal is getting through the

pulse gate.

Closing the pulse switch puts a positive pulse on the upper nor

gate input which switches the R-S flip-flop and ends the 1 state which

has held the 923 in a set state. Now the J-K flip-flop is receptive

to an input pulse at the toggle terminal. Fortunately, the Hewlett-

Packard signal generator is equipped with a synchronization output

which consists of negative-going spikes at the beginning of each cycle.

This pulse is fed to the 923 through a level-shifting network consisting
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of a resistor to the supply voltage and a DC blocking capacitor.

This assures that the toggle input will be switched from a logical 1

to a logical 0 state which is the only sequence that will trigger the

923.

As soon as a new cycle begins, then, the 923 changes state,

putting a logical 1 on the base of the first transistor which turns on

and shunts the second transistor's bias to ground. The 1.5 volt

battery insures that the second transistor turns off, letting the sig-

nal through.

At the same time the logical 1 at the t5 output resets the R-S

flip-flop, which in turn applies a logical 1 to the set terminal of the

923. Thus when the next synch pulse arrives, signaling the end of

the cycle, the 923 changes state and stays that way, since a 1 at the

set input renders it insensitive to further synch pulses. The whole

cycle can be repeated by again closing the pulse switch.

The 100 kilohm potentiometer serves as a fine adjust for the

sweep amplitude. An output signal for the X-axis of the recorder

or oscilloscope is also provided.

The switching action of the 2N5128 transistor is not perfect but

is adequate. When the transistor is on, only 0.3 millivolts p-p of a

one volt p-p signal gets through. The useable output signal before

clipping occurs can range from -2 v to beyond +6 v. Although this

device is another module that has to be connected with external
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wiring to the polarograph, it has given excellent results and has

shown no observable degradation of the signal from the generator.

Readout Devices. There have been two main readout devices

used with this polarograph: an X-Y recorder and an oscilloscope.

For slow scan rates, the X-Y recorder has been quite useful.

The recorder used is a Varian9 Model F80 X-Y recorder.

It has a pen slew rate of 17 inches/sec. on both axes and an input

impedance of one meghom on the 50 my /in. range, which is what

was normally used for the Y axis. The stability, accuracy and

immunity to noise of this recorder are all excellent. Chart size

is ten by 14 inches. In addition to an X-axis input, the recorder is

also equipped with an interval time base which can be varied from

0.5 to 50 sec/in.

The oscilloscope used for most of the rapid-scan studies is

a Tektronix 10 Type 531A Oscilloscope equipped with a Type 53/54B

Plug-in unit for the vertical axis. Some work was also carried out

with a Tektronix Type 564 Storage Oscilloscope equipped with a Type

343 Plug-in for the vertical axis. A similar unit was not available

for the horizontal axis, so that a Chemtrix 11 Type 300 Polarographic

amplifier was used in the current input mode with a decade resistance

9Varian Aerograph, Palo Alto, California.
10Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon.
11 Chemtrix, Inc., Hillsboro, Oregon.
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box in series with its input to provide the horizontal axis drive. For

single scan work the signal for the X-axis was taken from the output

of reference amplifier C of the polarograph.

Oscilloscopic data was recorded on 35 mm. film (Tri-x) 12 by

means of a Dumont13 Oscillograph Record Camera Type 299 equipped

with a Pentax14 Model H1 single lens reflex camera. The film data

was digitized on a Calma15 Model 303 Digitizer and processed with

a CDC 3300 Digital Computer16 equipped with a Calcomp 17 Model

1627 II Plotter. The program used to process the data is given in

the Appendix.

The Switching Circuit for Chronoamperometry. In chrono-

amperometry, the potential of the electrode is changed suddenly from

a potential at which no reaction takes place to a potential upon the

polarographic diffusion current plateau, and the current is measured

against time.

12 Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York.
13Allen B. Dumont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, New Jersey.
14Heiland Div., Minneapolis,- Honeywell, Denver, Colorado.
15

16

Calma Co., Santa Clara, California.

Control Data Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
17 Calcomp, Anaheim, California.
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The circuit for accomplishing this is shown in Figure 15. The

auxiliary input is connected to a potential source consisting of a

mercury battery and multiturn potentiometer which can be switched

in at the same time that the recorder sweep is initiated. The latter

is achieved by connecting a one microfarad capacitor as shown across

a push button that activates the time sweep in the recorder. A cable

was attached in parallel to this pushbutton and made accessible from

the rear of the recorder by means of a two wire connector. When

the capacitor is attached, a current surge activates the time base.

The 2.2 megohm resistor allows the capacitor to discharge so that

the time base is not reactivated when the time base returns to a

ready state after one sweep.

The switch is an ordinary DPDT toggle switch; a mercury-

wetted switch would be preferable, since oscilloscopic observation

shows an initial uncertainty in the applied potential from the potentio-

stat due to varying contact as the switch contacts slide closed. How-

ever, the potentiostat regains control within two milliseconds for

a 500 millivolt step so that recorded data is satisfactory.

The Diode Cell Simulator. In testing or demonstrating a polar-

ograph it would be convenient if an artificial cell could be devised

to simulate polarograms. Such a device is diagrammed in Figure 18.

It consists of two germanium diodes back-to-back plus a current

source made up of a nine volt transistor battery and a 100 kilohm
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potentiometer in series with a one kilohm resistor.

The device functions as follows: the battery plus resistors

serve as an approximate constant current source. If the controlled

electrode connection is made positive with respect to the reference

and isolated electrode connections, the upper diode will be reverse-

biased and all of the battery current flows through the lower diode.

If the controlled electrode is now made increasingly negative by appli-

cation of a polarographic scan voltage, the battery current will begin

to divide between the polarograph and the lower diode, since the po-

tential applied to the lower diode by the polarograph is making it

increasingly reverse-biased while at the same time the upper diode

is becoming forward-biased. When the potential increases to the

point that the lower diode is completely reverse-biased, then all of

the battery current is now flowing into the polarograph, and the cur-

rent curve is virtually flat for any further scan voltage increase.

Thus an S-shaped curve is obtained as shown in Figure 19.

The diodes were chosen for maximum steepness in transition

characteristics and are the emitter-base junction of Philco18 TI627

germanium transistors. These have a reverse-bias leakage cur-

rent of 18 microamperes, so that if a wave is desired whose height

is not important, then a battery isn't needed and the entire simulator

can consist of two diodes. Other diodes with leakages below a

18 Phi lco/Ford Corp., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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microampere are available that have equally sharp transition charac-

teristics--e.E.., the base-emitter junction of a 2N1371 transistor.

The polarograms obtained with this device are shown in Figure

19. The upper curve is the regular output waveform, while the lower

curve is the derivative. The latter is particularly useful in measur-

ing any phase lags introduced by the polarograph; such lags are indi-

cated by a displacement in upper and lower peak potentials, and this

difference can be used to correct derivative data that would otherwise

be erroneous.

Correction curves based on the diode simulator peak shifts are

given in Figure 20. In practice one would carry out an expekiment,

using whatever damping was necessary to obtain good derivative

curves. Then the diode simulator would be substituted for the cell

and the peak potential displacement noted for the same damping set-

tings and scan rate. From the curves given in Figure 20, one would

then be able to correct the derivative data to obtain the true potentials.

The data for the curves was obtained from a simulated peak

polarogram. This was created by adding another derivative stage

with damping ahead of the polarograph's differentiator. If enough

damping is applied to the peaks shown in Figure 19, they will re-

semble a regular peak polarogram, and thus the derivative of this

will then resemble the derivative of a peak polarogram. Such a peak

and its derivative are shown in Figure 21.
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The three main points of interest for a derivative curve are the

first peak potential (see Figure 4). The effect of damping for each is

shown in Figure 20A for a sharp peak (n=3.0 at 550°C). The correc-

tion needed for a given damping (as indicated by the diode simulator

peak potential difference) increases slightly from the first peak to the

second. The correction needed also increases as the peak broadens

out; this is shown in Figure 20B.

The data given indicates that the diode simulator peak potential

difference could be used in itself as a correction factor, but only as

a first approximation. It should be noted that the shifts given were

measured from one peak to another, so that the actual correction

needed for a single peak is half of that given in Figure 20.

The diode simulator thus provides a means of correcting deriva-

tive data for damping errors as well as supplying a convenient means

of testing and demonstrating the polarograph.

Operating Procedure

Balancing the Operational Amplifiers. The power supplies

should be turned on and set to plus and minus 15 volts before

the operational amplifier manifold switch is turned on. If the

amplifiers are allowed to warm up for ten minutes, it will often

be found that no rebalancing is necessary. Measurement of balance

is made with a galvanometer or other meter capable of indicating

millivolts. The polarograph function switch should be in the off posi-

tion and the auxiliary input switch should be on and the input shorted.
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To balance the control amplifier, connect the meter to the

output of amplifier C and adjust the balance control of amplifier A

until a null is reached. Next, transfer the meter lead to the input

terminal of amplifier C and balance amplifier C. Finally, transfer

the meter lead to the outputs of amplifiers B and D and adjust each

to a null. The operational amplifiers are now balanced. For very

critical work it should be noted that the balance of amplifiers B and

D will vary with the value of feedback resistance used and thus should

be rebalanced for each new gain setting. This effect is usually not

troublesome except for high values (greater than 100K) of feedback

resistance.

Calibrating the Scan Voltage. Since the signal source is an

external generator, it is usually necessary to recalibrate the scan

voltage each time the polarograph is used. First, connect the pulse

gate and generator with shielded cables. If a negative-going scan is

to be used, reverse the plug at the output of the generator. Be sure

that the ground jumper on the output is disconnected; the generator

chassis is grounded through its power cord and connecting the ground

jumper would short out the signal.

It is convenient to use an oscilloscope to set the scan voltage

even if the X-Y recorder is to be used; the amplitude at the pulse

gate output is adjusted with the amplitude control of the signal gen-

erator and the appropriate edge of the waveform is brought to zero
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volts with the generator output balance control.

Next, if the X-Y recorder is to be used, the output of the pulse

gate is attached to both the Y-axis of the recorder and the auxiliary

input of the polarograph. The auxiliary input switch should be on at

this point, since the polarograph does load down the pulse gate slight-

ly. With the recorder input temporarily shorted, set the pen to zero

at one edge of the paper (the top edge for a negative-going scan). The

recorder gain should be set to 0.1 volts/inch for a one volt scan

range.

Now unshort the recorder input and observe both ends of the

pen travel. Adjust the zero end with the fine balance control located

on the signal generator above the function switch and the maximum

scan voltage with the fine adjust control located on the pulse gate.

The latter control does not affect the zero end, but the zero end

moves the entire scan, so that it may be necessary to repeat the

above steps until satisfactory results are achieved. The scan is now

calibrated and all that is necessary is to select the appropriate scan

speed. It should be remembered that if a one volt scan is used, the

scan rate will be double the frequency; for example, 100 Hz would

correspond to 200 volts/sec.

The X-axis of the recorder is driven by the OSC OUT terminals

of the pulse gate and is calibrated by means of the recorder zero and

range controls until the desired pen travel is achieved. This should
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bring the apparatus to a state of readiness.

The polarograph now consists of a variety of boxes with inter-

connecting cables. It would be advantageous to combine everything

into one unit that contained its own power supplies and signal source,

and it is hoped that this will be done by whomever continues this or

similar work.

Reference Electrodes

Early Work

As mentioned earlier, no ready-made reference electrode

exists for molten salt systems, and most workers are forced to

make their own. When this study was begun, the Danner-Ray elec-

trode mentioned previously was tried with little success, and so a

long and continuing effort was made to find a suitable reference elec-

trode for molten carbonates.

Several metal-metal ion couples were tried: Bi, Fe, Cu, Cr,

and Cd as well as silver. Bismuth was chosen because it is liquid

at the working temperature (550°C), but it dissolved a platinum

contact, and a molybdenum contact gave erratic potentials, so this

was abandoned. Cadmium proved too volatile. Iron (II) oxide is

not appreciably soluble in the carbonate melt, and iron wires coated

with oxide were not especially stable, so that this too was rejected.
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Copper looked promising until a copper electrode made anodic in the

melt decomposed the melt instead of dissolving as it should if it were

a good depolarizer. A chromium (III)-Chromium (VI) mixture drifted

slowly in potential. Any such redox system would have to be buffered

somehow if it is to work as a reference system.

Silver was noted as a reference for carbonate melts in the

literature and consequently was returned to time and again with vary-

ing results. It now appears that much of the difficulty lies not with

the silver-silver ion system so much as with the junction potentials

between the electrode container and the bulk melt.

Several container materials were tried in fabricating reference

electrodes. Alumdum in the form of a porous thimble was first tried,

but after many attempts, was rejected due to an interaction between

the alundum and the melt which produced large potential differences

between identically constructed electrodes. Also, the porous nature

of this material did not furnish the required isolation of the reference

electrodes.

Graphite was the next choice, as it was not as porous and did

not react visibly with the melt. However, its electrical conductivity

combined with its gas absorbing properties also gave rise to erratic

electrode potentials. In addition, this electrode was especially sensi-

tive to movement.
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The Clay Electrode

The next container to be tried in connection with the silver-

silver carbonate system was fused clay tubing. The tubes from clay

triangles commonly used in chemical laboratories were broken in

half, and the ends were fused shut in a gas-oxygen flame. The silver

electrode wire (18 gauge) was crimped several times so as to fit

tightly inside the clay tube, and the wire was welded to a platinum

lead which in turn was supported by a five millimeter 0. D. boro sili-

cate glass tube 26 centimeters long that was sealed to the platinum

lead at the lower end. The electrode was filled with electrolyte

consisting of 20% by weight silver carbonate in ternary carbonate

eutectic. This electrode is shown in Figure 21A. The electrolyte

was added in powder form and, when heated, was free to outgas and

attain equilibrium with the atmosphere in the cell. These electrodes

showed excellent resistance to corrosion by the carbonate melt.

When the clay tubes were put under air pressure and immersed

in water, they all formed bubbles on their surfaces, indicating very

fine cracks through the ends. Consequently, they would possibly lose

their electrolyte with time. This was overcome to some extent by

trapping the electrolyte in powdered kaolin. An advantage of the

cracks is that they function as salt bridges and should eliminate any

membrane potentials that might otherwise arise.
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The Porcelain Membrane Electrode

Porcelain reference electrodes of the Danner-Rey type were

not promising at first. The electrodes in the literature were fabri-

cated of Pythagoras porcelain which was neither available nor was

the composition known, so that the first electrodes were made of

the materials available from a local ceramic dealer.

The first mixture was a ceramic that is usually fired to 1060°C

(cone 04), while the second mixture was sold as porcelain and is usu-

ally fired at 1222°C (cone 6)19 The latter should probably be dis-

tinguished from chemical porcelains which are usually fired at 1300 -

1500°C (73, p. 28-40, 122, p. 329-344). The porcelain tubes are

fabricated by slip-casting in a plaster mold (132, p. 34-64). The

mold is made in two halves that fit together to make five holes that

were formed by molding the plaster around 6 mm. O. D. glass tubing.

Normally the liquid clay mixture is poured into a mold and when the

desir.ed thickness has solidified at the sides, the remaining slip is

poured out again. Since the holes are too small to do this, the slip

is forced into the mold from the bottom by a rubber bulb. When the

tubing walls are thick enough, the remaining slip is sucked back into

the bulb, and a drop of slip is put into one end of the tube to form the

bottom. When the tubes are dry, the edges and seams are smoothed

19White Orchid Porcelain, Bell Ceramics, Clermont, Florida.
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down, and they are fired in an electric furnace.

The ceramic material was attacked by molten carbonates and

was therefore not useable, but the porcelain resisted the melt quite

well and so was tried as a reference electrode membrane. The con-

struction of these electrodes is shown in Figure 22.

The electrodes made with this porcelain were not as stable in

potential as the clay electrodes; in addition, the tubes fractured after

several hours of use at 550°C. It was then decided that a true chem-

ical porcelain with a higher kaolin content was needed, for it has

been shown (122, p. 331) that the thermal shock resistance is directly

related to the kaolin content of porcelain.

Various mixtures of kaolin with the commercial porcelain were

tried until a mixture that had excellent thermal and chemical proper-

ties was found. The composition of this mixture is given in Table 6.

Table 6. Composition of a high temperature
porcelain suitable for reference
electrodes.

Ingredient Weight (g)

kaolin 98

commercial porcelain 6

sodium silicate .38

sodium carbonate .13

water 200'

See text.
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The type of kaolin used is quite important, since it is the main

ingredient. A batch obtained from a chemical supplier was very

poor; the electrodes often cracked upon drying and warped when

fired. An old batch of kaolin that had been gathering dust in the

stockroom for many years gave altogether different and better re-

sults. It is recommended that a good quality of kaolin obtained from

a ceramic supply company be used.

The commercial porcelain was found to contain two parts water

to one part solids, so that about two grams of solids are supplied by

this ingredient. The sodium silicate and solium carbonate are added

to deflocculate the slip so that less water can be used to liquify it.

The water should not be weighed out but should be added slowly with

stirring until the proper consistency is reached. What this is can

best be seen by comparing it to the commercial product and from

experience with slip-casting.

This porcelain is fired at 1450°C in a Multiple Unit Electric

Furnace Type G-05-PT, 20 which has silicon carbide heating elements.

The tubes, which are cast six millimeters 0.D., shrink to about

5 mm. 0. D. and are 70 mm. long. They are sealed to a 5 mm.

borosilicate glass tube which is 21 cm long with no particular diffi-

culty; the resultant joint is surprisingly strong despite the difference

20Hevi Duty Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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in materials. The tubes are filled with about 0.1 gram of powdered

electrolyte which is a 0.1 molal solution of silver sulfate in the ter-

nary lithium-sodium-potassium sulfate eutectic (78.0 mole % Li SO4,

8. 5 mole % Na2SO4, 13.5 mole % K2SO4, mp. 512°C) (60).

The silver electrode is an 18 gauge silver wire four centimeters

long welded to a platinum lead by fusing them together in a gas-oxygen

flame. The silver is heated to just below its melting point to remove

stresses that might cause erratic potentials.

It was mentioned earlier that conduction through porcelain tubes

is thought to be by migration of sodium and/or potassium ions. The

alkali metal content of the commercial porcelain is unknown, but

recipes in the literature (73, p. 71-72) for similar porcelains indi-

cate a content of about five percent by weight of Na2O, expressed as

oxide. If this contribution is added to that from the sodium silicate

and sodium carbonate added, the total weight percent of Na2O is

around . 5 %. The measured DC resistance of an electrode was two

to three kilohms at 550°C. The average wall thickness is about one

millimeter, so that the approximate resistivity is 75, 000 ohm-cm at

550 °C as compared to 140 ohm-cm at 550°C for a porcelain containing

ten percent Na2O as reported by Labrie and Lamb (65).

The electrodes are open to the air; Bartlett and Johnson (3)

stated that the silver-silver sulfate electrode, unlike the silver-silver

carbonate one, behaved ideally under nitrogen or air, and the stability
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of the electrodes seems in accordance with this.

Stability Tests

The clay and porcelain electrodes were tested for stability in

potential by comparing electrodes against one another over periods

of several hours. The re sults are given in Table 7. In general, they

show that the clay electrodes are not as stable as the porcelain elec-

trodes. Also, potentials measured versus the porcelain electrodes

are probably no more accurate than ±15 millivolts in some cases.

The potential difference between the clay and porcelain elec-

trodes was also determined. A study of nine porcelain electrodes

against three clay electrodes was made. The mean of 39 readings was

-569.4 my with an absolute standard deviation of 11.6. The clay elec-

trode is negative by this amount compared to the porcelain electrode.

While time studies of electrodes give some information on their

stability, more rigorous tests involve passing current through the

electrodes.

Polarization Tests

If the potential of a reference electrode is established by a

reversible electrode reaction for which all the reactants and products

are present in reasonable amounts, then the electrode potential

should not be shifted permanently by the passage of a small current
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Table 7. Reference electrode stability studies.

A. Ag-Ag2C0320 Wt B. 0,1 m Ag- Ag2SO4 in
fused clay tubing t ernary sulfate,

porcelain tubing

Time, Potential Time, Potential
hr difference (my) hr difference (my)

1 vs. 2 1 vs. 3 1 vs. 2 1 vs, 3

TRIAL 1 TRIAL 1

0 -18 -6 0 +4 +6

1 -12 -26 1/2 +5 +7

5 -14 -34 3 +3 +6

17 -22 -26 7 0 -3

22 0 -5
TRIAL 2

24 +7 -3
0 -11 -7

TRIAL 2 2 1/2 -14 -6

0 +10 -1 7 -13 -4

1 +17 +5 21 -12 -4

2 +18 +5 24 -12 -4

6 +18 -3
TRIAL 3

TRIAL 3 0 -17 -12
0 +16 -22

2 -10 -8
4 +28 +14 3 1/2 -13 -6
5 +28 +13

5 -14 -6
11 +26 +13
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for a short time. The clay and porcelain electrodes were tested in

two ways with a small current.

The first and most drastic test consisted of putting one and a

half volts from a dry cell across two identical electrodes for a few

seconds. The potential with time was then observed, giving the

results shown in Figure 23. The upper curve shows the potential

decay after polarizing two clay electrodes for five seconds, during

which 0.4 ma flowed. The lower curve shows the behavior of two

porcelain reference electrodes that were polarized for 50 seconds,

during which 0.3 ma flowed. Despite the long polarization time,

which apparently did permanently change the two porcelain electrodes

by 2.5 millivolts, the recovery by the electrodes was much quicker

than that of the clay electrodes.

Another electrode test is the micropolarization test (20, 49,

p. 17-18). This test consists of applying a small voltage to two

identical electrodes in steps up to, say 20 millivolts and then back

to zero, down to minus 20 millivolts and back again to zero. The

current is recorded against potential, and if the electrodes are re-

versible the current will give a straight line, while if the electrodes

are bad, a loop will be traced. The results for clay and porcelain

electrodes are shown in Figures 23 and 24, respectively.

It should be evident from these tests that the porcelain reference

electrode is the better of the two. They have been used repeatedly in
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this study without breaking or showing the slightest attack by the

melt. It appears that earlier workers made a good choice when they

decided on this electrode for a reference, and it is hoped that future

investigators will standardize their efforts by also using this refer-

ence in molten carbonates.

Microelectrodes

A summary of microelectrodes used in molten salts was given

earlier. At first platinum electrodes were used, but the waves ob-

tained were seldom well-defined, and on occasion a false wave, pos-

sibly due to oxides, would occur. It has been shown (54) that platinum

is attacked by molten carbonates under dry CO2 with the formation

of Li2PtO3. The same study shows gold to be highly resistant to

chemical attack, and gold has been used therefore in most of the

work reported here.

The problem of defining a definite known electrode area is

especially acute in molten carbonates due to their corrosiveness.

Many of the electrodes mentioned in the literature employ glass as

an insulator, which of course is unfeasible for carbonate melts.

Consequently, the electrode used in early studies was a 200 micron

(32 gauge) platinum or gold wire of which about one centimeter pro-

truded from a five millimeter boro silicate glass tube support. The

area of this electrode was limited by immersing only the tip of the
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wire in the melt.

Several disadvantages are apparent with this type of electrode.

The area is unknown, and what is worse, it can fluctuate during the

course of an experiment, since any disturbance of the liquid surface

changes the depth of immersion. The diffusion geometry is compli-

cated and certainly isn't planar, which is what was assumed in de-

riving the polarographic theory. Finally, since the electrode is

present at the gas-liquid interface, it is susceptible to trace amounts

of oxygen and other gases that may not even be soluble in the melt.

What is clearly needed is an insulator impervious to the car-

bonate melt with which to fabricate a microelectrode. Single crystal

quality magnesium oxide is one such substance that has been used in

the fabrication of cqnductance cells for molten carbonates (54, 55).

In order to use this material, however, it would be necessary to

seal the metal electrode to it in some manner so as to keep the melt

from creeping between the electrode and insulator, and the difference

in expansion rates makes this difficult.

Another insulator at hand and much more workable is porcelain,

and this is what was used to make satisfactory microelectrodes shown

in Figure 26. The same porcelain used for the reference electrodes

is cast in the same manner with the addition that a 32 gauge platinum

lead is placed through the end before the drop of slip that forms the

bottom is added. The wire is supported in the center of the tube
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until the slip solidifies. After firing, the end is ground flat with a

small silicon carbide grinding wheel and further smoothed by lapping

with finer and finer grades of silicon carbide paper. The ends of

the porcelain are then etched with a sulfuric acid-calcium fluoride

paste to give a better bond between the porcelain and gold. The

electrodes are heated to redness in a flame to expel any volatile

contaminants.

Next, the electrodes are coated with gold by cathodic sputtering

(45, p. 401-443). The electrodes are masked with printed circuit

pressure sensitive die cut circles with center holes, 21 0.2 inches

0. D. and .062 inches I. D. The electrodes are placed in a glass tube

equipped with two gold electrodes; the tube is evacuated to about 0.5

mm. Hg pressure, and about 1000 volts DC is applied to the elec-

trodes with the electrode in front of the porcelain tubes being made

negative; it is generally spaced one cm. away.

The high voltage is supplied by a neon sign transformer rated

at 15,000 volts, 30 ma., which is powered by a variable autotrans-

former. The primary current is monitored by an A. C. ammeter and

is generally held to 14 amperes or less to avoid overheating the sput-

tering electrodes. The high voltage AC is rectified by a 1B3 GT high

voltage rectifier tube which has a 14 volt flashlight cell mounted with

it to supply the filament power.

21 Trans -Pak by Chart-Pak, Inc., Leeds, Massachusetts.
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The electrodes are sputtered for one-half hour and are then

removed from the vacuum chamber. The masks are removed and

the electrodes are electroplated with gold until they are five to ten

microns thick. The gold plating bath is a solution of HAuC14. 4H20,

2. 65 g. /1. , K4Fe(CN)6. 3H20, 15 g. /1. , and Na2CO3, 15 g. /1. (66,

p. 46). The plating conditions used were room temperature with

moderate stirring, a platinum anode and a current of 0.2 ma for

each electrode. The recommended current density at room temper-

ature is 0.1 A/dm2. Too rapid a deposition gives a brown deposit.

Electrode areas were determined with a drawing camera mount-

ed on a microscope (17, p. 422). An outline of each electrode plus

a line one millimeter long on a stage micrometer were carefully

traced. A square drawn to scale from the millimeter ruling enabled

precise calibration of a compensating polar planimeter which was

then used to determine the electrode areas. The error in this method

was determined to be about ±2. 5%. This figure is based on the un-

certainty in drawing the outline and does not take into account the

additional area possible if the electrode is rough. An average elec-

trode area is 1.7 mm2.

To what extent would the porcelain itself function as an elec-

trode? To answer this question, a microelectrode was prepared in

which the platinum lead was completely enclosed with porcelain and

yet within a millimeter of the surface. The electrode was scanned
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from plus one to minus two volts, which is well beyond both the

anodic and the cathodic breakdown of the melt for a normal elec-

trode. No evidence of a melt breakdown curve was obtained; the

currents ranged from plus eight microamperes at plus one volt to

minus nine microamperes at minus two volts. Over the useable melt

range, from -0.3 to about -1.5 volts, the current was +0.7 and -5.0

microamperes, respectively. Thus the porcelain support seems to

provide at most a small and linear contribution to electrochemical

studies that will normally be compensated for when subtracting the

background current.

These electrodes have made meaningful voltammetric studies

feasible in molten carbonates; evidence of this is given in Figure 27.

Note the convective noise in the case of the wire electrode. The

curve for the planar electrode is much smoother than shown; the

computer pen moves in small jogs.

The useful lifetime of the electrodes, about two sessions, is

less than it could be due to a blistering and eventual parting between

the gold and porcelain. The situation could no doubt be improved by

using a die cut or photo-fabricated metal mask for sputtering which

would allow a bakeout under vacuum. Aside from this shortcoming,

these microelectrodes have given excellent results.
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Theoretical Considerations

Denormalized Plots of the Eight Theoretical Cases

In the original work of Nicholson (94), the eight theoretical

cases were shown in normalized plots. While these are necessary

for visualizing how the various complications affect the shape and

size of the peaks, it was felt that a less normalized presentation

would also be of use in attempting to show what the actual experimen-

tal data should look like. Conseequently, the tabulated data of

Nicholson has been replotted and is shown in Figures 28-35.

The increase in peak height with increasing scan rate has been

added back to the data, and for the irreversible cases - -the even-

numbered ones--the potential shift due to scan rate was also added.

The scan rates and current values shown are arbitrary and merely

indicate relative changes in peak height expected for various ratios

of scan rate. An n-value of one and an alpha value of 0.5 was as-_

sum.ed.

The results show some interesting phenomena. Case one re-

veals a point where the current is independent of scan rate. This

would not always be seen in practice, as capacitive current would

cause this point to shift with scan rate; conversely, perhaps this
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Figure 28. Case I. Reversible charge transfer.
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point could be used to measure the capacitive current.

Cases two, four, and eight show a region at the foot of the wave

that is relatively constant with scan rate. This is discussed in the

literature by Reinmuth (115), who points out that since the current

is independent of scan rate at fixed potential at the foot of irrever-

sible waves, this behavior can be used to distinguish reversible from

irreversible waves.

Cases three, four, seven, and eight are actually inverted in

height compared to the normalized curves. For example, in the

normalized data for case three, the flat-topped curve is the shortest,

while in reality it corresponds to the highest scan rate of the three

curves shown. Consequently, the growth with scan rate exceeds the

shrinking due to chemical complications, and the lowest normalized

curve is in reality the highest denormalized one. This inversion

shows the utility of the denormalized curves in attempting to predict

what each case will look like in the laboratory.

Cases five and six gain little from this treatment; the height

ratios are so extreme for the denormalized curves that the normalized

versions show the true shapes more readily.

While these plots are merely a rehash of Nicholson's data, they

do point up some aspects not readily apparent in the original presen-

tation.
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Theory of the Anodic Background Current

In Nicholson's original work (94), it was shown that the ratio of

anodic to cathodic peak heights for a single scan is unity, provided

the anodic peak is measured to the extension of the cathodic decay

curve. This can be verified by subtracting cathodic decay data from

the tabulated anodic data given by Nicholson; the anodic wave will then

be seen to match the cathodic wave point for point if suitably rear-

ranged.

This match is surprising in view of the difference in concentra-

tion profiles at the electrode for the oxidized and reduced species.

For a reduction wave followed by an oxidation on the reverse scan,

the boundary conditions are such that as the distance from the elec-

trode approaches infinity, the concentration of oxidized species ap-

proaches the bulk concentration, while the concentration of the re-

duced species approaches zero.

In addition, at the most negative scan potential, reduction is

presumably occurring, generating a concentration of reduced species

at the electrode equal to the bulk concentration of oxidized species

(if their diffusion coefficients are equal). Thus when the scan is

reversed and oxidation begins, there may initially be a concentra-

tion of reduced species equal to that of the oxidized, but it should

deplete more rapidly as the growing depletion layer enters the region
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where the concentration of reduced species is less than the bulk con-

centration. Thus, the anodic wave should not be as high as the

cathodic wave.

The situation can be clarified somewhat by considering the

background current. If the cathodic decay is plotted as it would ap-

pear experimentally on an X-Y plotter, it crosses the cathodic

current as shown in Figure 36 (dotted line). Experimentally, this

just isn't so; the current always traces a closed loop, but never

crosses itself in a single cycle. Thus the conclusion is that the

decay current is not the true background current for the anodic peak.

What the true background current is was shown as early as 1954

by Delahay (24, p. 134) to be an S-shaped or inflected curve, indi-

cating the gradual cessation of reduction as E° is passed through again

in the reverse direction. Experimental evidence for this can be

found in the literature (1, p. 151; 40) and also in this work (see

chromium below). In addition, it is shown in the form of an irre-

versible wave in a recent theoretically derived curve (129).

Such a background curve was calculated by another means and

is shown in Figure 36 (solid line) and also in Figure 37 for a number

of switching potentials. These curves were obtained by calculating

the current from the relationship

RTE = E° - nF In
id
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using points on the cathodic decay curve as the limiting current, id,

for a series of separate calculations. The cathodic decay values

were obtained from the relationship

i(P.A) = 2800/((E°-E) - .019045)1/2

which is similar to that given by Perone (108). This is nothing more

than the chronoamperometric relationship, Lxt = a constant, and the

fit to the theoretical peak polarogram is quite good for potentials

greater than about 60 millivolts past the peak. The computations

were carried out and plotted by computer.

Anodic peaks for the two backgrounds are also given in Figure

36. The cathodic curve data was added to the appropriate background

data in each case. If the Nicholson peak (dashed line) is measured

to the theoretical background curve (solid line) instead of to the

decay curve (dashed line), then the anodic peak height is indeed less

than the cathodic height, which is more in accord with what was

discussed earlier.

What seems to be needed at this point is a new theoretical de-

velopment taking into full account the complex reverse scan diffusion

and concentration gradients. The resulting curve will no doubt be

very close or identical to that derived by Nicholson, but perhaps in

the process a better picture of what is occurring would emerge.
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Computer Analysis of Data

The data obtained by the methods outlined above is relatively

meaningless until numerically analyzed to obtain n-values, peak

potentials and currents; for a large number of analyses, the amount

of calculations needed becomes distressingly large. Also, perhaps

the best method of obtaining n is the log plot described earlier; how-

ever, such a plot requires numerous data points and involved calcu-

lations on each point, so that hand calculations would not be practical

for large amounts of data.

Fortunately, this is the computer age, and the tasks mentioned

can be carried out in a matter of seconds with a high degree of reli-

ability on a modern electronic computer. The program written to

analyze the voltametric data is given in the Appendix. It is designed

to utilize data that has been previously digitized and stored. The

original data, either on film or X-Y recorder plots, is digitized on

the Calma digitizer mentioned earlier. This transfers the data onto

magnetic tape which is then processed with the aid of a program

written for the digitizer by R. Jay Murray. 22 This program reads

the tape and stores the data in the computer.

22 Present address; Oregon State University Computer Center,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331.
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The program in the Appendix carries out a multitude of services.

The data can be plotted as is, providing a means of transferring the

data from film into a more easily viewed form. This feature was

used extensively to prepare most of the data shown in this disserta-

tion. Various calculations are carried out on the data: a background

line is subtracted, and the peaks are located. A range of points are

selected for a determination of n by the log plot method. A least

squares analysis is made of these points to obtain the best slope.

A plot of this log data can be made with automatic centering on the

axes. Another determination of n is made from the potential differ-

ence between the peak and half-peak potential.

A further benefit of computer analysis is the ability to resolve

overlapping peaks. Perone et al. (106) accomplished this by using

the computer to interrupt the scan after it had sensed the first peak,

thereby allowing the current to decay to a steady value before continu-

ing the scan. This technique requires real-time computer use, which

may not be possible for many workers.

An alternate method is used in the program used in this dis-

sertation. As mentioned earlier, the decaying portion of a peak

polarogram can be closely approximated by the relationship

i(normalized) = 2. 800 /(E(normalized) - . 019045)1/2

Values calculated from this equation are suitably scaled and
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subtracted from the data following the peaks. In this manner several

overlapping peaks may be resolved. The option of plotting the proc-

essed data is also available. An example is given in Figure 38. In

this manner data that would otherwise be of little use can be utilized,

and the experiment can be carried out without an on-line computer.

Stoichiometry of the Ternary Carbonate-Boric
Anhydride Reaction

It was mentioned earlier that Flood found varying degrees of

reaction between the alkali carbonates and boric anhydride, Lithium

carbonate being the most acid of the group and forming orthoborate,

while potassium was the least acid and formed metaborate. Thus,

lithium carbonate should evolve three moles of carbon dioxide for

one mole of boric anhydride, while potassium carbonate should evolve

only one.

The behavior of the ternary eutectic would presumably lie

somewhere in between, and so a short experiment was carried out.

The results are shown in Table 8. Samples heated in air gave poor

results, but those carried out under carbon dioxide indicate that

about one and a third moles of carbon dioxide are evolved for each

mole of boric anhydride added at this concentration (six mole %

B203). Thus the acidic properties of lithium and sodium seem to

be suppressed somewhat in the ternary eutectic.
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Table 8. Stoichiometry of the ternary carbonate-boric anhydride
reaction at 550°C.

Sample Conditions Sample
Number

Moles CO2/
Mole B203

Melted over Meeker
burner

1 1.96
2 1.85
3 1.87

15 min. in muffle 1 1.36
furnace (air atm) 2 1.27

2 hours in muffle
furnace (air atm)

1 2.17
2 2.61
3 2.14
4 1.61

CO2 atm. in crucible (30 min. ) 1 1.37
furnace (2 hours) 2 1.30

(5 hours) 3 1.37

Note: 0.2g of B203 was added to 5.00 grams of ternary carbonate
eutectic for each sample.
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In connection with this, it is of interest to speculate what the

structure of the boron species might be in solution. There seems to

be reasonable evidence that the structure of molten B2O3 consists

of a continuous random network of borate triangles, at least up to

600°C (121, p. 176-177), but it is unlikely that much of this struc-

ture survives upon dissolution in molten carbonates, since Flood

et al. (35, 37) have indicated that the acid-base reaction consists of

breaking oxygen bridges:

B2O3 + x02- 2 x B02

The viscosity of the carbonate-borate mixture as compared to molten

B2O3 would also indicate a far lesser degree of polymerization.

Any large amount of tetrahedrally coordinated boron seems to

be ruled out at the boron concentrations involved by the studies of

P. J. Bray and J. G. O'Keefe (8). They found by NMR studies that

the fraction of four-coordinated boron atoms increased up to 30 mole

% R20, where R is an alkali metal, then increased more slowly,

reaching a peak at 45 mole %. Upon further additions of R20, the

fraction decreased rapidly and vanished at 70 mole %. Several types

of three-coordinated boron atoms were also present between 35 and

70 mole %.

The stoichiometric experiment, then, together with the above

considerations indicate a predominance of metaborate (B02-) with
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perhaps some pyroborate or orthoborate accounting for the rest.

Various trimers, chains, helices, etc. are not ruled out, although

the large excess of strongly polarizing cations substantially reduces

the stability of the oxygen bridges needed for such structures.

Polarography

Early Studies

The Chloride Melt

The earliest work was mainly concerned with learning the

techniques needed to do research in fused salts. During this

period the periodic shorting microelectrode (PSM) was constructed

and applied to the LiCl-KC1 eutectic. Most of what was done repeat-

ed the work of others, but the results for niobium differ from those

in the literature, and so they are given here.

A regular and PSM scan for .004 M niobium in LiCl-KC1 eutec-

tic at 450°G versus a silver/30 mole %KC1-70 mole% AgC1/

borosilicate glass/reference electrode are shown in Figure 39.

The niobium solution was formed by electrolytically dissolving pure

niobium metal and measuring the amount of charge passed with a

coulometer.

An analysis of four PSM waves is given in Table 9. Both the

n-values and the diffusion current ratios indicate a single electron

transfer followed by a two electron transfer. The irregular plateau
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Table 9. PSM studies of niobium in LiCl-KC1 eutectic at 450°C.

Run Wave E 1/2 n id Comments

I 1 '.299 .99 30.5 p.A Well-formed (see Figure 38).
2 -.967 1.97 67.0

II 1 -.264 97 22.5 Also well-formed
2 -.949 1.82 40.5

III 1 -.260 1.07 16.5 Reasonably well-formed

2 -.937 1.22 29.5

IV 1 -.342 .98 81.0 Very steep background

2 -.957 . 99 202.5

Note: n-values, currents and half-wave potentials were obtained from a modified form of the computer
program set up for regular polarograms.

U,
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of the second wave for a regular scan indicates metal deposition or

other insoluble product. If metal were deposited, the reaction would

go from Nb(III) to Nb(II) to Nb(0).

Caton (14, p. 65-77) observed n-values for the second wave of

between two and three. If metal deposition does occur during the

second wave, the electrode area would grow during the experiment

and give high results, so that the two electron change observed for

the PSM experiment is not unreasonable.

He also obtained an average value of 3.64 electrons during

coulometric oxidation of niobium metal and in addition pointed out

that Nb(IV), if formed, would dissociate into Nb(V), which is volatile,

and Nb(III). Thus he concluded that Nb(III) is the predominant form

obtained when one anodically generates niobium chloride in a LiCl-

KC1 melt, which seems to confirm a reduction scheme of

Nb(III) Nb(II) 2e Nb(0).

After familiarization with the equipment and techniques, it was

decided to explore the carbonate melt. In order to work at reason-

able temperatures, the ternary lithium-sodium-potassium eutectic

mentioned earlier was chosen.

The Carbonate Melt

The early carbonate studies were beset with many diffi-

culties. The polarograms were seldom well shaped, and

when they were, they were not reproducible. There were several
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reasons for this. A platinum wire touching the surface of the melt

was used as the microelectrode for a long time. The platinum often

gave false waves, since it was later learned that platinum is attacked

by lithium carbonate. Also, convection was a major problem with

this arrangement, since any surface fluctuations of the melt were

greatly amplified by the polarograph. Many oxides were sparingly

soluble in the carbonate melt alone. Metal deposition caused very

erratic polarograms and ill-defined diffusion plateaus. The periodic

shorting microelectrode helped somewhat, but not all that much.

Finally, a suitable reference electrode had not yet been found, and

the half-wave potentials reported below are of questionable accuracy.

A brief summary of the results follows. All potentials have been

changed to be versus the Danner-Rey electrode, although they were

originally determined against the clay-silver electrode and copper-

copper carbonate electrodes.

A number of metals gave polarograms with varying degrees of

form. Nickel gave a wave at -. 96v with an n-value of 1.16. Cobalt

came at -1.11v, n = 1.56. Cadmium' s E 1 /2 was around -1.2 volts,

with n ranging from ,94 to 1.47. Scan rates used ranged from 0.1

to 0.4 volts/minute.

In the carbonate-borate melt, manganese gave large maxima

at -. 77v; if this was ignored by extrapolating the diffusion plateau

back to the rising portion of the wave, an E 1/2 of -.71v was obtained
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with n-values ranging from 2.15 to 2.84. Chromium gave E 1/2's

from -. 87v to -1. 03v and n' s of 2.07 to 3.12. Tellurium gave a

steep wave indicative of product deposition at -1.17v. Bismuth gave

a wave that was unresolvable.

A number of metals did not give any waves: rhenium, niobium,

vanadium, molybdenum, tantalum, and tungsten (some enhancement

of the anodic current near the anodic breakdown potential of the melt).

Oxygen gives a maxima at about -. 77v, which is about where the false

platinum wave occurred. Water gave no wave but did cause the anodic

melt breakdown to occur 0.1 to 0.2 v more cathodically.

Conventional polarography was capable at best, then of rather

irregular results, so that a better means of studying the carbonate

melt was sought. Fortunately, about this time Nicholson and Shain's

classic paper on stationary electrode polarography appeared, and the

method was applied to molten carbonates with substantially better

findings.

Stationary Electrode Voltammetry

Introduction

In attempting to apply the theory outlined earlier to exper-

imental data, many comprising factors enter in that make it

difficult to reach unequivocable conclusions. For example, the solv-

ent always imposes some background current upon the peaks, and at

higher scan rates the capacitive current due to double layer charging
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becomes large. These effects must be subtracted from the data and

usually are by extrapolating the current preceding the peak. How-

ever, these effects are not necessarily linear, so that even corrected

data will be somewhat distorted. Also, if a peak is preceded by an-

other peak, the background current for the second peak consists of

both the trailing edge of the first peak plus the usual background cur-

rents. A computer program was written to resolve this situation,

but the separation depends upon the first peak being theoretical in

shape; most of the prepeaks encountered in the work that follows were

due to adsorption and so did not have the correct shape for this pro-

cedure.

The determination of the number of electrons involved in a

reaction is not as straightforward as it first might seem. n-values

not involving derivative data generally decreased with scan rate due

to limited electron transfer rates or IR effects, so that in interpret-

ing a set of data, only those values at the lower scan rates should be

given much weight. Conversely, those n-values based on derivative

data were often high at low scan rates due to uncorrected peak shifts

stemming from noise filtering. The filtering required generally

decreased with increasing scan rate, so that the higher scan rate

n-values are the most accurate for this group. In general, non-

derivative n-values, especially those based upon peak vs. half-peak

potential differences or log plot analyses should be the most accurate.
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Anodic n-values were often higher than cathodic values, since

the anodic peak height and shape differed markedly from the normal

theory in most cases. This was interpreted as dissolution of a solid

deposit; the presence of adsorption peaks lends support to this inter-

pretation. As mentioned earlier, the theory for insoluble products

yields a sharper peak than if the product was soluble.

Another problem in interpreting practical results is that several

different effects can cause a given observation, such as low n-values.

Despite all of these limitations, stationary electrode voltammetry

should become an increasingly important tool for the study of electro-

chemical systems as the theory and practice are further refined.

Copper

Results . A substantial effort was devoted to the study of copper,

since it gave some of the best formed cyclic voltammograms. It is

added to the melt in the form of copper carbonate which blackens

rapidly upon contact with the melt, indicating decomposition to the

oxide. It dissolves slowly, giving a green solution which becomes

blue when cooled to room temperature.

Cyclic voltammograms for copper are shown in Figure 40.

The cyclic results in Figure 40A seem to be quite regular except

for slight shifts in peak potentials with increasing scan rate. The

single sweep data shown in Figure 40B and Figure 41 are not so well

defined, however. The cathodic peak in Figure 40B has undergone

an astonishing shift (if indeed it is the same peak), while in Figure 41
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Figure 40. Voltammograms for copper(II). = 1.25 x 10-2 M;

gold disk electrode, A = 1.77 mm . T = 550°C;
potentials vs. the Danner-Rey electrode. A. Mul-
tiscan peaks; v = 2, 5, 10, 20 volts/sec. B. Single
scan, v = 20 volts/sec.
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1.25 x 10-2 M; Gold disk electrode, A = 1.77 mm
A. = 10 volts/sec; delayed 30 sec. after multi-
scans. B. = 20 volts/sec; delayed 2 sec. after
multiscans.
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somewhat different results are shown.

The single-sweep behavior was investigated by varying the rest

period betwen multiscans and the single sweep. If the delay is more

than a few seconds, then the current becomes excessively cathodic

(Figure 41A). A short delay results in an intermediate situation

(Figure 41B). All the data shown was taken in less than two hours

on the same solution with the same gold disk electrode. The single

scan shown in Figure 40B preceded those shown in Figure 41 by a

few minutes.

Some earlier work was carried out at a gold wire electrode

and is summarized in Table 10. Subsequent studies at the gold disk

electrode are given in Tables 11 and 12. A typical log plot is shown

in Figure 42.

Discussion. The cause of the unusual single-scan waves can

only be guessed at, but some sort of electrode surface phenomena

is likely. Although the displaced peak in Figure 40B might indicate

a second reaction of some sort, the true nature of this peak is more

evident in Figure 41A. Here, the same peak is seen to be much

sharper and more symmetrical, indicating that it is an adsorption

peak. The corresponding anodic peak also indicates adsorption.

Since these peaks follow the reduction wave, they indicate strong

adsorption of the reactant.

The n-values given in Table 10 definitely indicate a direct
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Table 10. Copper n-values determined at a gold wire electrode.

volts/
sec.

Ep-Epc pa E -E":(pc pc Epa-E'pa*

5

10

20

1.95

1.73

1.73

50 1.42 1.30 1.86

100 1.20 1.45 1.63

200 1.00 1.37 1.63

1

2 1.73

5 1.56

10 1.56

20 1.30

50 1.15 1.0 1.74

100 1.04 1.0 1.54

200 1.04 1.3 1.63

Notes: C = 5.92 x 10-3 M; T = 550 °C; electrode area is about one
mm. 2

*See Table 2.



Table 11. Peak potentials and n-values for copper at a gold disk electrode.

cathodic anodic
v

E Epa n from n from n from n from n fromvolts/ pc
log plot E -E * log plot E-Ep/ 2* E -E *

psec, volts volts p IV 2 pc pa

.2 -.771 -.655 1.40 1.46 1.55 1.54 1.35

.2 -.884 -.766 1.27 1.42 1.62 1.55 1.33

.2 -.876 -.752 1.52 1.49 1.58 1.49 1.27

.2 -.774 -. 646 1.26 1.44 1.40 1.35 1.23

.5 -.824 -.712 1.12 1.37 1.55 1.53 1.40

1 -.824 -. 709 1.13 1.43 1.46 1.52 1.37

2 -.833 -.705 1.17 1.39 1.51 1.42 1.23

Average 827 +. 017 .706 *. 044

5 x.846 -.709 1.04 1.28 1.47 1.39 1.15

10 -.847 -.699 .99 1.18 1.43 1.35 1.06

20 -.817 -.669 1.23 1.32 1.47 1.38 1.06

100 -.873 -.603 .97 .94 1.22 1.27 .87

Notes: Potentials are vs. the Danner-Rey reference electrode.

C = 1.25 x 102 M. Gold disk electrode

A= 1.77 mm2

T = 550
o

C

* = See Table 2.



Table 12. Current relationships for copper at a gold disk electrode.

v i cathodic
microamperes

i anodic
microamperes

i/v 1/2

cathodic
i/v 1/2

anodic
ia/ic

volts/ second

.5 367 269 512 380 .73

1 468 369 468 369 .79

2 607 496 430 350 .82

5 843 765 376 342 .91

10 1050 1050 332 332 1.00

20 760 1206 170 270 1.59

100 1934 2661 193 266 1.38

Notes: C = 1.25 x 10-2 M. Gold disk electrode, A = 1.77 mm2

T = 550°C
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reduction of Copper (II) to Copper (0). Those given in Table 11 for

the disk electrode also indicate this, but with less assurance. Low

n-values could be caused by limited electron transfer rate, but an-

other possibility is a multistep charge transfer. If the E °'s for two

single electron steps coincided, then according to the theory for

multistep charge transfer, only one peak would appear with a peak-

half peak potential separation n-value of 1.47(109)

The wire electrode gave sharper peaks; this could be due to

the lack of linear diffusion to this electrode. According to theory

(96), the spherical contribution term enhances the latter portion of

the peak more than the beginning part, so that some sharpening would

occur if this effect were significant.

The relationship containing the spherical contribution was given

above; the section of concern here is:

r7x(at) + .160 (4D0/r0 ) (1) (at).

The wire electrode used has an approximate radius of .01 cm. There-

fore, assuming Do = 10-5, v = 1, and n = 1, the constant for the

spherical correction term becomes .0048. The spherical term, (1)(at),

never exceeds one and is .7516 at the peak potential, so that the

spherical contribution to the total current at the peak potential is

less than one percent. Thus, the spherical contribution is insignifi-

cant for the scan rates shown in Table 10.
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In all tables the n-values are seen to decrease with increasing

scan rate. This is not only due to peak shifts, but arises also from

peak broadening. The two principal effects able to cause this are

uncompensated cell resistance (IR drop) and limited electron trans-

fer rate. The former could account for a large part of the effect,

for measurments made on a nickel solution (see below) indicate a

peak shift of 2.4 millivolts per 100 microamperes of current. For

the cathodic case, a change in v from .5 to 100 volts/sec resulted

in a potential shift of 41 millivolts, while that predicted from the

nickel measurement is 37.5 millivolts. The anodic shift for the

same scan rate change is greater, being 109 millivolts, while the

predicted IR change is only 57.5 millivolts. Thus, some other factor

is also responsible for the peak shift.

It should be noted at this point that the electron transfer rate

of the electrode itself was often both limited and variable; the shape

of peaks varied with electrode history. Thus it is difficult to attribute

the observed behavior solely to the chemistry of the reactant. Never-

theless, chemical effects do seem to be present, for not only is there

a difference in the rate of peak shift for the cathodic and anodic peaks,

but the peak current ratio increases with scan rate, as shown in

Table 12.

According to the diagnostic criteria (Figures 5-7), the reduction

of copper (II) to copper (0) seems to fit case III, a chemical reaction
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preceding a reversible charge transfer. The data in Table 11 shows

a decrease in i/v 1/2 (which is proportional to the current function)

with increasing scan rate. In Figure 5, cases III, IV, VI, VII, and

VIII have this behavior.

The second diagnostic criterion (Figure 6) involves the rate of

half-peak potential shift with scan rate. In Figure 40A this parameter

seems to remain constant with increasing scan rate, so the evidence

is ambiguous.

The third diagnostic criterion is the most definite of the three.

According to Table 12, the anodic to cathodic peak current ratio in-

creases with scan rate and ultimately exceeds one. Only case III

in Figure 7 has this behavior.

Further support is given by the behavior of the normalized

curves shown in the original dissertation by Nicholson (94) and also

in the denormalized curves shown in Figure 30. The cathodic peak

broadens out with increasing scan rate, so that the n-value would

decrease with scan rate. Also, the anodic peak is seen to undergo

a decrease in i/v 1/2 with scan rate, and it also shifts anodically with

increasing scan rate. Thus, the evidence is strong for a reversible

electron transfer preceded by a reversible chemical reaction (case

III). The identity of the preceding reaction will have to be revealed

by other experiments, but a likely possibility is the dissolution of a

complex, since borate was added to enhance the solubility of copper
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oxide among others;

Cu(B02)x2-x
Cu

2+
+ xBO2

Cu
2+ + 2e Cu(0).

Chromium

Results. Chromium was studied extensively because it

not only gave well-defined peaks but also showed definite chem-

ical complications. Chromium (VI) in the form of chromium tri-

oxide or potassium chromate dissolves readily to give a yellow-

orange solution; Cr 203 seems to be insoluble,

Some experimental curves are shown in Figures 43 and 44.

The curves shown in Figure 43 are unusually well formed and show

the second anodic peak to be definitely adsorptive in nature. The

second peak was usually more drawn out as in Figure 27B. The

curve for carbonate alone in Figure 44B was taken before those in

Figure 43 on the same electrode. Figure 44A also shows adsorptive

behavior at -.570 volts.

Earlier work at the gold wire electrode is summarized in

Table 13, while later work at the gold disk electrode is given in

Tables 14 and 15. The peak current ratio vs. scan rate data given

in Table 15 are graphed in Figure 45.

In addition to the tabulated data, computer analysis of 29 select-

ed curves gave the following results for the cathodic peak (absolute
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Table 13. n-values for chromium (VI) at a gold wire electrode.

v

volts /sec.
n from

E -E * Epc pa

n from
-E'pc pc

n from
* E -E'pa pa

1 5.2 2.60
2 5.2 2.60
5 3.12

10 1.73

20 1.86 2.60
50 1.86 3.25

100 1.62 2.17

Notes: C = 4.18 x 10-2 M; carbonate-borate melt at 550o C; Danner -Rey reference electrode.
*See Table 2.
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Table 14. ip/v1/2 vs. v for the reduction of chromium (VI).

A. Gold disk electrode, A = 1.77 mm2

ip
volts/sec. µA ip/v1/2

. 02 45.2 320

. 06 77.7 317

. 10 100.5 318

. 14 118.0 316

. 20 144.0 322

B. Gold disk electrode, A = 1.61 mm2

. 02 59.0 417

. 04 84.0 420

. 08 114.4 405

. 10 119.4 378

. 20 199.0 445

Notes: C = 1.36 x 10-2 M; T = 550°C.



Table 15. Potential and current data for chromium (VI) at a gold disk electrode.
v

E Epa n fromvolts/ pc is is/v1/ 2
is

sec. volts volts AEpc-Epa* H. A i.i.

ia/v 1/2 is
is

. 02 -1.049 53.3 378 17.9 127.0 . 336

.02 -1.070 48.7 345 18.8 133.0 .392

.02 -1.086 35.8 254 14.3 101.0 .400

. 20 -1.070 -1.000 2.24 103.0 230 41.3 92.5 .401

. 20 -1.118 -1.056 2.51 145.0 324 84.0 188.0 .579
. 20 -1.084 -1.010 2.12 77.0 172 34.0 76.0 .441

1 -1.086 151.0 151 76.0 76,0 .516
2 -1.100 -.975 1.2S 200.0 142 104.0 73.5 .575

10 -1.115 -.943 91 390.0 123 250.0 79.0 .641

20 -1.121 -.923 .79 575,0 128 385.0 86.0 . 669
20 -- -- 472.0 116 350,0 78.0 .743
20 -1.070 -.870 .78 495.0 111 323.0 72.0 .653

100 -1.178 -.836 .46 970.0 97 755.0 75.5 . 778
100 -1.107 -.800 .51 1030.0 103 820.0 82.0 796

Notes: 1.08 x 102 M K2CrO4 in carbonate-borate melt at 550 °C; A = 1.64 mm2; Danner-Rey reference electrode.

*See Table 2.
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standard deviations are given): Ep = -1.016 V. ± .04; n from the

log plot analysis = 2.24 ± . 32; and n from the potential difference

between the peak and half-peak potential = 2.25 ± .36.

Discussion. The behavior shown in Figures 43 and 44 definitely

indicates a chemical reaction following the reduction of chromium (VI).

At fairly rapid scan rates, such as 20 volts/sec (Figure 44A), the

reaction appears normal; at lower scan rates (.2 volts/sec in Figure

43B) the anodic peak becomes lower and a new anodic peak appears,

while at slow scan rates (.02 volts/sec in Figure 43A) the first

anodic peak has essentially disappeared, while the second peak has

grown.

The conclusion is that the reduction product undergoes a subse-

quent chemical reaction to form a new species which is more difficult

to oxidize. Also, since the wave for this oxidation is adsorptive,

the compound formed may be insoluble or even a compound of the

electrode metal. A green precipitate was noted in the early work at

a goad wire electrode, but prolonged reduction at a gold disk elec-

trode gave a well-adhering black deposit.

Similar deposits were examined in detail by Laitinen et al. (67,

111) in molten chlorides. For the lithium chloride-potassium chlor- ,

ide eutectic, a black deposit was obtained which was determined to

be Li
5
Cr0

4
from spectrographic and X-ray diffraction data. In

addition, current-reversal chronopotentiometry gave abnormally low
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back-transition times which were extended somewhat upon addition

of lithium oxide. Consequently, a decomposition reaction of the

reduction product was proposed:

-Cr0 42- + 3e Cr0
4

5 Cr0 33- + 02-

For the lithium chloride-potassium chloride eutectic containing

magnesium chloride, a green adherent deposit was obtained. It was

found to have the empirical formula LixMg Cr0
4

where x + 2y = 5.y

The values of x and y were found to depend upon the conditions of

electrolysis.

In addition to the reaction proposed above, the formation of

insoluble chromium sesquioxide should not be entirely ruled out in

molten carbonates:

2Cr045 Cr 203 + 502

As noted in the reaction above, Laitinen et al. found that the

reduction step involves three electrons. The values obtained for

molten carbonates are low, but then the values obtained for copper

were also low, so that a three electron reduction for chromium (VI)

in molten carbonates is indicated.

The ip/v 1/2 vs. v relationships given in Tables 14 and 15 indi-

cate a reasonable constancey in ip/v 1/2 over limited scan rates but

a definite decrease for fast scan rates. This can be attributed to IR
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effects in part. Another contributing factor could be the presence

of a preceding chemical reaction, as for copper. It is conceivable

that all electroactive species in the melt would have to undergo a

desolvation reaction of some sort before reduction could occur. Cer-

tainly, the anodic shift of the anodic peak with increasing scan rate

is not characteristic of Case VI, charge transfer followed by an

irreversible chemical reaction. Either a preceding chemical reac-

tion is present, or the anodic reaction has a limited electron transfer

rate.

An argument against the presence of a preceding reaction in-

volves the anodic to cathodic peak ratio. It never exceeds one, as

it should for a preceding reaction; indeed, it doesn't even increase

as rapidly with scan rate as the theory for Case VI indicates it

should. Thus, when an attempt is made to obtain the chemical reac-

tion rate constant for Case VI, the number obtained depends upon

the scan rate selected. For v = 100 volts/sec, k = 75.8 sec. -1;

for v = one volt/sec, k = 2.14 sec. -1; and for v = .2 volts/sec, k =

0.46 sec. -1. These values were obtained from a working curve given

by Nicholson (94) relating the peak height ratio to the rate constant.

Nicholson and Shain applied this curve to the reduction of p- nitro-

sophenol and did not get complete agreement with it either (95).

In connection with this working curve, it was proposed earlier

that an inflection in the current will occur during the reverse scan
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due to the cessation of reduction in the absence of any anodic reaction.

Thus, if the anodic peak current is measured to the extension of the

cathodic decay curve, as Nicholson suggests it should be, then from

the theoretical anodic background curves given in Figure 37, it can be

seen that the anodic to cathodic peak current ratio will never fall be-

low roughly 0.2. The working curve given by Nicholson (94) does not

indicate this, and thus may need to be corrected.

ipa/v1/2 vs. v given in Table 15 is unusually constant between

one and one hundred volts/second. This implies that the succeeding

chemical reaction is negligible at a scan rate of one volt per second.

An alternate possibility is that the current function increases with

scan rate, but some effect tending to decrease the current function

cancels this. Certainly, some drop would be expected from IR con-

siderations alone.

The relatively poor results in a melt of carbonate only, shown

in Figure 44B, may help explain why the early work was not too suc-

cessful. The same electrode was subsequently used to obtain the

excellent peaks shown in Figure 43.

Additional Exploratory Work

Introduction. For the elements that follow, the amount

of data collected was not as great as for chromium and cop-

per, so that the results should be regarded as tentative and

exploratory in nature. Much of this data was taken before

the gold disk electrode was available; nevertheless, reasonably
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well-formed peaks were obtained for scan rates greater than about

one volt/second. Peak current data is of limited use, since the elec-

trode area is not constant for the gold wire electrode. Despite these

limitations, some interesting electrochemistry is revealed.

The Anomaly. An apt entry for the Journal of Irreproducible

Results would be the anomaly occasionally observed in the carbonate-

borate melt. It usually, but not always, occurred after the electrode

was allowed to rest for some time. Three successive runs are

shown in Figure 46A. By the third sweep, the effect has completely

vanished.

Similar behavior was noted during a lead determination, shown

in Figure 46B. At the time it was assumed that the polarograph had

malfunctioned, but when the peaks shown in Figure 46A were ob-

tained, it became evident that the effect was electrochemical in origin.

What the peak is due to is uncertain; one possibility is the re-

duction of an adsorbed film of oxygen. Another is the reduction of

gold compounds formed by a limited attack of the melt on the elec-

trode. Whatever the anomaly is, fortunately it does not occur too

frequently.

Nickel. Nickel was added to the carbonate-borate melt in the

form of nickel carbonate, which rapidly turned black, indicating de-

composition to the oxide. It is sparingly soluble and gives a colorless

solution. A voltammogram for nickel is shown in Figure 47A, and a
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summary of data taken at a gold wire electrode is given in Table 16.

Computer analysis of three curves taken at the gold wire electrode

gave the following values: cathodic peak potential, -1.297 ± .011

volts; anodic peak potential, -1.193 ± .009 volts; n from the differ-

ence between these values, 1.51; cathodic peak n-value, 1.48 ± 11;

anodic peak n-value, 2.62 ± .18. The scan rates were 0.2, 0.2,

and 0.4 volts/sec.

The n-values obtained generally indicate a two-electron reduc-

tion, which is what would be predicted. The anodic peak is both

higher and steeper than a two electron process would be, suggesting

that the reverse reaction might involve three electrons. However,

in nearly every case involving dissolution of a deposited metal en-

countered in this work, the anodic peak was unusually high. Thus

the anodic peak is probably a two electron transition also. This

height difference plus the relatively flat cathodic peak also suggests

a preceding chemical reaction, but the peak height ratios for various

scan rates do not verify this.

The constancy of the cathodic peak potential and the peak cur-

rent ratio with increasing scan rate in Table 16 suggests the absence

of any chemical complications. The exceptional reversibility (even

for molten salts) of the cathodic nickel peak contrasts sharply with

the aqueous electrochemistry of nickel. The anodic peak potential

indicates the onset of irreversibility only at advanced scan rates.



Table 16. Voltammetric data for nickel (II) at a gold wire electrode.

v 1/ 2 n from n from n from
E Epa is/v1/ 2 is/v1/ ia/ic _ _ _

volts/ pc Ec-Ea* E -E' *
pc pc Epa-E'

pasec. volts volts
p p

2 -1.250 - 1.180 24.8 42.4 1.71 2.23

5 -1. 250 -1. 180 24.6 40, 2 1.64 2, 23

10 -1. 250 -1. 180 23.8 41.1 1.73 2. 23

20 -1. 250 -1. 180 26.8 42.5 1.58 2. 23 2, 60 4.34

50 -1. 250 -1. 170 25.4 45.'2 1.78 1.95 1.63 4.34

100 -1.250 -1. 150 30.0 48.0 1.60 1.56 1, 63 2. 60

200 -1. 250 -1. 130 33.6 52.9 1.76 1.30 1.63 2. 60

Notes: C = 3.5 x 10-2 M Ni(II); T = 550°C.

*See Table 2.
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Since the cathodic wave was unusually constant, this system

was chosen to determine what the uncompensated IR drop might be,

as mentioned earlier. A gold wire electrode was immersed to in-

creasing depths, thus exposing more area. A peak shift of 2.4

millivolts per 100 microamperes increase was noted; if the peak

shift is due entirely to resistance effects, then the uncompensated

resistance is 24 ohms.

Cobalt. Cobalt was added to the melt as cobalt carbonate and

gave a blue solution. The peaks are not as well formed as those for

nickel; an example is given in Figure 47B. Only limited data was

taken; the analysis of two curves gave the following information:

the cathodic peak potential is -1.404 volts; the anodic peak potential

is -1.270 volts; the n-value derived from the difference in these po-

tentials is 1. 17; the cathodic n-value is 3.59, while the anodic n-value

is 3.42. The scan rate for these determinations at a gold wire elec-

trode is 0.2 volts/sec. Curves at .02 volts/sec were much worse

in appearance. A three electron reduction is indicated by some of

the n-values, but several factors favor a two electron transition

instead. The poor shape for the cobalt curve casts doubt upon the

n-values obtained from it; and the peak separation n-value is only

1.17.

EMF series for water, molten chlorides (68), and the theo-

retical series for molten carbonates (48) all indicate that the potential
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for Co (II) should be slightly more negative than that for Ni (II).

The peaks obtained meet this criterion.

Lastly, the blue solution obtained indicates a tetrahedral Co (II)

complex; such a colored complex was obtained for a variety of molten

chloride melts (5, p. 453-455).

Iron. Fe2O3 was added to the carbonate-borate melt to form a

yellow-green solution. The solubility is limited. A voltammogram

is shown in Figure 48B. The analyzed curve has a cathodic peak

potential of -1.394 volts, an anodic peak potential of -1.350 volts,

an n-value from the peak potential difference of 3.57, a cathodic

n-value of 1.72, and an anodic n-value of 3.47.

The choice between a two or a three electron transition is

ambiguous at best. The cathodic peak potential is negative enough

to involve a transition to the metal, and the cathodic n-value suggests

a two electron transition. However, the anodic-cathodic peak separa-

tion is unusually small. Also, the peak potential is not as negative

with respect of cobalt as the theory predicts (see Table 1). The

Fe (III)-Fe(0) couple is indeed intermediate in potential between

cobalt and nickel for the MgC12-NaCl-KC1 melt at 475°C (51, p.

282-283). Finally, the solute was added as iron (III) and there is

no indication of either a prior wave or reduction plateau. Thus a

three electron transition seems the more probable of the two, al-

though the evidence is inconclusive.
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1.5 x 10-2 M U (Not all dissolved); gold wire elec-
trode; v = 20 volts/second; T = 550°C. B. Less than
2.25 x 10-2 M Fe(III) (not all dissolved); gold disk
electrode; v = 0.2 volts/sec; T = 550°C.
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Uranium. A scan for uranium is shown in Figure 48A. Uran-

ium is added as U308 and dissolves sparingly to form a yellow-orange

solution. Although the color indicates reasonable levels of uranium

in solution, almost no electrochemical behavior is evident. The first

cathodic peak potential is -.640 volts, while the corresponding anodic

peak occurs at -.570 volts, giving a peak potential difference n-value

of 2.24. If uranium is present as U(VI) (the yellow color is indicative

of this), then a two electron transition from U(VI) to U(IV) is likely.

Zinc. Zinc carbonate dissolved readily to form a colorless

solution. Voltammetric data is given in Table 17. No chemical com-

plications seem to be present. The anodic peak did shift with higher

scan rates as many of the metals do, perhaps suggesting that the

irreversibility indicated is due to the electrode or some solvent-

related phenomenon rather than the metals themselves. The n-value

indicates a two electron change as expected for Zn (II) to Zn(0).

Cadmium. Cadmium was added as cadmium carbonate which

dissolved to give a colorless solution. A black material deposited on

the upper walls of the furnace cell during the experiment. Voltam-

metric data for cadmium is shown in Table 18. It is interesting to

note that the n-values are less than two, yet the peak potential does

not shift until high scan rates are reached. Thus the n-values sug-

gest some irreversibility, while the steady peak potentials deny it.

As for zinc, a two electron transition is indicated (Cd(II)-Cd(0)).



Table 17. Voltammetric data for zinc.

volts/ Epc
Epa

sec. volts volts

ic/v
1/2

is/v1 /2 ia/ic n from
Epc-E *

pa

n from n from
E -E' * Epa-E'

pa*pc pc

1 -1.480 -1.390 1.74

10 -1.390

20 -1.480 -1.370 58.2 53.7 .92 1.42 2.17 1.85

50 -1.480 -1.360 56.5 49.5 .87 1.30 2.17 2.17

100 -1.480 -1.335 60.0 70.0 1.17 1.08 1.63 1.73

200 -1.480 1.300 56.5 63.6 1.12 .87 1.44 1.63

Notes: C = 3.33 x 102 M Zn( II) in carbonate-borate melt at 550°C; gold wire electrode.

*See Table 2.



Table 18. Voltammetric data for cadmium.
EPc

volts /second volts

EPa

volts

n from
Epc-Epa*

n from
Epc-Ep /2c*

n from
Epa-Ep/2a*

1 -1.160 -1.050 1.42 1.73 1.55
2 -1.160 -1.040 1.30 1.73 1.42
5 -1.160 -1.040 1.30 1.73 1.73

10 -1.160 -1.040 1.30 1.73
20 -1.160 -1.030 1.20
50 -1.160 -1.020 1.11

100 -1.190 -1.010 .87
200 -1.200 -.995 . 76
500 -1.230 -.930 .52

v
volts/second

n from
E -E' *pc pc

n from
Epa-E' pa* id/v1/2 ia/v1/2 ia/ic

1 -- 50 40 .80
2 -- 46 39 .85
5 49 40 .82

10 51 41 .81
20 1.44 1.44 53 42 .81
50 1.44 1.44 49 49 1.00

100 1.00 1.63 55 55 1.00
200 .93 1.87 57 57 1.00
500 1.08 1.44 71 76 1.06

Notes: C = 4.85 x 10-2 M Cd(II) in carbonate-borate melt at 5500C; gold wire electrode.
*See Table 2.
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Both the anodic and cathodic peaks show some shift with increasing

scan rate, denoting the electron transfer rates involved.

Lead. Both lead monoxide and lead dioxide dissolved readily

to form a colorless solution. Voltammograms for lead dioxide are

shown in Figure 49. The high anodic peak with its precipitous decay

is interpreted as anodic stripping of a metal deposit. The fact that

the decay portion falls more rapidly at the slower scan rate also

indicates this. The n-value for the cathodic peak of Figure 49A is

high; the difference between the peak and half-peak potentials gives

an n-value of 5.28. However, if Mamantov's (82) value is used for

this relationship (which applies to reversible deposition of metals),

the n-value becomes 1.89.

An immediate reaction to this might be, why didn't Mamantov's

relationships apply to the other metals studied? This is not easily

answered; it has been noted elsewhere (5, p. 695-699) that for con-

ventional polarography of metals in fused salts, some apparently

obey the Heyrovsky-Ilkovic equation, which requires that both reac-

tants and products diffuse both to and away from the electrode,

while other metals apparently obey the Kolthoff- Lingane equation,

which is for the deposition of metals. Which equation is obeyed

apparently depends on whether or not the deposited metal can diffuse

into the electrode by forming an alloy with it. Evidently lead does

not alloy as readily with gold.as copper and the other metals do. At
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Figure 49. Voltammograms for lead. Gold disk electrode, A = 1.67
mm2; T = 550°C; carbonate-borate melt. A. 4.03 x 10-3
M Pb; v = .02 volts/second. B. Same concentration;
v = .2 volts/second.
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a faster scan rate, as shown in Figure 49B, less metal has time to

deposit, and the peak flattens (n is approximately 3), suggesting that

some alloying is possible. Additional data for lead monoxide is given

in Table 19. A two electron transition is indicated.

The peak potentials indicated in Figure 49 are apparently errone-

ous. They do not agree with the tabulated potentials; also, they would

place lead above cadmium in the activity series, which is unlikely in

view of the number of other fused salt systems in which lead falls

below cadmium (51, p. 283-285).

Tin. Tin added as stannic oxide was sparingly soluble and

formed a colorless solution. Voltammograms for a variety of con-

ditions are given in Figures 50-53. In Figure 50A, a single electro-

chemical couple is present, with a slight adsorption bump on the

cathodic peak. In Figure 50B, more adsorption bumps are evident,

and the cathodic peak has shifted cathodically by 31 millivolts for

some unknown reason.

Figure 51 illustrates the marked contrast between single sweep

and multisweep voltammograms for tin. Two cathodic and three

anodic peaks appear in Figure 51A for a repetitive scan, but in the

single scan shown in Figure 51B, four peaks are evident for both

sides of the scan. Also, relative peak heights and widths have

changed, so that tin data are evidently very dependent on electrode

surface conditions, which can be interpreted to mean that adsorption



Table 19. Voltammetric data for lead (II) at a gold wire electrode.
v

volts
sec.

EPc

volts

Epa

volts

n from
Epc-Epa*

n from
E -E'pc pc

n from
* Epa-E'pa

5 -. 980 -. 880 1.56

10 -. 950 -. 88-0 2.23

20 -. 930 -. 860 2.23 1.62 2.17

50 -. 910 -. 840 2.23 1.45 1.85

100 -. 900 -. 830 2.23 1.62 2.17

200 -. 890 -. 810 1.95 1.85 2.17

500 -.900 -. 750 1.04 1.62 1.62

Notes: C = 4.70 x 10-3 M Pb(II) in carbonate-borate melt at 550 °C.
*See Table 2.
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plays a large role in the electrochemical behavior of tin.

In Figure 52, two overlapping anodic peaks are resolved by

computer. The second anodic peak shows a corresponding cathodic

peak in Figure 52A, and when the anodic peaks are dissociated in

Figure 52B, the second peak is seen to have a symmetry of form

that confirms its adsorptive nature.

The exceptional difference between single and repetitive scans

is again shown in Figure 53 for a high scan rate. The cathodic peak

at -1.1 volts changes little in appearance but falls about sixfold in

height in going from a single to a repetitive scan, while the anodic

peaks undergo quite a rearrangement. Were it not for the demon-

strated adsorptive nature of the second anodic peak, it would be

tempting to propose intermediate oxidation reactions.

The analyzed data in Tables 20 and 21, however, suggest a

direct reduction of tin (IV) to tin (0) and a corresponding anodic re-

action. This is rather unexpected, since tin (II) to tin (0) is the

electrochemical couple generally reported for tin in fused salts (51,

p. 277-286). In a borax melt at 820°C, Delimarskii et al. (26) found

an n-value of 2.47 for the reduction of stannic oxide, which suggests

the reduction of Sn (IV) to Sn (II) in molten borax. There is some

evidence for a preceding chemical reaction (Case III). In Table 21,

the anodic peak potential shifts anodically and the functions ip /v

fall with increasing scan rate. Also, the anodic to cathodic peak



Table 20. Voltammetric data for tin at a gold wire electrode. I.

v
volts

Epc

volts

Epa

volts

n from

Epc-Epa

n from

* E- -E'pc

n from

* E-E'pc pa pa
sec.

5 -1.280 -1.240 3.90 6.50 4.34
10 -1.270 -1.230 3.90 4.34 4.34
20 -1.255 -1.210 3.46 3.71 3.26
50 -1.270 -1.190 1.95 3.26 1.44
100 -1.290 -1.165 1.26 3.26 2.00
200 -1.280 -1.090 . 83 3.26 1.44

Notes: C = less than 2.78 x 10-2 M Sn( IV) in carbonate-borate melt at 550°C.
*See Table 2.



Table 21. Voltammetric data for tin at a gold wire electrode. II.

v i i
pa

i
avolts Pc n from

sec. volts volts 1/ 2 1/2 i E -E *
c pc pav v

.5 -1.265 -1.215 39.6 46.0 1.16 3.12
2 -1.275 -1.220 41.0 40.4 .99 2.84
10 -1.232 -1.220 32.3 40.2 1.24 13.1
20 -1.228 -1.208 29.2 40.5 1.39 7.85
50 -1.225 -1.173 27.2 38.2 1.40 3.02
100 -1.225 -1.143 -- -- 1.49 1.91
200 -1.238 -1.105 23.9 30.4 1.27 1.18

volts
sec.

n from n from n from n from

E
pc

-E *
p/2c

Epa-Ep/
2a

E -E' *
pc pc

E -E' *
pa pa

.5 4.45 3.46 6.5 4.34
2 3.70 3.62 -
10 4.10 3.90 - -
20 -- 3.21 3.42 4.07
50 2.22 2.74 - -
100 2.07 2.16 2.66 2.77
200 2.00 1.77 - -

Notes: C = less than 2.78 x 10-2 M Sn(IV).
*See Table 2.
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ratio increases with scan rate.

Bismuth. A colorless solution was obtained by dissolving

bismuth subcarbonate ((Bi0)2CO3.1/2 H2O) in molten carbonate-

borate. The resulting voltammograms are shown in Figure 54.

Only one electrochemical couple is evident at a scan rate of 0.1

volts/second, but a second set of peaks appears at higher scan rates.

The proximity of the anodic and cathodic peak potentials for the sec-

ond couple denotes adsorption; also, the cathodic peak height is 160

microamperes at a scan rate of 20 volts/sec, while at 100 volts/

second, it is 725 microamperesan increase of 4.5 times for a

scan rate increase of five times. As noted earlier, adsorption peak

currents increases proportionally with scan rate whereas normal

peaks increase with the square root of scan rate. As an example of

the latter, the anodic peak current for the electrochemical oxidation

step is 675 microamperes at v = 20 volts/second, while at v = 200

volts/second the peak current is 2150 microamperes--a gain of 3.18

(compared to 3.16, the theoretical increase).

Further data is given in Table 22. The n-value is not easily

ascertained from what is shown. The high n-values at lower scan

rates for the derivative relationships result from uncorrected deriva-

tive peak shifts due to filtering. The higher scan rates required less

derivative filtering and thus are closer to the true value. The three

most likely possibilities are Bi(III) to Bi(0), Bi(III) to Bi(I), and Bi(I)
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Table 22. Voltammetric data for bismuth.

v
volts

E E n frompc pa

volts volts -Epc pa

n from n from

cE E4 E -E' *pc pc pa- E' pa
sec.

1 -1.040 -. 940 1.56
2 -1.040 -. 940 1.56
5 -1.040 -. 960 1.95 4.33
10 -1.050 -. 960 1.73 8.65 4.33
20 -1.065 -. 960 1.49 5.2 3.25
50 -1.065 -.965 1.56 3.7 2.89
100 - -.960 - 2.60
200 -.930 - 2.17

Notes: C = 1.61 x 10-2 M Bi(LII) in carbonate-borate melt at 550°C; gold wire electrode.
*See Table 2.

*
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to Bi(0). The existence of Bi(I) was demonstrated by Topol and

Osteryoung (135). Bi(I) to Bi(0) is unlikely in view of the n-values

obtained, but Bi(III) to Bi(I) could be possible from the n derived

from the anodic-cathodic peak potential difference. Nevertheless,

the anodic peak shape and height is indicative of metal deposition, so

that Bi(III) to Bi(0) is the most probable reaction.

Arsenic. Arsenic pentoxide (As205) dissolves readily, forming

a colorless solution in carbonate-borate melt. Voltammograms are

shown in Figure 55, and further data is presented in Table 23. One

electrochemical couple is evident, along with an anodic-cathodic ad-

sorption pair at about -1.0 volts. A preceding chemical reaction is

a possible complication, according to the behavior of the cathodic

peak. It is flat at a scan rate of 20 volts/second, and at 100 volts/

second it has almost disappeared (Figure 55).

The tabulated n-values vary. The cathodic peak values sug-

gest a three electron step, as does the potential difference between

the anodic and cathodic peaks. The anodic peak values, on the other

hand, indicate a four or five electron step. However, there is some

evidence that the anodic step involves the oxidation of a deposited

metal, which would make the anodic peak steeper than normal, as

was the case for several of the previous metals.

Metal deposition is indicated by the large anodic to cathodic

peak ratio, the high n-values, and the adsorption peaks. If this be



Table 23. Voltammetric data for arsenic.
A

v
volts

Epc
volts

Epa

volts

n from
E -E'.pc

n from
* Epa- E' pa*pc

n from
Epc-Epa*sec.

1

2
-
-

-1.200
-1.200

-
-

5 -1.250 -1.190 2.60 - 2.62
10 - -1.175 - -
20 -1.220 -1.160 3.25 4.33 2.62
50 -1.210 -1.150 3.25 4.33 2.62
100 -1.200 -1.140 2.60 5.20 2.62

B
v n from n from n from n from__.

volts
sec. Epa- E' pa* Epa-Ep/2a E' pa-E' pa2* E' xa-E' pa*

10 3.43 3.45 3.63 3.25
20 5.00 3.60 4.14 4.65
50 4.82 3.70 3.52 4.50
100 - 3.45 - -

Notes: C = 3.65 x 10-2 M As(III) in carbonate-borate melt at 550°C; gold wire electrode.
*See Table 2.
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the case, then the electrochemical reaction involves As(III) going to

As(0) and back again on the reverse scan.

Antimony. Both antimony trioxide (Sb 203) and antimony pentox-

ide (Sb205) dissolve well to form a colorless solution. Both gave the

same electrochemical behavior, suggesting that the pentoxide may

lose oxygen and produce Sb(III) in solution.

The voltammetry of antimony is complicated by various extran-

eous peaks, which may or may not be due to adsorption. A single

scan and a repetitive scan are shown in Figure 56 for slow scan rates

and also in Figure 57 for more rapid scan rates.

The behavior for single vs. multiscans is reversed from that

of copper. Whereas the repetitive scan for copper showed the least

complications, for antimony the single sweep voltammogram is the

simplest. This suggests that whatever is causing the extra peaks

during a multiple scan is being generated at the electrode.

The two new peaks do not seem to be adsorption peaks. They

occur even for the lowest scan rate used, .02 volts/second; they do

not coincide in potential; and a study of the increase in peak current

with scan rate shows no excessive growth rate as would be the case

if the peaks were adsorptive. For the anodic peak, the growth is

approximately tenfold in going from 0.5 to 100 volts/second; the

theoretical increase for this scan range is 14.1. Similarly, for the

new cathodic peak, the parameter ip/v 1/2 is 88.6, 109, and 89.2
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for scan rates of 0.1, 20, and 50 volts/second, respectively.

The situation is further complicated at higher scan rates, as

shown in Figure 57. A third set of peaks appears; these are most

likely the adsorption peaks seen for the other metals when reduction

to the metal occurs.

The n-value for the regular electrochemical couple is probably

three, according to the data in Table 24. This would fit a reduction

scheme of Sb(III) to Sb(0) which is in accord with the electrochemical

data for antimony found in various other solvents (51, p. 279-286).

A logical choice for the first cathodic peak reaction would then

be Sb(V) to Sb(III), but the peak appears to be sharper than a two

electron transfer would warrant. The average of nine log plot an-

alyses for the first cathodic peak gives an n of 3.23. Thus the inter-

pretation of the generated peaks remains speculative, and the electro-

chemistry of antimony would appear to be an interesting area for

further study.

Thallium. Thallium trioxide (T1203) dissolves to give a color-

less solution in molten carbonate-borate. Voltammograms, such as

the one shown in Figure 58A, show no complications other than the

height and shape of the anodic peak, which probably indicates metal

dissolution. There is a slight rise that could be an adsorption peak

at -.825 volts for a scan of 200 volts/second. The n-values given in

Table 25 indicate a reduction of Tl(III) to T1(0), which seems



Table 24. Voltammetric data for antimony.

v
volts

E E
pa

n from computer analysis
pc

volts cathodicvolts anodic

n from

Epc-Epa*see.

.1 -1.268 -1.204 3.50 3.04 2.45

.2 -1.278 -1.209 2.22 -- 2.28

.5 -1.255 -1.211 3.10 3.13 3.57

1 -1.253 -1.191 3.65 2.95 2.53

2 -1.258 -1.190 - -- 2.31

5 -1.250 -1.185 -- 2.42

10 -1.275 -1.200 - 2.09

20 -1.250 -1.195 -- 2.85

50 -1.265 -1.175 -- 1.75

100 -1.260 -1.118 -- 1.10

Average: 1.261

Notes: C = 2.87 x 10
-2

M Sb(III) in carbonate-borate melt; gold wire electrode; T = 550°C.

*See Table 2.
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Figure 58. Voltammograms for thallium and tellurium at a gold wire

electrode. A. 1.08 x 10-2 M Tl(III); v = 20 volts/sec.
B. 2.62 x 10-2 M Te(IV); v = 0.2 volts/sec.



Table 25. Voltammetric data for thallium.

volts /sec
EPc

volts
EPa

volts

n from
E-E* Epc pa

n from

-E' Epc pc

n from

-E'pa pa

2 -1.360 -1.200 .98

10 -1.360 -1.200 .98 2.62 3.28

20 -1.370 -1.200 .92 3.28 3.28

50 -1.380 -1.200 .87 3.28 3.28

100 -1.390 -1.190 . 79 2.62 3.28

200 -1.410 -1.170 .65 2.18

Notes: C = 1.83 x 10-2 M T1(III) in carbonate-borate melt at 550°C; gold wire electrode.
*See Table 2.
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reasonable.

Tellurium. Tellurium dioxide (Te0
2)

dissolves readily to form

a colorless solution. Its electrochemical behavior is unlike the me-

tals studied so far as shown in Figures 58B and 59.

Instead of a true peak, an S-shaped cathodic wave is obtained.

The two cases suggested by this shape are case III and case VII, a

preceding chemical reaction followed by a reversible charge transfer
ne R) and a catalytic reaction with reversible charge trans-

fer (0 + ne R + Z
kf

) respectively.

The n-values given in Table 26 indicate a two electron step.

In addition, computer analysis of the anodic peak for a scan rate of

20 volts/second gives an average n-value of 2.09. The most positive

anodic and cathodic peaks in Figures 59A and B are close enough in

potential to suggest adsorption, and computer resolution of the anodic

peaks in Figure 59B shows the most positive peak to be quite sym-

metrical. Thus, a two electron step plus adsorption seems to denote

the reduction of Te(II) to Te(0).

Further evidence to support such a scheme is evident in Figure

59. For a single scan, the anodic and cathodic peak heights are in

the range of 50 to 100 microamperes. Upon switching to a repetitive

scan, the current grows for several seconds until it is measured in

terms of hundreds of microamperes, as shown in Figure 59B. Thus,

the electroactive species is present initially in limited quantities, but
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Figure 59. Voltammograms for tellurium. C = 2.62 x 10-2 M Te(IV);
gold wire electrode. A. Single scan; v = 20 volts/sec.
B. Multiple scan; v = 20 volts/sec.



Table 26. Voltammetric data for tellurium.

v

volts/sec
EPc

volts
EPa

volts
n from

E -E'pa pa

1

2

-1.140 -1.020

-1.020

5 - -.990 2.60

10 -1.190 -.980 2.17

20 -1.270 -.940 1.62

50 -1.270 -.930 1.62

100 -. 900 1.44

Notes: C = 2.62 x 10-2 M Te(IV); gold wire electrode.
*See Table 2.
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repetitive scans cause it to accumulate from some larger, electro-

chemically inactive source.

The next step is to rule out one of the two possibilities. The

anodic to cathodic peak current ratio can be used, since it remains

constant at all scan rates for case VII and increases with increasing

scan rate for case III. For v = 0.2 volts/second, the ratio is 1. 16;

at v = 20 volts/second, the ratio is 1.40. This indicates case III,

as does the observation that the anodic peak shifts anodically with

increasing scan rate.

Another criterion is the behavior of the cathodic peak with scan

rate. If case VII applies, the peak should grow and become more

peaked and less S-shaped with increasing scan rate. If, on the other

hand, case III is applicable, the cathodic reaction should remain

S-shaped and not grow. A comparison of Figures 58A and 59A re-

veals that the wave becomes less peaked and does not grow with in-

creasing scan rate. Thus, case III is evidently the relevant chem-

ical complication.

This leaves the problem of what the preceding chemical reac-

tion might be. One possibility is the dissolution of a complex, as

outlined for copper.

The other possibility is the oxidation of the melt by Te(IV):

-2Te4+ + 2C0
3

2Te 2+ +02 + 2C0
2
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In support of this, the melt does seem to be more easily oxidized

electrochemically; Figure 59B shows the beginning of anodic break-

away at -.500 volts, whereas this usually occurs at -.300 volts or

thereabouts. If the oxygen escapes, then the above reaction really

isn't reversible, which is one of the conditions for Case III; however,

the theory does seem to be applicable at least qualitatively.

Chronoamperometry

In attempting to characterize the metals studied in this disserta-

tion, diffusion coefficients are desirable, and chronoamperometry is

well suited to this end. The theory and equipment were discussed

earlier. Diffusion coefficients were calculated from the extrapolated

value of it /AC at t = 0. Background currents were always deter-

mined separately and subtracted.

A 70 second run, shown in Figure 60, reveals that deviations

from linearity due to convection do not become significant until more

than 30 seconds have elapsed. Thus, even though the temperature

involved would tend to increase convection, the viscosity holds this

problem to manageable levels. The runs reported had lengths of

seven to 14 seconds, well within the convection limit.

As a general test of the equipment and methods employed,

iron (III) in one molar perchloric acid was determined. The solution

was 2.00 x 10-3M Fe (III) and was prepared from iron wire which
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was dissolved in perchloric acid. The solution was heated to boiling

to assure oxidation of the iron and then cooled and made up to volume.

The average of five determinations made at three different electrodes

gave a diffusion coefficient of 5.37 ± .76 x 106 cm2/sec. Each de-

termination represents two or more runs. The literature value for a

similar solution is 5.5 x 10-6 cm2/sec (86).

In the carbonate-borate melt, only two metals were determined:

copper and chromium. The results are summarized in Table 27.

The deviation is about 19 percent which denotes a current variation

of N/r" or 4.4 percent.

Two determinations of chromium in ternary carbonate eutectic

gave a diffusion coefficient of 1.25 x 106 cm2 /sec. This value is

probably low, since voltammograms for chromium in melts of car-

bonate alone were lower and more drawn out than those taken in a

carbonate-borate melt.

The diffusion coefficients in Table 27 are an order of magnitude

lower than those obtained by Tumanova for Li2C0 3-K 2
CO3 eutectic

at 640°C. Before the values can be compared, however, the effects

of temperature and viscosity should be taken into account.

Theoretically, diffusion coefficients vary in direct proportion

to the absolute temperature and in inverse proportion to the viscosity,

all other factors remaining constant (39, p. 255). The viscosity of

the lithium-potassium carbonate eutectic at 640°C can be estimated
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Table 27. Diffusion coefficients for chromium and copper.

Chromium Copper
Cr(VI) Cu(II) Cu(0)

concentration D x 106cm2/sec concentration D x 106 cm2/sec

1.2 x 10-2 M

1.2x 10 -2M
1.2 x 10-2 M

1.36 x 10-2 M

1.57 x 10-2 M
1.57 x 10-2 M

1.57 x 10 -2
M

1.57 x 10-2 M

1.85 x 10-2 M

1.85 x 10-2 M

1.85 x 10-2 M

6.38 x 10-2 M

6.38 x 10-2 M
6.38 x 10-2 M

1.75

1.69

1.96

2.25

1.70
2.09

1.84
1.46

2.45

2.64

2.56

2.60

2.74

2.25

Average: 2.14 ± .42

8.9 x 10-3 M

8.9 x 10-3 M

8.9 x 10-3 M

8.9 x 10-3 M

8.9 x 10-3 M

1 x 10-2 M

1 x 10 -2
M

1 x 10-2 M

1 x 10-2 M

1 x 10-2 M

1 x 10-2 M

1.76

2.50

1.85

1.45

2.16
2.18

2.27
2.50

1.85

1.71

1.47

Average: 1.94 ± 37

Notes: Each value represents two or more runs; T = 550°C.
Transition potentials for chromium: -.7 to -1.2 volts
Transition potentials for copper: -.55 to -1.05 volts
Gold disk electrodes; carbonate-borate melt.
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from published data (139) to be about six centipoise. The viscosity

of the ternary carbonate eutectic at 550°C is .0303 poise (extrapo-

lated from the data given by Janz and Saegusa (59), so that the ter-

nary eutectic diffusion coefficients should be (273 + 640) x 6/3 = 1.8

times larger than Tumanova's values. If both sets of diffusion co-

efficients are correct, then the diffusing species in the carbonate-

borate melt must be considerably larger than those in the lithium-

potassium carbonate eutectic.

A similar relationship between the ternary carbonate-borate

melt and water can be obtained. For water at 25°C, the viscosity

is .894 centipoise (44, p. 2156), so that the molten carbonate diffu-

sion coefficients should be approximately (273 + 550/298) x .894/

3.03 = .815 times those for aqueous work. Of course, the carbonate-

borate melt is probably more viscous than the ternary carbonate eu-

tectic, so that both ratios calculated should be lower. The size of

the diffusing species was not considered; this would have to be cor-

rected for also before a theoretical comparison would mean much.

Conversely, the diffusion data could be used to predict the size of

diffusing species.
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VIII. SUMMARY

Before the electrochemical work described could be carried out,

various supporting hardware had to be constructed. A controlled-

potential polarograph, employing integrated circuit operational ampli-

fiers, was assembled. Associated with this is a pulse gate, enabling

single cycle experiments, and appropriate switching for chrono-

amperometry. A diode cell simulator was devised, facilitating test-

ing and demonstration of the polarograph as well as providing a means

for correcting derivative data for peak shifts caused by noise filter-

ing.

Several different types of reference electrodes were fabricated

before a satisfactory one was found. A porcelain membrane electrode

containing a silver electrode immersed in a silver sulfate melt,

known as the Danner-Rey electrode, was finally chosen. A special

porcelain was compounded for these electrodes which has proven to

be especially resistant to the highly corrosive carbonate melt.

The same porcelain served for the fabrication of planar gold

disk electrodes which provide for the first time an electrode of known

area for use in such corrosive systems.

The theory of stationary electrode voltammetry was summar-

ized in an attempt to provide an overall view. A new approach to

the theory of the anodic background current was put forward, and
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the eight theoretical cases described by Nicholson (94) were pre-

sented in a less normalized form to aid in understanding them.

A computer program was written to facilitate data processing.

In addition to providing peak potentials, currents, and n-values, the

program also resolves overlapping peaks and furnishes various plots

of both processed and unprocessed data.

The initial studies utilizing conventional polarography were not

especially meaningful, so rapid-scan voltammetry was employed in

exploring the electrochemistry of various metals in molten carbonates.

Although the data is not so accurate or extensive as desired, much

was learned concerning the most likely oxidation states of metals

and their general electrochemical behavior.

Several trends emerged. When metals are reduced to the zero

state, the reduction peak is usually preceded by an adsorption peak,

denoting strong adsorption of the product; this is observable mostly

at higher scan rates. Thus, rapid-scan voltammetry is able to pro-

vide information impossible to obtain by conventional polarography,

while simultaneously avoiding the problem of excess metal deposition

and concomitant uncertainties in the diffusion current that has plagued

conventional studies in fused media. Other effects apparently asso-

ciated with product deposition are an anodic to cathodic peak current

ratio greater than one and anodic peak shapes differing markedly

from theory. There was also evidence of a preceding chemical
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reaction for several elements, suggesting a common decomplexa-

tion step before reduction.

Most substances displayed reversible behavior in that both an

anodic and a cathodic peak occurred within the expected potential

range. Some irreversibility, indicated by low n-values, was evident

for most systems, but whether this is due to the chemistry or to

electrode surface effects is not clear. A summary of the most prob-

able electrode reactions and cathodic peak potentials is given in

Table 28.

Diffusion coefficients for copper and chromium were determined

by chronoamperometry. For Cu(II) Cu(0), D = 1.94 ± .37 x 106

cm2/sec, while for Cr(VI) Cr (III), D = 2.14 ± .42 x 106 cm2/

sec. These values denote a relative standard deviation in the current

of about four to five percent.

Molten carbonates has proven to be a difficult medium in which

to work. Cyclic voltammetry helped overcome some of the problems

associated with conventional polarography, and it is hoped that others

will find it useful in exploring fused salt systems.
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Table 28. Cathodic peak potentials for various metals in molten
alkali metal carbonate-borate at 550°C.

Electrode reaction Cathodic peak potential

Zn( II) - Zn( 0 )

Co(II)-Co(0)

-1.480

-1.404

Fe( III)- Fe( 0) ? -1.394

Tl(III)-T1(0) -1.360

Sb(III)-Sb(0) -1.261

As( III)-As( 0) -1.250

Ni(II)-Ni(0) -1.250

Sn(IV)-Sn(0) -1.225-1.280

Cd(II)-Cd(0) -1.160

Te(II)-Te(0) -1.140

Bi(III)-Bi(0) -1.040

Cr(VI)-Cr(III) -1.016

Pb(II)-Pb(0) -.980

Cu(II)-Cu(0) -.827

U( VI) U( IV) ? -.640

Notes: The solvent is 6 mole % B203 in Li- K- Na /CO3 eutectic; all
potentials are versus the Danner-Rey electrode.
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c
C
C

APPENDIX I

PROGRAM FILMREAD
THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO WORK WITH DATA FROM A CALMA DIGITIZER
AND STORED ON FILE AS BINARY NUMBERS BY PROGRAM UNPACKX, WRITTEN
BY R. JAY MURRAY. OSU COMPUTER CENTER, CORVALLIS, OREGON.
EQUIP.I =DATA FILE... EGUIP,4=PLOT AND LABELs4/YOUR NAME.
DIMENSION J08(5000).X(2000),Y(2000).HEAD(20),IHEAD(18)
DIMENSION RX(1000).RY(1000)
EQUIVALENCE(HEAD(1).NFILE).(HEAD(2)*IHEAD(1))
INTEGER )(AY
COMMON JOB(5000),X(2000)*Y(2000).1HEAD(18)
COMMON RX(1000).RY(1000).1.1(2000).V(2000)

50 FORMAT(' PARITY ERROR ON INPUT TAPE'.I7)
SI FORMAT(////.' CCCC '.141' '.18A4//)
52 FORMAT(' ILLEGAL INPUT CHARACTER's1A4.' IN RECORD'.17)
53 FORMAT(' THE REMAINING DATA IN THIS FILE MAY BE IN ERROR ')
55 FORMAT(' EOF ON HEAD READING')
57 FORMAT(1H.. EOF ON INPUT TAPE ')
58 FORMAT(' NO. DATA PTS ' I5.'

59 FORMAT(//
1

I4./.
ILOPE.".F1
IURRENT

60 FORMAT('
12.".F7.4)

61 FORMAT('
IL.0',F7.4)

62 FORMAT('

NO. SORTED PTS...

PEAK NO. I3.' PEAK ACUTENESS.
PEAK COUNTER ' I4o. BACKGROUND S

0.5./.' PEAK POTENTIAL F7.4.' PEAK C
F8.2//)

1/2 PEAK POTEATIAL....F7.4.' POLAROGRAPHIC, El/

1/4 PEAK POTENTIAL..".F7.4.! 3/4 PEAK POTENTIA

SLOPE OF LOG PLOT...'oF10.5.' NO. PTS/LOG PLOT..
1.14)

63 FORMAT(' N(FROM LOG PLOT)....*.F5.2,'
1 ' F5.2)

64 FORMAT(' CORLCOE/LOG PLOT....'.F7.4.'
1...',F8.5..//)
IEOF=0

7 CONTINUE
SCALEX = FFIN(60)

C SCALING FACTORS IN TERMS .OF UNITS /INCH FOR MATCHING DIGITIZER
C VALUES WITH THE ACTUAL EXPERIMENTAL VALUES. FFIN IS FREE FORMAT
C IN AND MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE.

GO TO (29.72),EOFCKF(60)
72 CONTINUE

SCALEY = FFIN(60)
RXLOW=FFIN(60)
RYLOW=FFIN(60)

C THESE VALUES SET THE ORIGIN FOR THE DIGITIZER VALUES.
TP = FFIN(60)

C TP IS THE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE.
SI = FFIN(60)
S2=FFIN(60.61.80,0)
S3=FFIN(60.61.80.0)
S4=FFIN(6P.61.80,0)

C SWITCH VALUES ARE 1=30 AND 2=YES. SI=2 PLOTS THE DATA BEFORE
C PROCESSING. S2=2 LISTS SORTED DATA. S3=2 PLOTS THE LOG N VALUE
C ANALYSIS. S3=S LISTS RESOLVED PEAK DATA. S4=2 PLOTS RESOLVED PEAKS.

BUFFER IN (1.1) (HEAD(I).HEAD(10))
C BUFFER IN IS A COMMAND AVAILABLE WITH CDC COMPUTERS AND MAY NOT
C BE AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE. THE STATEMENTS THAT FOLLOW ARE CHECKS
C ON THE BUFFER IN PROCESS.

GO TO(1,2,3.4),UNITSTF(1).
IEOF=1E0F+1
IF(IEOF-1)2,2,32

32 WRITEC61.55)
GO TO 29

4 NWORD=LENGTHF(I)
WRITE(61,50)NWORD

2 WRITE(61.51)NFILE,IHEAD
IEOF=0

71 BUFFER IN(1,1)(JOB(1).JOB(5000))
20 GO TO(20,21.22,23).UNITSTF(I)
23 WRITE(61.52)NFILE

WRITE(61.53)
21 NWORD=LENGTHF(1)

GO TO 71
22 IEOF=IE0F+1

IF(IEOF-1)33.33.73
73 WRITE(61.57)

GO TO 29
33 CONTINUE

IF(SCALEX .EQ. 9999.)70.34
34 CONTINUE

SCALEX.SCALEX/100.
SCALEY.SCALEY/100.

C THE DIGITIZER VALUES ARE IN UNITS OF .01 INCH.
N2=0

C N2 ALLOWS THE PLOT PARAMETERS TO BE READ ONCE AND USED REPEATEDLY.
C 0= READ. 1= SKIP READING.

1=6
C THE FIRST FIVE VALUES CONTAIN THE BACKGROUND LINE.

N(FROM EP -EP /2)

STD DEV IN SLOPE.

1

3
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NPEAKS =

C THIS IS THE PEAK NUMBER.
LLINIT=I

C LLINIT IS THE BEGINNING ARRAY INDEX AND INCREMENTS DURING
C RESOLUTION OF OVERLAPPING PEAKS.

CALL SORT(NWORD.J,SLOPE)
C NWORD IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BINARY VALUES BUFFERED IN. J IS THE
C FINAL ARRAY INDEX AFTER SORTING THE POINTS. SLOPE IS THE
C BACKGROUND SLOPE.

WRITEC61,58)MWORD,J
GO TO (36,37),S2

37 WRITE(61.35)(X(L),Y(L)PL=1,J)
35 FORMAT(IH .11(I5**CoI6))
36 CONTINUE

GO TO (5.6)SI
6 CONTINUE

C IF NI IS 0. AXES ARE DRAWN AND LABELLED. IF NI =I. DATA IS PLOTTED
C ON THE OLD AXES.

IF(N2 .E0. 1)75,76
76 CONTINUE

LX=FFIN(60)
LY= FFIN(60)
XL=FFINC60)
YL=FFIN(60)
XLOW=FFIN(60)
YLOW=FFINC60)
XTIC =FFIN(60)
YTIC=FFIN(60)
MNT=FFIN(60)

C SEE PLOT MANUAL FOR DEFINITIONS.
LI=FFIN(60,61.80,0)
L2=FFIN(60,61,80,0)

C LI IS X AXIS LABEL FORMAT. L2 IS Y AXIS LABEL FORMAT.
C I =16. 2=F6.I 3=F6.R 4=F6.3.

IPOS=I
IMARK=0

C SEE PLOT MANUAL.
N2=1

75 JJ.0
C JJ IS RUNNING INDEX FOR U AND V ARRAYS WHICH ARE PLOTTED.
C FINAL VALUE IS PASSED TO SUBROUTINE PLOTE.

GO TO(25.26),S4
25 DO 27 L=S,NWORD.6

C ONLY EVERY THIRD POINT IS PLOTTED.
JJ=JJ+I
UCJJ)=JOB(L)SCALEX+RXLOW

27 VCJJ)=JOB(L+I)SCALEY+RYLOW
C THIS IS CONVERSION OF DIGITIZER VALUES TO REAL VALUES.

GO TO 28
26 CONTINUE

DO 38 L =1.J.6
JJ=JJ+1
U(JJ)=X(L)SSCALEX+RXLOW
V(JJ)=Y(L)*SCALEY+RYLOW

C THIS IS CONVERSION OF SORTED DIGITIZER VALUES TO REAL VALUES.
38 CONTINUE
28 CONTINUE

GO TO(39.46),S2
46 WRITE(61.65)CU(L).VCL).L=I.JJ)
65 FORMAT(1H ,11(F5.0,'C'.F6.0))
39 CONTINUE

CALL PLOTE(JJ,NI.LX,LY.XL,YL.XLOW.YLOW,XTIC,YTIC.NNT.IPOS,IMARK.L1
I ,L2)

C SEE PLOT MANUAL AND ABOVE FOR DEFINITIONS.
GO TOC74,70),SI

5 CONTINUE
CALL PEAKS(JAIO.I.M.NPEAKS.LP)

C J IS TOTAL NO. OF SORTED POINTS. I0 IS INDEX AT PEAK. I IS LAST
C VALUE OF RUNNING INDEX SO THAT SECOND PEAK SEARCH BEGINS WHERE
C FIRST PEAK LEFT OFF. M IS PEAK' WIDTH. NPEAKS IS PEAK NUMBER.
C LP=1 WHEN NO MORE PEAKS ARE FOUND.

IFCLP .E0. 1)15,14
15 CONTINUE

IFCS3 .E0. 3)42,43
42 WRITE(61,47)CX(L),Y(L),L=1.J)
47 FORMAT(1H .11(I5,'C'.I6))
43 GO TO 70
14 GO TO(74,6).S4
74 CONTINUE

XMAX=X(10)SCALEX+RXLOW
YMAX=YCI0)SCALEY+RYLOW

C XMAX AND YMAX ARE PEAK VALUES IN REAL UNITS.
LM=0

C LM IS RUNNING INDEX FOR LOG PLOT ARRAYS.
LLMAX = 0

C LLMAX IS RUNNING INDEX FOR STAT ARRAYS. FINAL VALUE IS PASSED
C TO SUBROUTINE STAT.

MF=IABSC*M-4)/4)+1
C MF IS FUDGE FACTOR THAT ATTEMPTS TO KEEP THE NUMBER OF POINTS
C USED IN THE LOG ANALYSIS CONSTANT.

LMC=3
DO 12 LL=LLINIT.I0,MF
RE = FLOAT(Y(LL))/FLOATCY(10))

C RE IS RATIO OF CURRENT TO PEAK CURRENT.
GO TO (40.45).53

45 CONTINUE
IFCRE .LE. .05 .OR. RE .GT. .95)12,41

C 5 TO 95 PERCENT RE IS USED IN THE PLOT ONLY.
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41 LMC=LMC+1

IF(LMC .GE. 4)1001.40
C ONLY ONE POINT IN FOUR IS PLOTTED.
1001 LM=LM+1

U(LM)=X(LL)*SCALEX+RXLOW
YRY=Y(LL)*SCALEY+RYLOW
V(LM)=ALOGIOCYRY/SQRT(YMAXYRY))
LMC=0

40 CONTINUE
IFCRE .LE. .25 .OR. RE .GE. .75)12,13

C 25 TO 75 PERCENT RE IS USED FOR THE LEAST SQUARES LOG SLOPE.
13 LLMAX = LLMAX 1

RX(LLMAX)=X(LL)*SCALEX+RXLOW
YRY=Y(LL)*SCALEY+RYLOW
RY(LLMAX)=ALOGIO(YRY/SORT(YMAXYRY))

12 CONTINUE
WRITE(61,59)NPEAKS.M.X(I6).SLOPE,XMAX,YMAX
CALL STATCLLMAX,CORLCOE.B.A.STDBPSTDA)

C CORLCOE IS THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF B, THE SLOPE. A IS THE
C Y' INTERCEPT. STDB AND STDA ARE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF B AND A.

RSTDB=STDB/B
RB=1./B
STDRB=RB*RSTDB
EP2=(.5*ALOGIO(YMAX/2.).-A)*RB
612*.028*RB/.06074+EP2
EP14=(.5*ALOGIO(YMAX/12.)-A)*RB
EP34=(.5*ALOGIO(2.25*YMAX)-A)*R8
TE=273.16+TP

C EP2 IS THE HALF PEAK POTENTIAL. E12 IS THE HALF WAVE POTENTIAL OR
C E ZERO. EP14 AND EP34 ARE 1/4 AND 3/4 PEAK POTENTIALS. TE IS
C ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE.

XNB=.06074*TE/(298.16*RB)
XNEP=.056405*TEMXMAX.-EP2)*298.16)

C XNB IS N VALUE FROM LOG SLOPE. XNEP IS PEAK VS HALF PEAK N VALUE,
C SLOPES USED WERE ARRIVED AT BY USING THEORETICAL CURVE.

WRITE(61.60)EP2,E12
WRITE(61,61)EP14,EP34
WRITE(61,62)RB,LLMAX
WRITE(61,63)XNB,XNEP
WRITE(61,64) CORLCOE.STDRB
CONA=2800.*YMAX/(446.3*SCALEY*(1000.**.5))
CONB= .06074 *SCALEX *B /(CONA * *2.)
CONC=(.06074*B*( RXLOW-E12)-.019045)/(CONA**2.)
COND=RYLOW/SCALEY

C THESE ARE FACTORS NEEDED TO SUBTRACT FIRST PEAK FROM THE SECOND.
IFCS3 .EQ. 3)48.49

48 WRITE(61,54)CONA,CONB,CONC.COND
54 FORMAT(' CONA=',E12.4.' COW:3=5E12.4s' CONC=',E12.4,' COND

1=',E12.4,//)
49 CONTINUE

I=/+IFIX(.03/SCALEX)
LL/N/T=I
IF(I .GE. J)15.101

101 CONTINUE
c NBK=Y(I)+IFIX(COND..1./C(CONB*X(I)+COIC)**.5))

NBK IS NEW BACKGROUND AT BEGINNING OF SECOND PEAK. THEORETICALLY,
C IT SHOULD BE ZERO.

COND=COND-NBK
DO 100 K=I,J
Y(K)=Y(K)+IFIX(COND..10/((CONB*X(K)+CONC)**.5))

C THIS IS THE ACTUAL SUBTRACTION OF FIRST PEAK DECAY CURRENT FROM
C THE REMAINING DATA.

100 CONTINUE
BKG=NBK*SCALEY

C NBK WAS IN DIGITIZER UNITS, OF COURSE.
WRITEC6Is24)BKG

24 FORMAT(/' THE NEW BACKGROUND IS',F7.2//)
IFCS3 .EQ. 2044,10

44 CONTINUE
N1.0
N2=0
JJ=LM
LX=5
LY=V

C THE LOG PLOT AXIS PARAMETERS ARE DEFINED HERE AND NEED NOT BE
C READ IN.
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS AUTOMATICALLY CENTER THE LOG PLOT.

ZL=.5*ALOGIOCYMAX)-1.59
ZH=.5*ALOGIO(YMAX)+.92
UL=(ZLA)*RB
UH=(ZHA)*R6
LW=IFIX(CUL*20.)+50)-51
XLOW=LW/20.
LV=IFIXC(UH*20.)+50)-48
LWL=IABS(LV-.LW)
XL=LWL/20.
YL=3.5
LZ=IFIX(2.*ZL+20.5)-21
YLOW=LZ/2.
XTIC=.05
YTIC=.5
N1T=2
IPOS=0
IMARK=11
LI=4
L2=2
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CALL PLOTE(JJ.NI.LX.LY,XL.YL.XLOW.YLOW,XTICPYTICoNNT.IPOS.IMARK.L1
1.1.2)
IPOS.1
IMARK.0
J.J.2

C THE NEXT 2 POINTS ARE THE LEAST SQUARES LINE THRU THE LOG DATA.
U(1)=UL
V(1)=ZL
UC2) =UH
V(2)=ZH
CALL PLOTE(JJ,NIPLX.LY.XL.YL.XLOW.YLOW.XTIC.YTIC.NNT,IPOS.IMARK.L1
1.1.2)

10 CONTINUE
IF(I .GE. J)15.5

C THIS SENDS IT BACK TO SUBROUTINE PEAKS TO DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN
C UNLESS THE DATA IS AT AN END.

29 CONTINUE
CALL AXISXY(0.0.0.0.0,0,0.0,0.0.0)
CALL EXIT
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE SORT(NWORD.J.SLOPE)
C THIS SUBROUTINE SORTS THE SERIAL DATA INTO X AND Y ARRAYS..

INTEGER X.Y
COMMON JOB(5000).X(2000).Y(2000)
J.1

IF(JOB(55)JOB(5) .GT. 0)3.4
C THIS TELLS WHETHER DATA IS L TO R OR R TO L.

3 CONTINUE
X(1)=JOB(5)
Y(1)=JOB(6)
SLOPE.FLOAT(JOB(3))/10000.

C THE SLOPE WAS MULTIPLIED BY THIS EARLIER BECAUSE IT HAD TO BE
C CONVERTED TO AN INTEGER.

DO 2 K.5.NWORD.2
IF(JOB(K) .GT. XCJ))1.2

1 CONTINUE
J=J+1
X(J)..JOB(K)
Y(J)=JOB(K+1)IFIX(SLOPESJOB(K))

2 CONTINUE
RETURN

4 CONTINUE
X(1)=-1*JOB(5)
Y(1)=.1.JOB(6)

C THIS WAY ANODIC PEAKS CAN BE USED WITHOUT TURNING THE DATA
C OVER ON THE DIGITIZER.

SLOPE.FLOAT(JOB(3))/10000o,
DO 6 K.S..NWORD.2
IF(-1.JOB(K) .GT. X(J))5.6

5 CONTINUE
J=J+1
X(J)=-1*JOB(K)
Y(J)=1.(JOB(K+1)IFIX(SLOPE*JOB(K)))

6 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE PEAKS(.1.10,1.M.NPEAKS,LP)
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS EACH PEAK AND SENS BACK THE PEAK INDEXCIQ),
C WIDTH OF PEAK TOP CM). AND PEAK NUMBER (NPEAKS).

INTEGER X.Y
COMMON JOB(5000).X(2000).Y(2000)

63 FORMAT(/' NO MAXIMUM WAS FOUND')
LP=0
NO.0
MAXY=0
1.1+6

10 CONTINUE
IFCI +5 .GE. J)1.11

11 CONTINUE
Ic1=Y(14-5)ycI)

C LARGE JUMPS UNTIL DATA GOES UP.
IF(ICI )9.9.8

9 1=1+5
GO TO 10

8 CONTINUE
IF(I .GE. J)1.15

15 CONTINUE
C THE FOLLOWING SAVES THE PEAK INDEX AND MAX HEIGHT.

IC2=Y(I)MAXY
IF(IC2)6,6,5

5 IG.I
MAXY.Y(I)

6 I=I+1
IC3=Y(I-5)Y( I )-2

C SLOPE AT WHICH SEARCH STOPS ON DOWN SIDE OF PEAK.
IF(IC3)8.8.13

13 CONTINUE
KK=1(1
K1=0
K2=0

16 CONTINUE
C THE EDGES OF THE FLAT TOP ARE FOUND. THE DIFFERENCE SPLIT TO GIVE THE
C FINAL PEAK POSITION.



IFCYCKK) .LT. MAXY..2)17,18
17 K1=KK

GO TO 19
18 KK..KK-1

NO=N0+1
IFCNO .GT. 100)28.16

C THIS GUARDS AGAINST A GOOF. SINCE WE HAVE A CLOSED LOOP.
19 KK=I0
20 CONTINUE

IF(KK .GE. J)1.3
3 CONTINUE

IFCYCKK) .LT. MAXY..2)21,22
21 K2=KK

GO TO 25
22 KK=KK+1

NO=N0+1
IFCNO .GT. 100)28,20

28 WRITE(61,63)
GO TO 1

25 CONTINUE
M=(K2-K1)/2
10=CK1+K2)/2
NPEAKS=NPEAKS+1
GO TO 2

1 LP=1
2 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE PLOTECJJ,N1,LX,LY.XL,YL.XLOW,YLOW.XTIC,YTIC,NNT,IPOS,IM
lARK.1.1.L2)

C THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE U AND V ARRAYS.
INTEGER X.Y
COMMON JOB( 5000).X(2000),Y(2000),IHEADC18)
COMMON RX(1000),RY(1000),U(2000),VC2000)
DIMENSION FORMC4),LISTC4)
FORM(1)=8H(I6)
FORM(2)=8H(F6.1)
FORMC3) =8H(F6.2)
FORMC4)=8HCF6.3)

C THESE ARE LABEL FORMATS.
NXL=IFIX(XL/(XTIC*FLOATCNNT))+1.0001)
NYL=IF/XCYL/(YTIC*FLOATCNNT))+1.0001)

31 FORMATCIBA4)
IF(N1 .EQ. 1)4.5

5 CONTINUE
CALL AXISXY(4,LX,LY.XTIC.XL.YL,XLOW,YLOW.XLOW,YLOW.YTIC.NNT)

C SEE PLOT MANUAL.
C THE FOLLOWING DOWN TO STATEMENT 12 LABELS THE AXES.

G=XLOW-.35*XL/FLOATCLX)
H=YLOW-.18*YL/FLOAT(LY)
LABELX=IFIX(XLOW)
XLABEL.XLOW
DO 20 L=1.NXL
IFCL1 .E0. 1)65,66

65 ENCODEC6,FORM(L1),LIST)LABELX
LABELX=LABELX+IFIXCXTIC*NNT)
GO TO 67

66 ENCODEC6,FORMCL1),LIST)XLABEL
XLABEL=XLABEL+XTIC*NNT

67 CALL PLOTXYCG,H,0,0)
CALL LABEL(6,1.0,LIST)

20 G=G+XTIC*NNT
G=XLOW...50*XL/FLOATCLX)
H=YLOW-.04*YL/FLOAT(LY)
LABELY=IFIXCYLOW)
YLABEL=YLOW
DO 22 L=1.NYL
IFCL2 .E6). 1)68,69

68 ENCODEC6,FORM(L2),LIST)LABELY
LABELY=LABELY+IFIXCYTIC*NNT)
GO TO 70

69 ENCODEC6.FORMCL2),LIST)YLABEL
YLABEL=YLABEL+YTIC*NNT

70 CALL PLOTXY(G,H.0.0)
CALL LABEL(6.1.0,LIST)

22 H=H+YTIC*NNT
G=XL0W+.5*XL/FLOATCLX)
H=YLOW-.6*YL/FLOAT(LY)
DO 12 L.1.18
ENCODEC4,31.LIST)IHEADCL)
CALL PLOTXY(G,H.0,0)
CALL LABELC4.1.0,LIST)
G=G+.32*XL/FLOAT(LX)
IF(G .GT. XLOW +XL)41.12

12 CONTINUE
C THE FOLLOWING DOWN TO STATEMENT 4 ENCLOSES AXES.

41 CONTINUE
XHI=XL0W+XL
YHI=YLOW+YL
R.XLOW
CALL PLOTXY(XLOW,YH1,0,10)

1 CALL PLOTXYCR,YHI,1,10)
R=R+XTIC
IF(R .GT. 1.0001*XHI)2.1

2 S=YHI

252
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3 CALL PLOTXY(XHI.S.1,10)

S =S -YT IC

IF(S .LT. YLIM)4,3
4 CONTINUE

10.1

CALL PLOTXY(U(K),V(K).0.0)
100 CONTINUE

K=K+1
IF(( .GT. JJ)11,10

10 CONTINUE
CALL PLOTXY(U(K),V(K),IPOS,IMARK)
GO TO 100

11 N1.1
C UNLESS RESET TO 0, NEW DATA WILL BE PLOTTED ON THE SAME AXES.

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE STAT(LLMAX,CORLCOE.B.A,STDB,STDA)
C THIS SUBROUTINE DOES A LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS ON THE RX AND RY
C ARRAYS TO OBTAIN BEST SLOPE AND INTERCEPT.

INTEGER X.Y
COMMON JOB(5000),X(2000),Y(2000),IHEAD(18)
COMMON RX(1000).RY(1000)
DIMENSION RX(1000).RY(1000),RXY(1000)
XLMAX = LLMAX
SSX = 0.
SSY = 0.
SSDY = 0.
SSDX = 0.
SUMRY = 0.
SUMRX = 0.
SSPXY = 0.
SSDPXY = 0.
SUMRXY = 0.
00 1003 MM=1.LLMAX
SUMRX=SUMRX+RX(MM)
SUMRY=SUMRY*RY(MM)
RXY(MM) = RX(MM)*RY(MM)
SUMRXY = SUMRXY RXY(MM)

1003 CONTINUE
XBAR=SUMRX/XLMAX
YBAR.SUMRY/XLMAX
XYBAR=SUMRXY/XLMAX
DO 1004 MM=1,LLMAX
SSDX.SSDX.r(RX(MM)..X8AR)*(RX(MM)..XBAR)
SSDY=SSDY..(RY(MM)-YBAR)*(RY(MM)YBAR)
SSDPXY = SSDPXY (RXY(MM)-XYBAR)*(RXY(MM)-XYBAR)
SSX=SSX+RX(MM)*RX(MM)
SSY=SSY+RY(MM)*RY(MM)
SSPXY=RX(MM)*RY(MM)*RX(MM)*RY(MM)+SSPXY

1004 CONTINUE
STDEVX=SORT(SSDK/(XLMAX-1.))
STDEVY=SORT(SSDY/(XLMAX-1))
STDEVXY = SORT(SSDPXY/(XLMAX-1.))

B.(SUMRXYXLMAX*XBAR*YBAR)/(SSXXLMAX*XBAR*XBAR)
CORLCOE = B*STDEVX/STDEVY
A=YBAR-B*XBAR
SSRES = SSDY - B*B*SSDX
S2 =(( SSY-SUMRY*SUMRY/XLMAX-(B/XLMAX)*(XLMAX*SUMRXY-SUMRX*SUmmY)

1) /(XLMAX -2.))
STDB = SQRT(S2 /C SSX-XLMAX*XBAR*XBAR))
STDA = SORT(S2)*SORT( SSX/(XLMAX* SSX-SUMRX*SUMRX))
ACONFAC.SORT(SSRES/(XLMAX-2.))*SORT(1./XLMAX*XBAR*XBAR/SSDX)
BCONFAC=SORT(SSRES/((XLMAX..2.)*SSDX))
RETURN
END

C
C
C TYPICAL DATA CARDS NEEDED...
C CARD I... .207 51.7 .3 0. 550. 2 1 1 1 (SCALING FACTORS,
C SWITCHES).
C CARD 2... 5 3 1. 150 .3 -75. .1 25. 2 4 1 (PLOT PARAM-
C ETERS NEEDED FOR CARD 1).
C CARD 3... .207 51.7 .8 0. 550. 1 2 2 1 (NO PLOT PARAMETERS
C NEEDED FOR LOG PLOT).
C CARD 4... .207 1034. .9 0. 550. 1 1 1 2
C CARD 5... 5 3 I. 3000. .5 -1500. .1 500. 2 4 I (PLOT
C PARAMETERS FOR RESOLVED PEAK PLOTS).
C CARD 6... DOUBLE PUNCHED 78 TWICE, INDICATING END OF DATA).
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APPENDIX II

NICHOLSON'S COMPUTER PROGRAM

Nicholson gave the program used in calculating the current func-

tion in his thesis (94), and it was used to calculate new values for a

smaller value of delta than had previously been used. In setting up

the program, three statements were changed. The second statements

past statements 15 and 30 were changed to "IF(S-CYCLES)"; also, the

"1 P" scaling factor in statement 700 was omitted and "F" format was

used. The initial potential, THETA, that Nicholson used was 6. 5,

which corresponds to 167 millivolts anodic of E°.

In recalculating the current function, a delta of 0.00973 was

used; this corresponds to an increment of 0.25 millivolts. Unfor-

tunately, 6. 5 was used as the initial potential value, theta; this made

all potentials low by 0.02 millivolts. A better value would have been

6.2284 (160 millivolts) or 7.0070 (180 millivolts).

The potentials at which the peak and half-peak occur are differ-

ent than those Nicholson reports. The peak current function is

0.44629, which agrees well (Nicholson's value was 0. 4463), but the

peak potential is -28.64 millivolts, compared to Nicholson's value

of -28.5. The half-peak differed more, occurring at 27.34 millivolts;

Nicholson obtained 28.0 millivolts.

The curve was also calculated out to 820 millivolts past E° in

order to check the fit of the it2 = c approximation. The delta used
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was 0.03893, and, theta was 7.007. The values were high compared

to the more accurate values obtained previously; for example, at -80

millivolts, the accurate value of the current function is 0.35325,

while the less accurate value is 0.35398. Whether this is due to the

change in delta or in theta is unknown, but the difference is only

0.133%, which will hardly matter when dealing with experimental

data.


